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WALDO CO. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
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\! ;i meeting of the Trustees of the
v.iiilo County Agricultural Society, the
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7•*. 3d. -17#. 1th. 30.
in ail tin* above races three or more horses are
: * ent.-r. two or more to make the race.
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all
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e"inpan;,
Trotting to
be under the national rule-, to harness.
Time for
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In accordance with tin* requirements of the
Hoard of Agriculture. the following special premi
um.> are oll'ered:
For the best nursery oi Apple 'frees put out this
year, premiums to he awarded in the tall of 187‘J.
1st premium. *14. dd S. 3d
i o the person who shall
purchase and bring ini'' the limits ot the
Society, during the year 187f».
and previous to September, the most thoroughbred
including at least one bull. *1 J.
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di.iiuin- during the war previous to the Fair. *7*.
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|mo>|ilc outside of Maine think of
Aroo.-took, they think it is a solid agricul\\ lieu

tural addition

to

the State because it is

practically a new discovery, lint precisely the same discovery is capable of bein'.1;

made all over the Slate.
The whole
secret consists in the application of scientific knowledge to the old methods, which
will be equal to their thorough renova-

tion. < Mi the great farming belt that
skirts the coast, vv Inch is specially adapted to the sheep range, like the famous
downs of Fngland. tile problem of the
utilization of the menhaden and herring

fishery products is one of great moment,
opening to view as it does a mine of
wealth for the agriculture of the State.
With the well-known lisli scrap that is to
be had in increasing abundance in the
coast counties a degree of productiveness
may be attained which cannot lie surpassed by the use of all the foreign fertilizers known.
Farther inland, the more strictly dairy
illg belt stretches across the State: a
region divt-rsilied in the most picturesque
manner with
hill, valley and stream,
where butter-making might heroine one
of the most profitable specialties, and the
cheese-factory system which has already
taken such linn root inay yet expand to

proportions

of

extraordinary magnitude,

leading to a direel export trade that
would enrich the present occupants and
owners of the land in those counties.
Mutton for the lower belt, and butter and
cheese for the upper one, with cattle,
horses, bay. eggs and the other varied
products ot enterprising farming added
thereto, would altogethei constitute such
a bod v and bulk of agricultural
prod tuts
as would cm it'll the State that boasted of
them. Soil and climate are propitious;
the tv: t must eolile from the mode of
farming itself.
• tne ol the best
symptoms in relation to
the farming in Maine is, that at present
there is a return to the farms which have
been deserted, and an infusion of fresh
life into the management of those which
hav e sintered from neglect. Farmers feel
the spirit of the age. as it is called, equally with other classes in the great industrial community.
Let a strong breeze of

enterprise once set in across a farming
territory, and it intluenees the whole

country thereabouts to engage in a new
ity »>ne and another suddenly show s
an eager desire tor more facts; the
study
of particular subjects connected with
is
;
stimulated
farmers’ clubs
farming
'■
-I.
spring up all around : agriculture drives
•ne!v
politics out of the current talk and disI
I Flccc. Wool.
Jnd 1
cussion ; methods, and economies, and
Doubl*- Mittens »u cts Jml. J'. et>
t Bag Bug. J J, Jnd. i
experiments, and markets are debated
«
•■•A Ba
:i,it I.
aI'jiet.
one after another with a singular zest,
i.. -t
Patch Dudt.
J. Jinl I
until the result becomes visible at last in
torse .lliil Ov Nil!"'
Jill
In-st >Jieeinic:i *J
the breaking out of a new expression to
I I
Lxhihiiinij
Uiii k Bouts. ( all'Skin Bo-A-.
agriculture ev eryvv here.
B.*"t' other tl. hi ( .ill. Kip Skm and Ladies'
lulling I nc.se two great leailing speci..Ikhi• r Shoes, a e
Jml. A
alities as the ones to which Maine tanners
■'t
-peeiuien of I pper or Sole Leather r'J
.1 1
design to devote their means and energy
r.trnai'r Harness. Double Harness,
in the I'ntnre mutton and dairying,
at Harness. > .. Jinl.
and the State will become as famous in
'•
\\ ,\i„.
t u: s. A
Best Family
that lim as \ ermont lias become for its
tor oin-or two horse■». t oveivd Wagons.
^ e ons or
Best Farm tine wooled sheep and its all-work horses.
Sleighs. So. -’d. J.
f arm Wheclburrow. gratuity.
The specialty is what gives the stamp to
•11 eles oi Domestic Mann tint ure must have
the man and the State. The scaltcration
u ithiu the year, and statements to that
pnlici belongs to the rude times, before
iiiiKt accompany the article
civilization was sutliciently organized bv
ii
Pkksi.kvi-s. Pic ivi.Ks a
kin nifs.
it. « t ion made- ok articles of domesticgrowth compact settlements to allow cultivators
'•
ng the- four Viiii«*ti»*s. *A. Jnd. -J.
to choose one branch when so main
Invkntion. Any new invention of de
pressed for an equal share of attention.
superiority and usefulness, gratuity.
Maine has an agricultural wealth in her
Best specimen. S'-. Jnd. I
For tin*
■!
Be-(-> iuc*>t productive in swarm> and
hands which her sister States, not so
r-as I oin-\
S'... Jnd. A.
favorabh situated, may well envy her.
I- 111 ITS, A
Now the evidences are liapily multiplying
and largeM collcetiou of Fruit, including
that she has rightly comprehended her
Pc-ars, Apples and Plums. *:■». A.
resources and conceived the value of her
1
'•olleetion of Pc*ars, So J.
d*-t disn of Pears. * J. I
opportunity. The future dawns on her
'■
A collection of A
like the sun from over the sea.
J.pies, s' 5. J.
d'-A hasln-l of A utiimn
Apples, s’. I.
The increasing activity of thought that
a imi>hel of Winter
J. 1.
s'
Apples,
pen tides the farming community of Maine
A collection of
Drapes. s'A, J
if A dish of
contains within itself the most battering
(trapes. s'J. I.
h
specimen of Cranberries. not less than one
promises. Not that it is in danger of goo
I,, y
ing either too fast or too far, but that it
i- A
of Autumnal Flowers, s ’. I.
bouquet
is a vital fact full of signification.
The
if -t exhibition of
Flowers, s'A, J. 1
u illingness to compare method with methTKOTTIMJ IIOKSKS
od. and result with result, augurs well foi'• -i
trotter three years old and under, owned
lin' future. It is a great deal accomplished
I'aised ill the eountv. half lllile heats, best J ill
'I
1st
when the harriers of custom are lowered
Jd I, Ad j‘
d* A trotter four
years old and under, owned and far enough to permit the visits of oppos'••.•ii in the countV. mile heats, la st J in A. *AA:
• A ju. Jd
ing ideas and theories. Experiment is
hi. Ad A.
the child ol enterprise, and in no calling
Best trotter live years old and under, owned and
!iUf,ed in the eountv, mih* heats, best A in A, *10,
more prominently than in that of farming,
‘a
;jn Jd. I J, Ad »;
when men do not advance as they feel
i ‘»r tin* horse
trotting one mile nearest three that
they ought under the old ways, it is
“dilutes. £JA J 1st III, Jd. ...
* nr the horse
trotting the quickest one-half mile a hint of the broadest kind that it is time
w*tli«.ut skip or break. *10; 1st A. Jd A, Ad J. In
for them to change their ways. Maine,
'"dh tie* above races a single trial is allowed, tin*
with a long line of front on the sea is just
horses to go singly.
1
n v
SWKKrsi akks.
Best trotter six years as capable ofbringing up her agriculture
and
^‘1
upwards, owned in the county, mile heats, to a high standard as England was. She
’’••A A in A, is.VI; 1st JA. Jd IA. Ad 10.
lias but to study her soil and situation,
Burses amounting to *.>00 for J: 40 class and
calculate the results commercially, ami
Nvvec»pstakes horses are offered as follows, viz.—
db class, best A in A. jJ00 1st 00. Jd A0, Ad 40, go to work on a settled system.
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Ploughman.

Patient.
I

was not

patient in that olden time,

Wlioii my unehasteni*d heart began to long
For bliss that lay beyond its reach : my prime
W as wild, impulsive* passionate and
strong.
1 could not wait tor happiness and love.
Heaven sent to come and nestle in my breast :
I c ould not realize how time
might prove
That patn nt waiting would avail uu* best.
••Let. me In* happy now." mv heart cried out,
••la mine own way and with mv chosen lot
The future is too ‘dark and full of Uuiibt.
Lor me to tarry and I trust it not.
'lake all my bles>ings. all I am and have.
But give that glimpse of heaven before the grave!’,
"Ah me!" Hod heard my wayward, sellish cry.
And taking pity on my blinded heart
lie bade the angel of strong
grief draw nigh.
Who pierced my bosom in its teudeiest part.
1 drank wrath’s" wine cup to the bitter lees.
With strong amazement and a broken will:
Then, humbled, straight way fell upon my knees.
Ynd Hod doth know my heart is kneeling still
I have grown patient : seeking not to choose
•Mine own blind lot. but take that Hod shall send.
In which, it what I long for should lose,
I know the lost will work some blessed end.
Some better late for mine and me than I
Could ever compass underneath the sky
| \ 11 the Year Bound.
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that! not noisy, Imt
nigh
profound ami eloquent at once of an old
grief and a fresh perplexity. Bob Withers, the gentleman in his shirt sleeves be
lore the mirror, had heaved that sigh every night for ten years, simultaneously
with the aid of removing from his head
the line chestnut wig which conceals the
most complete destitution of the natural
covering. The grief is therefore an old
one, bid an element of perplexity has
mingled with this nightly sigh lately
namely, since having woed and won Angie McLane in his w ig he lias been screwing up his courage to the point of revealing to her that it is a wig, as he feels in
fairness he ought to do.
lie has put it
otf and put it olf, never linding just the
right opportunity foi the confession, until
now the wedding is but a month off, and
the task seems harder, more impossible,
than ever. He is at present spending a
couple of days at the house of the \lrl.anes in the country, w itli a iew to get
ting acquainted with the family. Bor
the sake of enjoying unalloyed the pleasure of Angie's society for this short time,
he has compromised will, his conscience
by resol\ing at once on leaving lo write
to her and tell the truth, and by no means
to procrastinate further.
Meantime the process of getting tie
quainted with the family does not get on
Bull is a poor match
very prosperously
from Hie parental point of \ iew, and a bit
tcrdisappointiiient to the McLanes. Nothing but Angie’s resolute (diameter could
bale extolled their grudging consent
which their engagement had at length
received. The family consisted, besides
Angie, of her father and mother and two
brothers, John and George. Mr. .McLane
kept his room, being a confirmed invalid.
John, strong-willed and arrogant in temper. ruled the family willi a rod of iron
< Joorge
being kinder tempered, but of
less strength of character,
\ngie was
the only member of the family whom
John could not rule, and she had carried
the point of her engagement againsi his
bitter opposition. .Mrs. Melanie was a
mere shuttlecock between John and Angie. receiving an impulse from one which
lasted till tlie other got bold of her. John
bad accepted tile engagement with an
exceedingly bad grace, and made scarcely a decent pretense of concealing from
Hub bis contempt and hostility, and his
desire to find any pretext for forcing a
quarrel. This was particularly tmpleas
ant and demoralizing to Hob. because the
injury to his own self-respect by the sense
of tlie tacit deceit lie was guilty of as to
liis wig left him unable to meet John's
overbearing insolence with the quiet dignity be would hav e liked to assume.
After going to bed lie lay awake a
couple of hours thinking ov er these embarrassing circumstances, and the delightful fact of Angie's love, to which
they were oil'sets. In the course of his
tossings lie became aware that ids seal
ring w as not on his linger, and instant ly
remembered that, after using it for a for
foil in a parlor game that ev ening, he had
forgotten to replace it. Vexation at his
carelessness instantly made him wide
awake. The ring must tie on the library
table. If not, then he knew not where;
and it there, it might lie filched by a servant in the morning.
Associations made
it invaluable, and lie found himself so uneasy about its safety that be could not
sleep. I’erhups the best thing he could
do was to quietly step down stairs in his
stocking.: without disturbing anybody
and make sure about it.
lie knew that
lie. could even in the dark steer bis way
straight to the library. In this sleepless,
excited state of his mind the slight tinge
of adventure in his plan had an attraction.
Jumping out of bed he put on a part of
his clothes, and softly opening the door
of the room went across the hall and
down the stairs to the ground floor. It
was quite dark, hut he found his way
easily having a good topograpie instinct.
From the lower hall he entered the dining room and from that the library. The
sea coal lire in the grate was still dickering brightly, illuminating the sumptuously furnished room with a faint, soft glow
of peculiarly rich etfect.
There oil the table his ring glittered in
the titful firelight, and as ho slipped it on
his linger lie felicitated himself on his
successful enterprise. The room was so
charmingly cozy that lie felt, it would he
a sin not to linger awhile.
So, throwing
himself mi a sola before the grate, he fell
into ,i delightful rev eric.
Just lucre, in Unit chair, Angie had
sat during the evening, and there he pielured again, finally going and leaning
over it in a caressing attitude, fondly
cheating himself. Over there had sat
ills ilcLane, and the chair hack at once
transfixed him with two critical eyes till
lie was fain to look away. The brothers
were there and there.
15ob chuckled with a cozy sense of
surreptitiousness as he thought how
they would stare could they see him now.
The subtile pleasure of clandestine things
is doubtless partly the exaggeration of
the personality which takes place as the
pressure of other minds is withdrawn.
To persons of Holes sensitive mental atmosphere that pressure is painful when
such minds are hostile, and often irksome,
even when they are friendly, if not in perfect accord. To that now it was a positively voluptuous sensation that his personality expanded till it tilled and felt
the whole room.
The fire burned and busily flew the
shuttles of his fancy, weaving once again
the often-varied patterns of the future.
Those shuttles had little leisure nowadays, for all the weh must be unraveled
and rewoven, that through it all might
run the golden thread of Angie’s love.
How rarely did it light up the fabric, before so dull and dark !
The bronze mantel clock sounded with
a silvery tinkle the hour of two, but the
sound fell apparently unheeded on the
It was a full minute
ear of the dreamer.
before the impression reached his mind
There are times when the thoughts
throng so that each new sensation has to
take its place in the cue and wait its
Then he stirred
turn to get attention.
and roused himself, emerging reluctantly
from the warm, voluptuous atmosphere
of imagination as one leaves an enervating hath, lie had been lying thus a full
hour and it was high time to return to
bed. Ho left the. library and started
across the dining room with a hasty step.
Perhaps long gazing at the fire had
dazzled his eyes, or perhaps of his haste,
a

wan
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together with an undue confidence in his
skill in navigation by dead reckoning,
rendered him less careful than when he
had conic down.
However that may be,
a light stand which lie had
easily avoided then he now blundered fully upon.
Everybody knows that when one stubs
the toe in the dark, instead of delivering
the blow when the foot is moving slowest,
at the beginning or ending of the
step, it
always happens so that the toe strikes
with the maximum momentum. So it
was this time.
II Hob had been kicking
football he could not have made a nicer
calculation of force, and the shock sent
the stand oinpletely over.
It would have made noise enough an\
bow, hut it must happen that on tliis
stand the family silver was laid out for
breakfast, and the clangor was similai to
that of Apollo’s silver Imw at the time lie
let tly at the (treeian host before Trov
Hob stood paralyzed with horror. Even
the anguish of a terribly-stubbed toe
was torgotten in an
overpowering sense
of the awful mess lie lmd made, and the
unimaginable consequences that would at
once ensue.
As the hideous clangor and
clatter rang through the house,
shattering
its sacred silence, lie shrank
together and
made himsell small, as if lie could
imparl
a
sympathetic shrinkage to the noise.
I he racket to his own ears was
splitting
enough, hut he lelt, in addition, as if he
heard wiili the ears of all the family, and
lie wilton before the conception of the
lootings that were at that moment starting up in their minds at the unknown
cause of it.
His lirst rational idea was to holt for
his room and train it before any one was
fairly aroused. Hut the shock had so
scattered his wits tiiat he could not at
once recollect his hearings, and he realized, with indescribable sensations, that
lie was lost, lie consumed the precious
moments in bumping himself all about the
room before lie found the right door.
As lie reached the foot of the staircase,
voices were audible above, and lights
were gleaming down.
His retreat was
cut oil'; he could not get hack to his room
without being discovered.
He now distinguished the voice ol Airs. McHane in
an

agitated

tone entreating somebody to
and not get shot, the gruff

be careful
voices of the brothers responding, and
then their steps rapidly descending the
stairs
Should lie go up stairs and take
the risk of a volley while announcing
himself : It would make a pretty tableau.
Presenting him mil'in such a guise and under.such cireumstanees what sort of a reception could he expect from John, who
treated him with undisguised contempt in
the drawing-room, and whose study it
was to place him at a disadvantage .' lie
might have hesitated longer, but at this
moment the voice of Angie crying down
to her brothers to lie careful, decided
him.
He could not face her under such
terrible false circumstances, and without
his w ig.

questions, that lie had told them
that they had looked everywhere.

once

This silenced them, but Angie said,

a

moment after:

‘■Just let

me

ask

one more

question—

I >iil you look on the top of the bookcase !"
It seemed to Boh that he died then,
and came to life again to hear John re-

NUMBER 9.

the calmest, most impertubable tone,
"that 1 don't like your match with my
sister, and have done my best to break it
oil'.
But she is an obstinate girl, and 1
had pretty much given up hope. These
peculiar circumstances have most unexpectedly put you in my power, and 1
propose to make the most of my advanIf 1 were to call in Angie now and
tage.
introduce you. 1 feel tolorably well assured that it would lie the end of your matrimonial expectations in that quarter.
Still, you shall have a chance for your
iile.
1 will call her if you say soand
John rose.
"For God’s sake, don’t let he come in
here," groaned Boh in abject panic.
John grinned, stepped toward the door,
and then turned hack irresolutely, mut-

ply, contemptuously :
“Over the bookcase
There's no room
there, and if there were, nobody but a
monkey could get up.”
“There’s room enough,” persisted Angie, “and I’ve often noticed, when sitting in the library, what a nice hidingplace it would be. What if lie should i>e
up there now and hear what I’m saying !"
she added, in an agitated whisper.
“Nonsense! said John.
“W ell, there’s no harm in looking, am
tering :
"Wonder if it wouldn’t lie the shortest
way!” said Mrs. Melanie.
“('mile along' then,” grumbled John. way out of it to call her down
Then
“Von shall see for yourselves.”
with a saving reflection upon tin* uncerAt this Bob shut his
eyes, and turned tainty in' a woman’s course under any
his lace to the wall. The ostrich instinct given set of circumstances, he came hack
is the human instinct of
He and reseating himself opposite Bob, said
despair.
tried to tly away from himself, and leave with a sardonic smile : "So you don't
his body there as a derelict
The effort like my Title suggestion of giving you
was desperate, and seemed almost sucone more chance with
on the
\ngie

cessful.

ism he could not quite sever the

connection, though his soul appeared to
he hovering over his body, only attached
by a single thread hut thread which,
alas ! would not break.
A moment alter they all passed
through
the door directly beneath him, and going
clear to the other end of tin library,
stood on tiptoe, and peered at his hidingplace. There seemed to he eyes in ins
back, which felt their scrutiny. But the
lamp they carried did not suffice to bring
out his ligure clearly.
i m sure i see something,
sum Angie
getting up on a chair.
"it's only the shadow of the firelight,"
replied John.
"Light the gas and let us make sure,”
said Mrs. Mi Lane.

Leorge stood up on a chair under the
chandelier, and lighted one of the Immers.
An inarticulate ejaculation fell from
every mouth. A human figure was distinctly visible, inclining along the top of
the bookcase, with his face toward the
wall. The ladies would have, forthwith
runaway hut for the fact that oue door
of tin room was directly beneath the
bookcase, and the other close to it. Cpon
Bob',
paralyzed senses fell the sharp
words of John.
"Webe got you. flet down !”
lie did not move, hilt at the summons
his soul, with inexpressible reluctance
and disgust, began to return from the end
of its iloating thread, and reinhabit the
quarters for which it could not quite shake
otf responsibility.
"(let up or 1”! shoot !” said (leorge.
"(fit, don't shoot him !" cried Mrs. Me-

l.ane,

while

Bob,

still

motionless, dimly

he would.
"(let up !
ivilei ated John ; and he did
get up. Ilis own will was inactive and
Ml this took place tar quicker than 1 : John's was the force that moved his muscan write it.
The glimmer of the dc- ! cles. He turned around and sat up, his
seending lamp already shone dimly in the legs dangling over the edge of the bookhall, and Bull frantically looked about ease, and his wet, white face blankly, difor a biding place. But all the furniture rected towards tin* group a most pitistood up too high from the floor, and the able figure.
corners
were
"Jump down,” said John : "and if you
Ih
distressingly bare.
sprang into the dining room, hut in the try to escape you will get shot !"
Boh let hiur-mlf drop without regard to
dark he could not see how the land lax.
how lie wa to alight, and in consequence
and hurried on into the library. The ilx
mg lire still shed a dim light around, and I was sewrclv bruised against a chair and
he eagerly canvassed the various possi- tin' edges of tin- hook case.
bilities ot concealment which the room
He stood lacing tin- group. His eyes
offered. Youthful experience in the game mechanically sought Angie's. What was
ol hide-and-seek now stood him in good
his surprise to see in her expression
stead, and showed him at a glance the of mingled curiosity and fright not the
inutility as refugees of half a dozen places slightest sign of rcciignition. A glance
that would have deluded one less prac- showed that it was the same with the
tised by the specious bill too easily others
John and (leorge evidently supguessed shelter they alfot'deil.
posed they were dealing with an ordinary
\ ainly seeking a safe refuge, he rail
burglar, and the others were apparently
around the apartment like a rat in a trap. quite as devoid of suspicion ns to his
He had already heard the brothers in the identity.
Ilis wig! He had forgotten all
dining room picking up the silver and about it. That explained their singular
wondering to litnl it all there, when, obey- demeanor.
ing ;t sudden inspiration, he clambered
The bald man in stockings, trousers
upon a lofty bookcase that ran across one and shirt. caught hiding in the library
end of the room, arching above the din- after an
attempt on the silver, quite nating room door, and reaching within a urally failed to recall to their minds the
few feet of the ceiling.
In cold blood ho
youth of rather foppish attire and luxunever could have sealed it.
Lying at full riant locks who hade them good night a
length upon the top ot* the liookea.se feu hours previous. As this fact and its
with his hack to the wall, the bulge of
explanation broke upon Molts mind he
him was still visible from the fat tin t part felt an immense sense of
relief, instantly
of the room, ill ease it should occur to his followed
by a more poignant perception
so
to
look
high.
pursuers
of the inextricable falsity and cruel abThe latter now entered the library ;
surdity of his position. He had little
and, peering oxer the edge of the hook- time to think it over and determine his
ease, Boh recognized with singular senbest course.
sations the two gentlemen with whom lie
John stepped tuiward and with the
had been quietly conversing a little earpoint of iiis rune swipid motioned him into
lier in the evening. Then they were ar- a corner thus
leaving the way dear to the
rayed in fault less ev ening divss, ;uid their ladies, who at mice hurried into the dinmanlier, although supercilious enough,
ing mom, throwing glances of fear and
was calm and polished.
Now he saw
aversion upon Hob as they passed.
Vnthem half dressed with dishevelled hair
gie paused at the doorway and asked.
John carrying a student’s lamp in his
“What are you going to do with the
left hand, and in his right an ugly look- dreadful man
ing cane sword with a blade painfully
Boh even now was able to notice that
nuked, while tleorge held a revolver at he had never seen her so ravishiugiy
full cock.
beautiful as now, and her golden hair failTalking in a low tone, as they called ing over her charming dishabille, while
one another's attention tothe x acinus spots
her eyes scintillated with excitement.
where possibly the burglar might he con- ■She would have blushed to hare been
cealed, they went slowly from corner to seen by him in such an undress toilet, but
corner, probing every recess with the
with an odd feeling of being double, he
sword, and in an attitude of strained at- perceived that she now regarde I him as
tention to every sound. Their faces, grn- she would have an animal.
tosquely lit by the mingled lire and lamp“(ieorge and I will attend to him. You
light, bowed a tierce hunter's look that had better go to lied," replied John to
made Boh fairly sick.
her question ; and then lie sent (ieorge
lie dm lint nave to miik ai 11n■ 111 King
after some cord, meanwhile standing in
lest the magnetism of his gaze shoulil at- front of Rnh with cocked revolver.
Had
trart their involuntary attention.
Nay, he scanned his prisoner closely, lie might
lie even made a Iran tie effort not to think have delected something familiar in his
of them from the tear that some physical lineaments, hut in careless attempts he
current might have the same elici t
for took him in with a sweeping glance as an
lie believed strongly, though vaguely, in average burglar, whose identity was a
the mysteries of animal magnetism, and question for the police.
had a notion that a person sensitive to
In the
Itoh had not uttered a word.
such influence might detect the presence
complex falsity of his position he could
of his v ictim by the very terror the latter not indeed muster presence of mind to
had uf him.
resolve on any course, hut regarded with
lie could scarcely believe bis fortune,
a kind of fatuity the extraordinary direcwhen a moment later, the two brothers tion events were taking.
But when
passed again beneath him back into the (Jeorge returned with the rope, and ordered him to put his hands behind him.
dining room.
From there they went on through the lie said in a tone so quiet lliat it surprised himself:
rooms beyond, and the sound of their
"Hold on Mr. McLaue ; this .joke lias
footsteps died away entirely
1 am Robert Withers
gone far enough.
Perhaps live minutes after, they return
ed that is, as far as the dining-room
at your service, and respectfully decline
and Hub gathered from their conversa- to lie considered in the light of a burglar
tion that they had found one of the fasany further."
t.eorge’s jaw dropped with astonishtenings in tile basement in a condition
indicating that the burglar might have ment. and John was scarcely less taken
aback.
escaped there.
"1»
d ii' it isn't!” ejaculated the forMrs. Me Lane and Angie, having satis
tied themselves that the coast was clear,
mer, after a moment, in a tone of increddescended to the dining-room
and a ulous conviction, as lie recognized at once
lively discussion of all l lie aspects uf tin- the voice and now the features of Bob;
1 nit where’s your hair ?”
problem ensued, which was highly edify
Hob blushed painfully.
ing to Hob.
"1 wear a wig,” he replied, and toThen the conversation became still
more interesting, as it turned on himself,
night, eoining'ilown stairs after my ring
which 1 had left on the table here, 1 did
lie heard -Mrs. AleLano saying:
‘•He must he a bard sleeper, for I not fully dress. Doing back, it was my
luck to stumble over that cursed stand iu
knocked several times on his door.”
Then one of the brothers grunted some- the other room !"
“But what did you hide for?” asked
thing contemptuously, and he heard Angie’s voice excusing him on I he ground John sharply.
Boh touched his bald head and replied:
that he musjjje tired after his long jourI heard the ladies up.”
w
John pitched the revolver outlie sofa
“Are you sure you looked everywhere
in the library ?” was Mrs. McLane's next and stood pensive,
finally he said with
question, at which a cold sweat started a sardonic smile:
"Mr. Withers, how do you propose to
He had just begun
out on Hob’s face.
to feel quite comfortable.
get out of this ? Shall 1 call in the ladies
John and George, however, declared and let you explain ? They will presently
Lie wanting to know what we have done
that they had looked everywhere.
with the. burglar.”
“Did you look under the sofa ?’’
Bull made no reply. Already bitter“Behind the window curtains?”
“In that dark corner by the bookcase ?” ly humiliated he saw no way of avoiding
indefinite and yet bitter humiliations.
asked the ladies in succession.
John thought a few minutes longer,
Ingenious cruelty of fate ! Kven Angie
and then he said:
was racking her brain to guess his hid“Take a seat, Mr. Withers; 1 have a
ing place. What if it should be her who
hit iqion it!
proposition to make.”
Hob drew a breath of relief as John re“They sat down.”
“You are aware,” continued John, in
plied, with some asperity, to all these

hoped

••

whole I think you are wise. The other
alternative is to leave the’house at once,
relinquish your engagement and never
see 1 icl again.
Make youi choice, and as
quickly a-< convenient, for I'm getting
sleepy,'’ and lie yawned lu/.ily.
Hub sat lit an attitude of utter dcjrr
tion. staring at the a.'lics of the tire,
which an hoar ago had blazed as brightly as liis own love-lit fancies, lie was
completely demoralized and almost incapable of thought or resolution. There
was something so pitiable in Hob's oddlooking, dismantled ligure, with that
queer, white bulbous head, dimmed,
blank eyes and expression of crushing
shame and defeat that it would have
moved almost any one to compassion. It
did stir compunctious in fieorge, but there
was no mercy in John’s steel blue
eyes.
Two or three minutes passed in a silence
so complete that even the almost noiseless movement ol the French clock on
the mantel was distinctly audible.
•‘
You are taking altogether too ion to
make up your mind. Mr. Withers.
Ii
will make shorter work to call Angie."
finally saiil John sharply, his patience
quite at an end. IF tus, and ..topped in
the door as he spoke.
"It won't be necessary, John here I
am I” said a clear voice, with a
sharp ring
in it that tile family had learned to know
meant decisive work, and Angie stepped
into the loom, her blue eyes dashing with
indignation and her lip trembling with
scorn, beautiful as a goddess.
I>ob started up from his abject attitude
and stood facing her with the look of a
man waiting his doom from the firing
As lie stood there, drawn up to
squad.
his fit!! height, with just a touch of appeal
softening the defiance of his expression,
it was a manly face and ligure in spite of
all.
Hut her brother received Angie’s
lirst attention.
‘•You mean, cowardly fellow
she said
in tones ol concentrated contempt. "1
would not have believed tint men were
so mean !
And I am almost: as much
ashamed of you, .Mr. Withers," she added
turning to Hob with a softer, but yet an"Did you think, sir, that I
gry voice.
took you for your beauty
1 don't rare if
You aro
y ou wear forty wigs, or none.
absurdly vain, sir." she was smiling
now.
"You should know that when
a woman loves a man if is of grace and
not of works ; anyhow, John," she added,
turning to him, as if contrasting his
slight ligure with Hull’s line physique,
"Mr. Withers doesn't wear shoulderpuds.” With that parting shot she dis
appeared into the dining-room, in a moment reappearing to say : "Mr. Withers,
you may forgive litem all you want to.
I'm by no means sure that I dial I.
\ud
now go to bed all of you, and don't be
keeping us a w ake.”
There w as an outward silence for a lew
moments.
Then John said :
"1 don't ask your pardon, Mr. Withers,
because I meant to succeed, and I'm sor
ry I didn’t. Hut I know when I'm beaten,
and you need expert no further oppo-i
tion from me.
I ad's go to bed."
>

Novel

Suit

in

a

Chicago Court,

j Ci'iiui tin- t'hiii*iiii11 Tiiui- j
Mr. IVrlce II. \\ ebster is a Ih-imirrutic
politician ol Chicago. lie joined a emupatty of rangers ami went around with a
big ilruni amt a toreli during the time uf
the election, and hallooed himself hoarse
shouting lor Tilden. l'resentlv he etune
across ;i man named John
II. Burton,
wlm was a had Republican. John was
shouting as loud for Hayes and Wheeler
us

At

\\ ebster was for Tilden and Hendricks.
length these two ardent politicians

together. Thin argued with one
another, and tinally offered to back up
their respective opinions by betting. Mr.
W ebster said be bad a parcel of land in
Humphrey Co., Tennessee, worth £ lOjMili,
which lie would put up against am similar amount ol property. Burton also bad a

came

tract ol Illinois land which lie valued at
sin,lion. It was agreed that deeds should
be made out to each other, which documents were to lie placed in the hands of
Henry Whipple, a mutual acquaintance.
If Tilden was elected, Whipple was to
baud over the deed of Burton’s land to
Webster. If Hayes was elected. Whipple
was to hand over the deed of Webster’s
The deeds were executland to Burton.
ed and placed in \\ hippie’s hands. \\ hen
election returns began to get rather
mixed, and when after a while the Louisiana Returning Board got the matter of
election in their own hand
Webster
walked around to Mr. Whipp'd and informed him Hint his opinion was that
Tilden was fairly elected, and that he
should not, on any account, turn over the
I
deed to Burton.
Whipple disregarded
the wishes of Webster, and soon after
Hayes's inauguration he handed Burton
the deed for Webster’s land. Webster
grieved over this treatment a good deal,
and mi yesterday tiled a voluminous hill
in chancery against Burton and Whipple,
narrating this whole transaction and calling upon the Court to set the transfer
aside, and also asking for an injunction
restraining Burton from selling or encumbering the property. 'The suit is a
novel one, and one the like of which lias
never been seen in Chicago courts before.

'That

was a.

touching incident, last week

Her
at the death-hed of Mrs. (Jaylord.
husband is ait engineer on the Cincinnatti road, and upon reaching Richmond

dispatch announcing the failing
of his wife.
'The ditlieulty
among the railroads made it impossible
for him to get off.
A second dispatch
arrived saying that she was sinking fast.
found

a

strength

It was then that he decided to run a locomotive to Dayton.
'The dying wife,
whose ears were fast closing to all earth-

ly sounds, listened for tile familiar whistle
which she knew he always gave as the
signal of approach. 'The hours Hew fast,
and the sands of life were running very
still she could not go without
to hint.
At nightfall,
vv hen the sun had set over her last day on
earth, when the chill of death was creeping over her and the pulse were falling,
her ear caught the sound of his coming.
She alone heard it, and she said : “Will
is coining; that is his whistle.” And he
reached the bedside in time to receive
her dying message of farewell.

swiftly;

saying farewell

of the lly is that lie
the same spot; hut
it is the characteristic of the mosquito
that he always returns to another spot.
Thus lie di Iters from the leopard, which
does not change his spots. This is an
important fact in natural history.
'The

always

Cap
11'\

A

Portland

Dog.

liml in AlacniilIan’s Magazine for July, pub
lished in London, an interesting aeeount by Thos.
K. Williams of Portland. Maine, of an
intelligent
Newfoundland dog. which will he well rememberd
l>y many of our readers. We publish nearly the
entire article. Kds. Transcript.)
Cap was tie* usual name of Captain ; its owner
being a large Newfoundland dog just crossed with
the stag hound, making him the handsomest ani
mal 1 ever saw. standing
very tall, with elegantlv
curve,1 neck, and long silky*ears, that one eoulli
pull down and meet under liis chin, liis whole
hyad was a wonder of dog beauty, with long nose
and wouderously expressive eyes, which laughed
or cried with
you. always sympathising whatever
your mood might be : ready for a romp, or to
come and press his nose
through your arm. look
ing up with almost crying eyes, seeming to wish
to show liis sorrow at your grief.
He had great
tact, greater than many human friends, never ob
tending his sympathy : but lying quietly down, his
nose between his paws, he would watch
every
changing expression of face, till the time came
when he thought he could offer tangible sympathy :
then he would get up and come to you. seeming to
wish by .-showing his own excessive love, to make
amends for any shortcomings on the part of the
world. And iu return. l»u\ing given his all. he
wished tin* same, and could not put up with any
division of atfeetion with any other animal, scarce
ly with a human being: and his intelligence aided
his jealousy in gaining the point
II
always accompanied my father to the oilioe, which was at
the head of a >>r>/ /<>:'<! flight of stairs, and there
spent most of the day. amusing himself indifferently with looking out of tlu* window and with
the people coining to and from the office
Cm* warm day. tlu* door being open, and being
much bored and put to it as to how to spend liis
time. h« spied a black and tan dog which belong,*d
across tin* stria t: acting on tin*
in.pt lse he w»nt
down and invit-at him up: which arrangement
e

very pleasing and satisfactory till, in the
of their play. Mr black ami Tan jumped
into a chair beside my father, who. attracted by
tile little thing, put out liis hand and caressed
him. ( aplain was very angry, and almost tlew at
tin- dog, then thought bettor of it. and billed his
W in n black and dan got down. <'up was
time.
unusually amiable and frisky. playing with him
round amJ round, always a little nearer a id nearer
tin- door. till, at the head of the stairs, he gave one
gn at shove, and sent him dying to the bottom.
And never was that little dog allowed over those
stairs again
When In* saw him coming or when
he himself wished Ibr a play. In* would go down
and play in tin- hall below, or in tin* street, thus
was

course

keeping full possession of his

own

domain.

He had a remarkable memory, recognizing friends
by face or voice, though perhaps fora year or two
absent, and would run. wagging body and tail
equally, to meet them, but this was not so as
t< wishing as Ins memory for things Like all New
foiindlands he was passionately fond of bathing,
ai d had a certain stick which he always carried to
tie* water, and on returning
t m a particular
place in mu back yard: for. mind yon. in* had a
lie
it
bump for order,
put
away tbi tin- last time
iu tetooer. t tie water being too cold to hat in* later
snow caun* soon after, cowring it up for months :
ami u was late til At ay before h was warm eiuni!*h
to swim again
Aly father said. t up ! would y-*u
like to go to the water1'
He jumped up. said
“Yes" in his way. ran to tlu* door, round the
over
tlu*
teiie.*.
had
the slick and back
hoiis;-.
again, panting with excitement. Some out* rout
ing just then, my father had to say. “Not today.
Lap. to-morrow :" slowly and lingeringly he walked
Idle next morning,
buck and deposited tin* stud:.
howa-wr. on (oiuing down. Lap was at the door,
stick in mouth, apparently having perfectly under
stood the cause of delay, and determined to be ,u
th
season to have no interruptions this tunc,
course lie was taken to tin* water immediately and
had a grand hath, singularly this was the only
occasion he was ever known to lake his stick front
its place w ithout a particular invitation.
Certain
lv In* understood.
lu-

\nil

read

elmraeler

imi

marvel,

measuring

each member of the Household, understanding
what be eoiihi. ami what he could not. do with
each With those wh<» could master him. he never
held out uselessly. l>nt welded with a peculiar
hose who could not,
grace, quite los own: with
win he mastered them! Not overbearingly. In it
and
when
requested by them to do
impudenth
anything disagreeable to him. woul l wag his tail
as
much
to saw
I’m not in a mind to, and 1
know you won't make me."
i.ittie dogs were treated by him with contempt
-not noticing their presence, or even insults, at
tirst
but if t«»*» persistent and intolerable, be
would give them a sound shaking, ami throwing
them over, would look otf into space
quite mi
conscious an xpivs.sio!, inimitable, t assure you
In genera! he did not atb-et dog company earning himself with a grand air and great dignity, he
them and pass oi,
Perhaps a souse
intelligence caused this hantm more
for
mark
you, tap was
prohabl) family pride,
Ilepltew to the I’l'iuee of Wales's dog, the Prince,
while in this country having had the Ime.-t speci
men ot a Newfoundland in tin* provinces presented
to him.
Whatevci evolutions of thought i't|i lnav
would look
of superior

at

ha\

had. the fact i> the same.
hen :■ iiild. i had a severe tv phoid fever, md
morning Cap was sent with a note tied t»
his eo'dar with tidings of my wellaiv to my grand
\\

■

everv

Nothing

mother.

oid.d detract him

on

such

an

errand; Imt when arrived ai the house, lie would
go straight and ! iv his head in her lap till the note
was untied.
Then considering his duty done in*
would go tin* kitchen, he led, and inspect the din
Her- to which he always returned, if to his mind
but it it was to be of poultry. or cauie of any kind,
the) saw him no more that day
My father bought Cap when a pup for us elnl
\s we
dreu to play with, and gn at tun we had.
grew oldei lie came into the house with us. our
eon t iiit companion, my own especial friend and
I had him even tliiiig and he nrve:
confidant
I lots constantly wttii us. and talked to
pi .a iied.
In- |.-arued to understand all that was said w belli
er duvet!) add ’e-'Sed to h m or not. and the fol
b'.wiug story is strictly true incredible as it m i)
seem.

My father and mother w.*iv leading, and one oi
them, noticing an article about water standing in a
room over night ah-orbing impure gases, and being
unhealthy todnuk. Haul it aloud, aud remarked. It
that's the case, we miM la* sure that Cap's water
lb-had water til ways
is changed even iiioruiiig
in mother's dressing room, where lie went ami
drank when he liked. < ap lay on the lloor, appar
*-ntl) unobservant. The next day he went to a
mein her of tin* family and asked for water; he Imd
a peculiar way of asking for different things, so
that those who knew him could tcli his wants
Sin* went to the dressing room, and there w as
plenty"of water. Cap looked at it. languidly last
ed, and then looked up, tbinking some!Iiing must
he the matter; ii was turned away, and fro.Mi wa
The next day tin
ter given him. which he drank
same tiling occurred, and tin* next, after, so as to
be remarked, and an explanation asked, w hen tin
foregoing conversation was recalled and uevci
till the day of his death, three years later, did lie
touch

a

drop

of water without

having

tirst

seen

it

fresh Iv poured oiti. though never before had lie
thought* of <iiiii*i*tiiw
Captain slept in the bouse at night, on the broad
tlat landing where the stairs turned, thus having
full view and command of everything: the doors
were left open, and every morning about .» he would
go and put his nose in my father's hand and wake
him up. apparently to tell him the night was safely
All right Cap" said, lie
[aist being patted, aud
would go down. Inning completed his vigil, to
await the* tirst appearance of a servant, to let him
out for his morning walk, which was usually short.
Just before going to bed he also took a walk
which was m»t so sure to be short, if tin* night was

pleasant-

unless

requested

to

return

soon:

he

then come hack almost immediately. \Y hen
my father went away, he would lie at the foot
of my mother's bed. realising there was a change,
and that she needed protection.
The garden was a delight to him. tilled w tii
One would think he really had
fruit and llowers.
a sens.- of the beautiful t-> -ee him -:»*p at a rose
Indeed lie did his best
hush and contemplate it.
to keep things m order by not running across lots,
hut always in the paths with the utmost propriety
Fruit of all kinds lie liked, especially gooseberries,
which he picked for himself with great care, hold
ing up his lips and turning his head under the
branch, then carefully pulling them oil'one by one.
That
Hut if any one was in the garden, not he!
He would follow me from
must be done li<r him
hush to bush, and it by chance I was more greedy
than he thought proper, would get up. nudge me.
and lie down again, reminding me of his presence,
aud that he must have his share.
In January of IS7*J one evening Cap had gone
for his walk: my sister passing through the hall
heard a faint rap. and going to the door. Cap came
in and up stairs.
Noticing something strange in
his walk, she called father, who came out of the
and
spoke
Cap. hearing his voice, ran to
library
the stair.-, and on attempting to descend fell head
loug. hind only stopped at the landing. We all
knew what was the matter,
doing up stairs my
father p it his anus under him. I behind, and we
brought him down. There he lay, and could not
bear to have us leave him. growing worse all the
time, but responding to our caresses by a wag of
the tail less and less- till the very last, when
only an inch moved : the lest of the body being
quite still' and rigid, and as the day left us. so did
would

ever

t

’aptaiii.
Let

a man

lnt\e

a

dollar in his

pocket

marketing anil the first things he

to go

dime's worth of line-cut toliac
tive-cent cigar. Then he’ll lay
in a supply of meal
enough to last a
hoarding house a week and with the remaining fifteen cents of his dollar lie'll
\
hire a hoy to take the meat homo.
woman expends her money differently,
hut hardly more judiciously. Twenty cents
of it goes for a peek of green apples, fifteen cents for a clip of honey, twenty -live
cents for a new kind of potato masher,
ten cents for mock oranges, fifteen cents
for soft-shelled almonds, fifteen cents for
a soup hone, and her last dime for a glass
of ice-cream soda.
[St. Louis Journal.
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Findings.

Some remarkable stories are conueeteilw 1th ♦be
discovery of diamonds in Brazil. so much regretted
by the Marquis de Pombul. who vainly endeavor
ed to arrest the evil by forbidding search in the
Province of Bahia ( Brazilian diamonds were
known first as “Bahias") on tin* piea that ngricul
ture would sull'er from the diversion of industry.
The discovery of diamonds in Bahia was in this
wise: **A cunning slaw from Minas-Denies, keep
ing his master’s flocks in Bahia, observed a simi
laritv between the soil of his native place and tin t
of Bahia, lie sought, therefore, in tlie sand, and
scon found 700 carats of diamonds.
Fleeing from
his master he carried these with him. and offered
them lor sale in a distant city. Such wealth in the
hands of a slave caused him to he arrested, but he
would not betray hiuiself. The master, to whom
he was given up.’tried to get at his secret by cun
ning. but without avail, until he thouJit of Ivstor
ing him to lii> former occupation in Bahia, and
A year afterwards.
oon people
watching him.
w.*re digging diamo’uds in the fields there
(eight}
miles long by forty broad.) and at the late of 1 l.»b
carats a day.
Dreadful misery ensued .»n ;h dicovery of ••The Diamond Rivers.’ The Doven
incut wanted to secure the monopoly of the new
found wealth to the crown, and so the dwellers on
the rivers’ banks were driven from their homes to
distant wilds and despoiled of all they possessed.
•Mature seemed to take part again.*! them: a
dreadful drought, succeeded by a v.olel.t earth
quake, increased their distress’ Many of them
perished: but those who lived to return, on May
IS. In).'*, were benevolently reinstated in their

rightful posses.-ious. Strange to say. on their re
turn the earth seemed strewn with diamonds At
ter a shower, the children used to timl gold m the
streets, and in the brooks which traversed them
Often the little ones would bring in three or four
carats of diamonds
A negro found a diamond at
the root of a vegetable in his
and pouitrv
in picking up their food, took up diamond-* eon

garden

stautly.
in

l.suj

the chihl

<>i

<i

Dutch

tanner

mimed

Jacob, settled outlie (’ape of Hood liopc, amused
himself by collecting pretty pebbles mi tin* hanks
of the neighboring river. and picked up a speci
men whieh attracted his mother's attention, so
that she .showed it to one. Sehaiek \ an Nickcrk.
who was curious in such matter.-. lie was puzzled
about its nature, and offered to buy it. but .Mrs
•bu olis laughed at his otfer, and ua\r iam the
peh
hie. which afterwards passed ciuelcssix through
two intervening pairs of hands before A reached
in a gummed envelope and unregistered
Dr.
Atherstonc. ot' (indium's Town. an »1 i«• i■: mm
eralogist. I'liigentleman. It iviug examined its
physical character and tested its de-Tce of hardness
and density, and its India ior when subjected to
optical tests by means of polarized light, pronounced it to l
di.miond. T1
ihe stone whieh
was examined by suvan* ot all uation.- durimr the
Paris Kxhihition of 1st
.;,d purchased it the
close of it by Sir Philip W'o h hoiise for L'dint.
In
H7«», Mr. Streeie '-iliamond'-xpednu.u purtv were
exploring the Transvaal far anil wide and aseer
taiuiug facts which complete .air knowledge m the
now wonder m
the vv.\uml dry geological
details, charming touches f meeilotc and adven
ture crop up. like the g.-ic
themselves, from the
gravel and the quartz an l great sohtarv jewel-*.
Iik«- the •Stewart" and tie- D b
e
take their places in history, wnh the .- c
the
Pitt, the Treat Mogul, tin Hope brilliant u.d
another
bauble
!•!<•'•>
aml-t.-ar <t.-.i:
bright
many
o-l.
Flic ’i'ratisvaal. our new territory, it Sin ha
\ alley in prose fact, and tin* origin* of the
celebrated group of dry digging- -that railed Dn
Jolt's l*an, whieh does not sound p
ie.il is
simple and fantastic as a lain-v ot Han- Thristiun
Aider-oil's.
A Dutch poet. na.m-.t ’Ian \\
;.
t a,-.
(who occupied a farm lum-e in ibimiles southeast of Daniel), wa- surprised t"
diamonds embedded in the walls of his I.
•.
whieh had been built ot' mud from a neighb. a;This
led
to
of
examination
the
-op
kn-h
pond.
was smut found to contain diamonds.
«»n.
tinu
still
big to dig lower and lower, diamonds w,
brought to light nor did they eea.-e when the le d
ot rocks wa.- at h-ngth r.-ai-hi-d.
It vviw but natural that the discovery oi diamonds
at the ( ape should • \ -ite milv modem!.-nthii-i
1
asm in Brazil hut the Dortuguese trick
n
uiM
past, and the merchants would have
had they been less angry, and especially less in
credulous had they remembered, to av bid them,
the incidents-of a entury before Tfie\ l( tu-.- l to
receive the warnings sent in perfect 'good faith
and in solid unbelief beheld the attention ot the
trade diverted to the
ape slums, which were
brought to market by all kinds of holders, and
fascinated the A tnsterdam lapidatie-1 hat for a u
time tliev
would cut none other. The Brazilian
market went down, and down, and has never re
covered itself.
The Tape yield ot large -tones
uhaiiced the dilliculties of imluci.eihg the V m
•*

e

.•

>

-»

ster lam lapidaries. They, finding a superahun
• lance, refused to cut small ones, and
these Bra. i!
farm died in ev ery parcel with which the merchantthe
market.
The
of
merchants
Bra il had
supplied
therefore to exclude all .-mall stone.- and eunti.v.
to compose their parcels o as to enter into com
petition with Pape gems. I hev have not succeed
ed Vet. not because in beauty and quality the Bia
zilian diamonds ha« detei iurated. hut because «..
the exhorhitaut prices at whe-h they had be,-!,
• diered for sale
The discipline ot ttie Braziba diamond th-M
well contrived and maintained. I at it must be
comical to behold the tableau
ie-tv lew id
eil." w hen a Im ky negro hud a-t- i.
d I*f
carats
and ;- crowned w ilh a wreath of the-.
ate! led
to
the
It
imanager.
possession
pleasant to km-w
that the triumph lets sub.-tantia: element- ,d.-o
that tile Virtuous digger receive Ills Irei-doll
new suit of clothes, and permission to work tor
■v
Ion Spcvlatoi
11
■

,i.

A

Case

of

Conscience.

I “hi i.a m: i.imi i a. August ‘.“it, i-;;
I lull "conscience doth make cowards
ol us all ’lii'ViT received a more strikin':
or remarkable illustration than In an in
I'iili'llt that ha• just taken i.l.u-e in this
city. For a murder <-<»iiinittf<I seven
months ago, at a placed.liiiil mill's ilist mt.
an intelligent ami prepossessim: young
man has voluntarily smTendered him eh
lo the poliee.
lie was not suspected
of the erime, had -nreessfully escaped,
el ossed the At tail tie anil ni't'il ncVjtrr have
heen captured except by his own volition.
His sole anil only reason for living him
self intoiustoily as he states,
that lie
has hrcti const a litlv i rotihlei I vvi I It I v morse,
with the phantom of In vietun ever he
fore him and eould no longer endure the
suspense and torture which made him
fear each hush as a pm uing ollieei.
His
only w | lit now is to he lilt hark to the
place where the murder u.r pi r'p'li.'ited
and liiei'i' to he tried and pum-liciI
While Sergeant Thompson, ofth.
.11■
police disllii t was on duty on Friday
night last a man presented himself at the
station house and said lie had committed
a murder and desired to he taken into
custody. The sergeant was ih>t nieliued
to think tlie man drunk or a hm.itir. lint
finding that lie looked and talked ration
ally enough lie oni]ilied with Ins iei|ue-t
td’tcr tile stranger laid related his In ton
Said lie : "My name is John llendei on
I am twenty three years of age and am a
soldier in tile sen ire of Her Majesty the
Quern of Kngland, attach'd to troop 1
Eighteenth Hussars, ommaniled liy Ma
jor (lencral Sir T. W McMahon. We
were stationed at ('olehester. Kngland,
and one day in January last I wasincom
pany with the sergeant oi the troop,
named Whet h r.
We had hern drinking pretty lively
during the day, and when we reached a
sort of rendezv ous or plane tor keeping
II. re the Serstores we were quite full.
geant exhibited tome his money, when I
found tie had
Id. much more than I had,
which made me mail with .jealousy, and
in a moment of drunken frenzy 1 took my
carbine and si ruck him on the head srv
oral times, from theetlivts of which lie
died very shortly,
i took his money, and
then realizing what I had done, though!
oi escape
I took the hotly. dragged it
out into the yard and threw it down a
well. In a few days I shipped for Amei
ica, alter hearing that we were -i t down
as deserters, for the
capture of whom
were oifeied for me and Odd lor the ser
I reaehed New Vork and knocked
geant
around there for mine time. About nine
weeks ago I name to tins city, and have
since wandered around looking for some
thing to do.
I

hiring

all this turn- I have been haunt

e<l day and night by the ghost of the
sergeant, making my life one of constant
misery, out of wnich I can only get by
acknowledging my crime and paying the
penalty. So I want to go hack to England.’
Before taking any steps in the matter
Sergeant Thompson consulted Mr iteorge
('rums, Vice Consul from (treat Britain,
who said that a Sergeant of the Eighteenth
Hussars had been found in a well, hut the
supposition was that he had committed
suicide or had accidentally fallen in while
trying to desert. This statement gave a
color ol truth to the voluntaty prisoner's
story, and to day he was taken before
Magistrate I’oll, who committed him for
a fourth hearing on the :td of September,
in order that the proper measures may
lie taken to have him sent hack to Eng
land for trial.
He talks unite freely, and tells his story
ina most straightforward maimer. Iea\ iug
no doubt in the minds of the authorities
lie looks as though
as to its being true,
he had undergone a severe mental and
physical strain ; and front Ins snn hunted
face it w ould appear that most of his time
had been spent in the open air. He was
this afternoon sent to Moyameusing prison, where he will he held until wanted in

England.
tier. John Matthews, head negro waiter at West
Hotel al Long Branch, who led the religious
exercises there Sundays for tile servants, ami suv
end other waiters, has been arrested for stealing
bed clothes, table linen and goods belonging to the
guests id the hotel. Most of the stolen property
was recovered.
Knd

a daring Tidor, who follows
ami is also a model wife and
mother, announces that she will no more risk her
life by riding on a side saddle, and next year will
sit astride. It is believed sbc will do it. although
tho mere announcement makes much talk.

Au

Kuglish

tho hounds

woman,

closely,

The

Russian

Wai.

London. Aug. 25. The Russian official
bulletin admits that the Russians, after
defeating the Turkish attacked on Aghaslar. Thursday morning, were compelled
by strong Turkish re-enforcements to retire to Sultan Koi. ilehemet Ali’s bulletin gives the Russian loss in the operations
a.-- 4oo killed and many wounded.
The
latest bulletin says:
“Our attack on
Aghaslar has not been renewed since
Thursday. The I'urks have concentrated in strong force at that point and are
entrenching' themselves. Our troops are
concentrated in sight of the enemy. In
two

engagements at Aghaslar, Thursday,

lost 10 officers and 00 men killed, and
11 officers and 274 men wounded.”
A Russian bulletin relative to the battle at Sehipka Pass, says: “Fighting
continued all Friday. Our troops retain
all their positions. Our losses during the
four days’ fightiughas been considerable,
twenty-seven wounded officers and 900
men being
brought to Gabrova : the number of killed is unknown. The cannonade in the Pass was renewed Saturday.”
we

consolidation oktiietcrkish armies.

London, Aug. 20. The Turkish armies are now acting under one supreme direction.

The

correspondent

at Buchar-

est writes that their forces now number
do.ooo men at Rasgrad, 40.000 at Osman

Bazar. 40.000 with Suleiman Pasha, and
77.000 at Plevna and Loftscha.
To-day
they are faced by 200,000 Russians. The
engagement in Sehipka Pass was only
one feature of a general advance of the
I’urks. The movement is tending in the
direction of Tirnova. Re-enforcements
for the Russian army are pouring in. and
many more are expected. Tile Turks
must send 20,000 men from Plevna to
meet the Roumanian army.
The Russian- are now as strongly posted at Tir
iot a as the Turks were at the battle of
Plevna.
1111

don't expect to reach
CONSTANTINOPLE VET.

1:1 SSIANS

London, Aug.

The Russians are
making even preparation for a prolonged campaign.
It is said that they have
contracted with an engineering firm for
the construction of bridges across the
1 htnube capable of withstanding the ice :
also, instead of their occupation of the
Dobrudscha being transitory, (fen. Zimmerman is
strongly fortifying various
points and receiving ammunition and
Mcge material to an extent showing that
ins occupation is not now merely as it
may have been up to within three weeks
ago. lmt that future siege operations
against the fortresses of the quadrilateral
an seriously intended.
The Turks also
-cm to he arriving at the conclusion that
the Russians mean serious operations in
this direction.
They have entrusted
Prince liassan with the task of facing
and engaging (ten. Zimmerman, while
Pazli Pasha operates on the lower Danube against Kilia and Xikolaenke. supported by a fleet under Hobart Pasha. It
seems certain that the licet intends striking a blow somewhere between Salina
and Odessa, to parry which re-enforeements have been despatched from
Appennan to Tartar Hunar and Xikolaenka. In
Armenia the week has been one of utter
stagnation, both belligerents resting on
their arms. Mehkoff is intent on trying
to discover sonn weak
point in the line of
defence, and Aiukhtar Pasha is watching
‘Aery movement of the foe to ascertain
tin direction in which the next blow is to
he struck. Since the renewal of the offensive by the Russians the 'Turks apparently have had somewhat the best of
the lighting, inasmuch at they have succeeded in retaining positions, from which
1 was Hen. Melikoif's
object to deprive
them, hut the operations in this quarter
are altogether of subordinate interest to
those in Kurope.
It is known that the
I in ks have withdrawn their Asiatic
army
to the Luropean seat of
war, while the
Russians are reported to have similarly
diverted part ol the re-enforcements originally intended for Asia.
I UK

RUSSIANS DRIVE RACK THE TURKS.

London, -J7. The continuation of the
News correspondent's description of Friday s battle in Shipka I 'ass, shows the
centra! peak of the Turkish position was
carried with the bayonet by the Russians.
Part ot the troops who accomplished tills
being led by Hen. Radet/.ky in person.
The l urks endeavored to retake it. but
"ere repulsed, thus
clearing his (lank.
Radctzky also pushed hack the Turks
horn his front. The Turks will doubtless
renew the
attack to-morrow, Sunday,
wiih Ire.-li troops, probably both in front
and on the llanks. They reported
pressing on through the country and difficult
on
the
east side of Shipka, leading
pass
do" 11 to Tiiavna, hut I know Grand
Duke Xieholas ordered a brigade to that
pomt with more troops to follow, also
that reinforcements are streaming on to
Shipka. I iie position of Grodetetzky has
broken tlie dangerous pressure on his
thinks. All danger is not yet over, hut
tlie atmosphere looks much clearer. The
Hus inns' loss Friday was I .KM I killed and
wounded.
Destruction ol' the Great Bridge at Council Blulfs.
(ui mu.

llt.rnns, Aug. tin. Two spans
"t tin* Missouri diver
bridge at this place,
'-’•id feet in length, were blown down and

almost wholly destroyed during a v iolent
wind and rainstorm this morning. The
storm was Irani the north and struck the
easterly end of the immense structure
with such force as to wrench 500 feet
■ dun the connections and
topple it into
tile liver, twisting the stringers and columns into an endless v
ariety of .shapes.
-\buut one half ol tin1 debris is under
water and the remainder lies on the side
and at the loot ot a high embankment on
tlie eastern approach. It is
impossible to
give a correct estimate of the loss. The
dismantled piers, so far as can be ascertained, arc uninjured, as also the remainder of the bridge, nine spans in length.
In consequence of this disaster communieatioii with the west is wholly
interrupted at this point, but
arrangements will
doubtless be perfected shortly either for
the erection of temporary spans until
permanent ones can be
supplied, or for the
transfer of freight and passengers
by

ferry.

Omaha, Aug. 25. There arc various
surmises as to the cause of the accident
t<> the Union I'aeitic bridge, but the
general opinion seems to be that it was a
cyclone which struck it.
The loss is
about s.’l.ili.iMMl.
It will probably take
from two to three months to buildit.
This is the bridge by which the Pacific
trains cross the Missouri, the Union J’a‘"•tic and Central I’aeitic lines
meeting at
that point.
Opinions

of

the

President.

•New York. Aug. 57. A correspondent
w lio
accompanied the President through
New Kngland, gives the following as from
the President and members of the cabinet.
The President says tlie republican platform of Ohio has been spread over too
much ground, and that as both parties
have endorsed hi.s Southern
policy, the
result of the election cannot betaken as
in expression of
opinion on his course.
11“ does not
anticipate violent partisanship by the democrats in Congress. The
democrats will doubtless elect the
Speaker. but when legislation
begins, their eoliersion will be lost. Army
appropriations probably will he promptly voted
without opposition, and hi.s message
may
recommend that power be given the executive to increase companies in regiments
to a given maxima, which would
preclude
The order proany increase in ollicers.
hibiting otiice-holdcrs from participating
in party organizations is due as much to
Kvarts as to Schurz, and on this topic
Kvarts intends to deliver an address in
New York, this fall. Key appears to be
in entire harmony with the administration

Letter of Acceptance of the Democratic
Candidate

for

Governor.

Portland. Aug. 14. 1877.
Hon. Josf.iti II. Williams: Dear Sir: The
a
undersigned, committee of the Democratic State
Convention held in Portland this day. to nominate
a candidate for Governor to be voted for
by the
electors of the State at their next annual election
of State officers, are instructed to notify you that
you have been unanimously selected by said convention as a candidate for that office, and to reduest you to accept the nomination. We are also
instructed to transmit to you a copy of the resolutions adopted by tin* convention, which we enclose
herewith.
With sentiments ol our highest regards we re
main.
Truly Yours,
Richard I). Rice.
)
Kdmund Wilson. Cod.
Arthur Sew all. )

[•

ArorsTA. Aug. 20. 1877.
Gentlemen: 1 have received the communication addressed to me by you. in behalf of the Democratic Convention held in Portland on the lour
teeutli day of August, instant, informing me of
their action in selecting me to be their candidate
for Governor at the
approaching election of State
officers, and transmitting to me a copv of the reso
lutions adopted by that Convention.
For several years past it has appeared to me to
be eminently true that the post ot honor is a pri
vate station, and 1 have not at any time in life
courted or coveted a conspicuous position in
which to attempt the performance ot public ser
vice; but 1 readily acknowledge the duty of sacrificing the somewhat selfish pleasures of private
life at a call like this which you have made upon
nn*. and with much diffidence and self distrust
have decided to accept the nomination tendered.
The lirst resolution in the series you have sub
mitted for my consideration has my ready concur
renee.
By its comprehensive inclusion of the
platform adopted ut the Democratic National Con
veution held at St. Louis in June 187b. it furnishes a complete chart of fundamental
principles as
well as most stirring incentives to the performance
of the highest political duties. It was this authen
tic and solemn affirmation of political faith and
this earnest invocation to the country to begin the
herculean task of correcting abuses, purifying the
government, restoring a sound currency and re
forming the civil service—measures the need of
which Republicans themselves admitted, but
which they had long neglected their opportunities
t.» undertake, that led me to renew my co operation
with the Democratic party from which l had been
parated for twenty ycar>. On such a foundation
of principles for the accomplishment of such im
portaiit ends the Democratic party may In* proud
to stand, until through their efforts, aided
by the
co-operation of all who can unite with them, the
hem licent reforms they have at heart shall be fully
established.
In considering the second resolution you have pre
seated to me, 1 nowhere lincl in it any impeachment
ot the Presidents title to the high office which he
occupies, and l have no difficulty in according to
ii my full concurrence.
That title, though stoutly
contested, was recognized and became valid by the
decision of a tribunal which acted under the authority of a law to which ail parties and ail the
states through their senators and representatives
in Congress, had given their deliberate assent. The
fraud charged by that resolution referred, as 1 understand the language used, to transactions which
took place in the discharge of the functions of the
Returning Board.- of Louisiana and other States,—
illegal and fraudulent acts within the competency
of those states, respectively, to deal with, hut which
in the view taken by the electoral commission
might have occurred as illegal and yet be beyond
the range of their jurisdiction to judicially determine.
The third resolution confirms my
understanding
of the scope and intent of the second, as above ex
pressed, containing as it docs a recognition of the
wisdom of the President’s southern policy, which
in turn is ail admission on his part of the sound
ness of the doctrines of the Democratic
purtvupon
that subject. The entire series of resolutions there
fore, has my unqualified approval.
1 have thus responded to tin* resolutions of the
Convention, and signitied my acceptance of their
nomination. Should a majority of the electors call
upon nn* to serve them. 1 shall he most happv to
study and promote the welfare and prosper! t.V of
tin* whole State: happy, too. if I might he instru
mental in aiding the Democratic party to recover
the prestige of former days, and revive tin* mem
ory of its ancient renown.
1 have the honor to remain.
Your Obedient Servant.
JOSEPH II. WILLIAMS.
Ricii.vko D. Kin-:,
y
Edmund Wilson. -Com,
Armmr Skwall, S
Gen.

Banks’

Accuser.

Respecting the latest Washington scanwhich the name of (Jen'. Ranks is
up, the Washington correspondent

dal. in
mixed
of the
in the

Hartford Times says: The gossips
treasury departments are all agog
over some scandalous
developments that
have just been made in the divorce case
of .Martha (1. Thompson vs. John Ij.
Thompson, which has been before the
equity court oil and on since May last.
The fair plaintiff is a well known and
handsome “clerkess" in the treasury department. She is very stylish and attractive. Some years since, in an evil
moment., it appears, she married one John
Q. Thompson, who is pretty well known
in the west as a newspaper
correspondent.
At present he is running an antirailroad paper in Indianapolis, Indiana.
He also got into prominence us a correspondent of the New York I lerald and < ineiumtti Commercial. This man Thompson was imt the kind of a man she
thought
he was, says the plaintilf, and the defendant responded b\ saving that she heat the
devil. Several years since Mrs. Thompson came to this city.
She soon made
many friends, and witiiout much difficulty
secured a clerkship in the treasury department. Alter that she secured positions for several of her relatives.
Her
husband's business kepi bun m the west.
According to her showing, he turned out
to he a very worthless kind of a fellow.
They have repeatedly bad quarrels, and
as a last resort she went to
Indianapolis
about a year ago or less, and liled all upbeat it m ior a divorce. The ease came up,
and was dismissed on the ground that
she was not a resident of that state, w liich
it appears is necessary before a divorce
can lie secured in that state since its very
tree divorce laws have been
changed.
Mrs. Thompson then came to ibis city,
and by her attorney liled another application. Notice was served on Thompson,
hut nothing was heard from him. 'The
ease then proceeded as in default.
Evidence of the marriage was taken, as also
the evidence of the plaintiff, telling the
bad way in which she had been treated
by ’Thompson. A couple of weeks ago
Judge Wylie, holding the equity court,
which in this district has jurisdiction in
such cases, granted the divorce, giving
the plaintitT the right to resume her
maiden name, and the custody of her two
small children. 'The matter was kept
very quiet, and but few of her fellowclerks knew anything of her difficulties.
Mrs. Thompson was just about thanking
her stars that her troubles with the bad
’Thompson were over, when she was notitied that he had sent to the court an
answer to her charges, and his
objections
as a demurrer to her
receiving the asked
for divorce. Judge Wylie, on the
application of the counsel for the absent defendant, rescinded the order granting the
divorce, and thus left the case open again.
It is this answer that has kicked up the
tow, again. In it he charges her with
adultery with numerous clerks in the
treasury department, giving names and
details, charging that the acts referred to
wire committed in several of our most
fashionable hoarding houses. He also
swears that she has frequently held criminal intercourse with Nathaniel 1*. Ranks,
of -Massachusetts, in the St. Cloud hotel,
of this city. Then again lie gives the
names of witnesses to prove
every one of
the charges, which but adds fuel to the
flame. Some of General Bank’s friends
called at the court house to-day, and,
after reading the answer of Thompson,
telegraphed him the portion of it that implicated him. The answer of the general,
it is expected, will he received verv
soon,
and it is very probable that lie will give
his evidence in full. All the other
parties, male and female, implicated will he
an
to
have their say,
given
opportunity
and as a result the ease promises to raise
the biggest social sensation that we have
had for a long time. The several hoarding house keepers are violent in the defense of the reputation of their
houses,
and demand that they shall have their
It
be
added that the courts of
say.
may
this district are becoming more famous
for granting divorses than even the divorce courts of Indiana in their
palmiest, days. To-day two divorces were
and
one
granted
applied for, hut it frequently happens that four or live divorces
are granted in one day and as
many applied for.
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Peep
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at

Queen.”

Searching for

“The Queen, the Lady’s Newspaper and

one

Chart.

a

Down in

of the coast towns of Lincoln

Chronicle,” is the title of
lish newspaper printed weekly in

trouble with various governments, and a
world of moving to do to bear their testimony against the wholesale slaughter of

those devoted to advertisements, a few
of the more striking of which may be

locker, pushed aside a window which was
curtained outside by the skirts of the la-

mentioned.

dies aforesaid, and thrusting his arm
through began a vigorous search for the
banks and shoals of the Sheepseot. It is
related of the famous hunter, Capt. Scott,
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Letter

of

Acceptance.

\V.; give to the readers of the Journal,
in another column, the response of our
candidate for Governor to the official noIt is

(ieation of his nomination.

a care-

endorse-

fully written and well expressed

They

wars.

are a

desirable to have

dustries, but

thrifty people
on

and very
account of their in-

principle they will not
policy have often been

on

fight, and on
obliged to run.

From the eastern provinces of Germany they went to Western Prussia under guarantee that they would be protected in their religious idiosyncracies
and allowed to live in peace. The special

treaty with the government was broken
and the compact violated by subsequent
The Mennonites
kings and dynasties.

and Old

“Wanted—Left-Off Clothes

in large black
type stares one in the face, and this seems
to be a profitable business, judging from
the number engaged in it. These dealers

Teeth,” displayed

do not. however, confine their operations
to the articles just mentioned, but buy
officers’ uniforms, lace, plate, jewelry, old
china, household furniture, etc. Then we
have an advertisement of a new stocking
suspender, with illustrations showing its
There
advantage over the-garter.
are wedding outfits offered for
£50, Indian outfits for

settled and prosperous, but the gov-

were

and

£25,

linen sets

baby
dressing

for £20; guinea flannel
gowns
demanded “known
throughout the world”; silks,
military service of all its subjects. The laces and wearing apparel of every deernment wanted soldiers and

given the alternaliee.
They chose the

were

American trunks

scription.

are

ottered

Philadelphia,

a

little scream

1,04)0

vender

acted

as chief of police, and seemed to he
the
Irvin Cu'i
efficient officer on the grounds..
derwuod. superintendent of the grounds, will :u
as chief o’* police at the
cumpiucotiug to open at

Marshal Powers, son of Addison Powers, of Fort
Fairfield, aged Jd, shot himself through the head
Wednesday. Cause, poor health
Mrs. Wm. Witham of

Cherrytield.

tance of the

the position which the writer assumes.
Mr. Williams confesses a preference for the

Indeed,

quiet enjoyment of private life.

those who know him best are well aware
of the sacrifice of feeling and inclination
which lie makes in response to the call
made upon him by the nominating conBut he is not a man to put his
He
hand to the plough and look hack.
will he found zealous ill the work that he
has accepted. Those who carefully obvention.

party conventions, and their results
the polls, well know that those candi-

serve

at

dates who

seek nominations

persistently

not the ones who most commend them-

arc

posed by their religious faith.
Another and a stronger non-combatant
compact was made with Russia, and the
moving Mennonites colonized and cultivated the barren steppes, which soon
blossomed and became productive under

and '‘dark hair under the

quickly

the fashionable tint."

assumes

Then there is

influence,

same

“hair restorer" warranted to restore the natural color, to prevent
a

the hair from falling otf, and to cause the
growth of new hair. Of course the comtheir culture. But of late years Russia
plexion is not neglected, and we note
has been preparing for the war now in
“complexion pills," and various preparaprogress, and the government decided tions for
black
that

class of citizens whatever could

no

lie

exempted from military duty. This
fiat again unsettled the Mennonites. They
were given the choice of training for war
and doing battle or moving out of the
that had invited them within its
pledges of

borders with such earnest

peace. < if course they decided to move.
It seems as if the civilized world had no
of any people but fighters.
prince of peace has continually to

The

use

move

to desolate and more desolate wilds

on

with his followers.

It became imminent

that the Mennonites would be obliged to
surrender their possessions and sacrifice
the fruits of their industries in Russia,
and America was the only refuge left
—

migration agent of the Dominion of Canahappened to be in Europe at the right

Of

novel character

a more

is “The Nose Machine,” which
to the nose for an hour

the soft

cartilage

consists that

an

daily,

“applied
so

directs

of which the member
is quickly
and “The Skin

ill-formed

nose

is

an

advertisement calculated to mislead:

uoroiia, wishes to
MEET
similarly circumstanced to
RESIDE with her ; with one or two children preferred. Exceedingly healthy and pleasant locality,
within ten miles of London. Terms moderate.—
Apply to Mrs. VVkkstkh, Post-otfice, New i'hornton
wnose nusoana is
with one

Heath, Surrey.

The average reader would infer that
lady is in quest of a husband abroad;

this

but she doubtless wants
ion.

Under the

caption

a

lady

companof the Worktable

iind, among other advertisements, one
of
material
for “crewel work,” the nature
izens.
time to present the advantages and claims
of which no fellow can find out; but we
and proper one, that the office should seek of the
Winnipeg region to the Russian
the man, not the man the office. Mr. Mennonites. In 1872 a Mcnnonite dele- are glad to see it is not spelled “cruel.”
Williams has the respect of a large num- gation visited Manitoba under the au- A unique feature of “The Queen” is “Tho

suffrages of their fellow citThere is a feeling, and a very just

selves to the

da

ber of the citizens of Maine, outside the
party that lias placed him in nomination,

spices of the agent, and selected

and will receive their cordial support.
We shall not he surprised at his election,

ing; Mennonites went, and several eommuinities in Manitoba now number 5,8(15

hut venture

no

prediction in
political

turbed and uncertain
It is notieable that

some

these dis-

souls.

families,

of the Repub-

attacking Mr. Williams. A very proper
and effective reply to this is found ill the
columns of tin- Kennebec Journal, when
liams

was

and

mov-

There is

one settlement of (I5(i
of 45<( families, one of
of 1)5 families, and all are inone

one

creasing and multiplying from immigration and tlm due course of nature amongst
themselves. Marriages art! free, not by
allotment, as in some other communities,
and are usually contracted early.

its editor in 1857. Mr Wil-

about to fill the vacancy occasioned by tin* resignation of Gov. Hamwas

Red River. Thither the

near

times.

lican papers of the state, the especial organs and supporters of Senator Blaine, are

Mr. Blaine

vation

a reser-

The Mennonites have
customs and

termed farm vil-

lin, consequent upon his election to the
1
S. Senate, when lie received from the

wide street running through
them and the farms running back on botli

pen of Mr. Blaine this unreserved
dorsement

sides,

en-

It is especially fortunate for the people of this
State, in view of .Mr Hamlins contemplated and
n<‘ecs>ary retirement from the Gubernatorial Chair,
that it will he so well, so able and so

honorably

tilled by the gentleman on whom the constitution
devolves the office. Mr. Williams belongs to that
too rare class of men in our country, who with
ability to illustrate and adorn almost any statiou,
are yet content to leave office and place to others
and to wait until they are literally forced into posts
of dignity and honor.
Nominated for the Senate during his absence
from home, and without the slightest knowledge
that such a movement was designed, he accepted
the position rather in obedience to an unmistaka
hie expression of popular will than from any desin* of the honor it conferred.
His elevation to the Presidency' by his fellow
Senators was alike unsolicited and even undesired
by him.
He is therefore by the force of circumstances,
and without a single turn of his hand to attain the
place, soon to he made Governor of the State of
Maine.
Mr. Williams is worthy of all the honor which
the occupancy of the Gubernatorial chair can bestow.
He is a gentleman of mature age. being
well turned of forty, of ripe culture, of extensive
and accurate political information, a sound thinker
and an abb* writer, and above all a pure minded,
honest man.
He has all the requisites which can he demand
ed for any public station, and we
congratulate the
people of Maine that in vacating the Gubernatorial
Chair Mr. Hamlin contides its cares, its labors and
responsibilities to a successor as trustworthy and
reliable as himself.

It makes

difference in respect to the
compliments bestowed, that Mr. Williams
supported Samuel .1. Tildcn last year, and
is himself at the head of the Democratic
no

ticket tins year. He is in mind, character
and public esteem the same man as when
the above unreserved endorsement

was

published.
And

Internal Revenue Commissioner Baum is waging war against nepotism. He lias issued a circular to all colnow

lectors of internal revenue,

directing

them

not to allow within their several collection

districts

more than one person related to
the collector to hold an internal revenue
appointment, and forbidding the employ-

ment under them of more than two persons related to each other.
Tho results

of

investigation by

an

to the

the Commissioner

number of relatives

holding
revenue offices are very peculiar, and
show a most astounding development of
nepotism in some sections of the country.
as

This is
ern

more

especially

true of the south-

states, New York, Pennsylvania and

New

England.

tucky there
each other
some

In

were

holding

one

district in Ken-

'll

persons related to
revenue offices, out of

40 appointments.

In

one

of the

England districts there are five or
six. The Northwest is more exempt from
New

this abuse than other section of tho

coun-

try. Federal officials, in view of the reduction of force and of salaries, the
President’s order, and now Commissioner
Baum’s

circular, are
ticularly happy time.

not

having

a

par-

lages, with

we

Exchange,”

a

({roups of families, about sixteen
in number, go together in a community
of interests in conducting their business
affairs, although each has a separate
property.
They are not communists.
Raising and tending stock is done on the

co-operative principle,

and to

some ex-

heating from a common oven. Each
lias a yoke of oxen, two cows and
any amount of poultry. The pig is there,
too, and one of the reservations has 500
tent

family

and 150 horses.
government is a simple

sheep

heads of families

which its

column

through
to negotiate

a

the expatrons are enabled
change of certain articles for others. For

example, “Columbine’’ wants a small
hamper of fruit, for preserving, in exchange for a number of excellent cabinet
photographic views. The articles ottered
are

too numerous to

mention,

as

the

birds, hooks, pianos, patterns, saddles,
sewing machines, music, magazines, &c.,
\ e.
The owner usually adds the valuation, and states what is desired in exThe

reading

columns of “The

Queen” contain much that is of interest,
even to the general reader, but we quote
only the following extract, which appears
under ihe head of

“.Shopping.”

Messrs.

Murray ami Heath, Jermyn-street, have
brought out as a seioutilie novelty "Uaroinetrienl
Flowers." wliieh predict coming weather by ckung
ing their colors into pale blue for fair weather, into
grey when a change is imminent, ami into pink
when rain is threatening. We are not going to
betray to our laity rentiers the secret how these
Powers are imbueu with the faculty of foreshadow
ing the weather: any chemically inclined cousin
fresh from Cambridge can do this. Bat wc must
say that these weather sprigs arc pretty additions
to the writing-table or the mantelshelf, and hardly
less reliable than a regular barometer after an airbubble has been introduced between the quick
silver by naughty Jack's latest experiment

The

municipal
Concerning American ships, the
democracy. The York World tells us: Up to last
annually select a mayor, only one iron sailing ship had been

who is the chief executive officer. Over
the whole community is a president or

auc-

tioneers say, and include dogs, cats, goats,

peculiar social
municipal regulations. They change.

out what may he

lay

President Hayes.
The
Democratic State Convention generously
endorsed the action of the President, and

most

while going

Nobleboro* on September 3d
George * Hardin^
of Belfast wiU act as special police
Mr vhbott,
agent of the cotton mill at Watcrville. ha* pur
chased a lot on the south aide of the Grove, and
will build a cottage.. The steumet May Qtn-eii
was the best patronized of any !•>at runniug
the grounds
It is said that tie* liquor that was

prying, gossiping

ten

by

in Bangor to

a man

in

a woman

Hermon. and circulated the contents
among the neighbors: in consequence of
which she is now under bonds to appear
and answer at the United States Court.
She says the letter was not sealed, hut
that is a matter of doubt. Even if it was

the respective offices for which they have been
nominated
They arc all excellent men. [Pro-

too

We don’t

want it

said, if the ticket shall all be defeated, that a portion might have been

saved had the

Age

not turned the cold

shoulder to them, it would

seem as

though

the aspirants to the Senate average well
with the rest of the ticket.
The reunion of the Nineteenth Maine

Regiment, at Augusta, last week,

was a

pleasant affair. There was a business meeting, a march to the State Muster ground, a supper with toasts and responses, music, & e. The following organization for the ensiling year was made—
very

President—W. 11. Fogler, Belfast.
Vico Presidents—tl. I,. Whittemoro, Bowdoiu
A. J. Goodwin. Gitchtield: Frank Adams.
Bowdoiuhain.
Secretary—I,. Chamberlain, Dover. N II.
Chaplain—George It. PalmerSurgeon— W. Bolan, Augusta.
Historian—('has. K. Nash. Augusta.
Orator—P. P. Gotchell. Augusta.
Executive Committee—J. W. Spaulding. F. E
Heath, Geo. E. Whiteinnre, Win. A. Wood. J. H
Winter, <’. E. Nash, Geo. Cotton, J I,. Brown.

ham;

Blaine is

Disease is killing Morton,
killing himself, Hayes as to

a

second

term, committed suicide before he was
born, Bristow is buried, (.'tinkling is about
to perish of inanition, Hartranft's hickory
shirt is his political w inding-sheet, Grant
is foundered--there is

a

clear field for the

dark horse in 1880.

[Chicago

Fred Atwood of

Winterport

will make

he sells.

They

w

ill all he collected in

a

devoted to the purpose. Due of
the sights worth seeing will be Atwood's

building

exhibit.
This is the sentiment which

a

disgusted

and

a

bishop

to

preside

over

the whole

community for periods of live
These receive
ministrations.

years.

pay for their spiritual
The teachers of schools

no

in each village —get moderate salaries.
They have a system of mutual insurance,

one

which works well.

The mayor of the village, with two assistants, constitutes an
orphans’ court for the distribution of estates and the custody of the funds of orphans for which the property of every
villager is liable. The Mennonites immigration has brought into the province of

Manitoba

$500,000 in money, and it
has enriched their territory already sevover

eral millions.

The Lutheran Quakers
promise to make an earthly paradise of
the bleak regions of Manitoba, and they
hope it will be very long before they hear
the

police command

There

are

students make the best waiters
resorts, declare the landlords,

College

summer

who find it pays to give them better
wages than any other class of applicants.

They are honest, temperate, cleanly, neat,
mind their

own busiuess and never disgrace the house at which they are em-

ployed.

They

are

generally

young

waiters is

them

over

a precious treasure to tide
the next scholastic year’s ex-

They enjoy the scenery, whethocean, coast or mountain side, and are
quick to get done their work so as to be
out in the fresh air. They maintain
penses.
er

inquiry

American

iron

ship-masters
There

begins
however, concerning

ships.

that such vessels

were

can

now

The statement

he built,

as

cheaply

in this country as abroad has attracted
wide attention, and a prominent builder
is

in receipt of letters from Boston
and Liverpool saying that if he can build
now

iron

sailing

vessels at the rate claimed,

the writer will certainly order ships from
England for a first-class

him. The rate in

iron vessel of say, I,Odd tons burden,
with a double outfit of sails, is about AH
per ton. The otter is made to construct
the
ton

sort of

ship precisely for $45 a
in currency, and negotiations are now

same

in progress in
The

regard

to the matter.

Springfield Republican insists

setts the men, and Vermont the celebration.”
A writer in

Harper’s Magazine for Sep-

tember, says sea trout are peculiar to the
The
waters of Prince Edward Island.
fact is they are quite as abundant in the
waters of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick, and in the Canadian streams w hich
empty into the river and Gulf of St.
Lawrence.
The Louisville Courier-Journal puts a
speech of lawyer West’s, the ltepuhlicau candidate for Governor of Ohio,
recent

into verse, as follow s
My fellow-citizens. 1 come
To court your just applause
I've never l*ecn a workingman.
Milt 0 ! my father was.

are interested in finding
ington, 1).
him to the amount of SI,d(MI, due them
for board of the ex-Seeretary and family

last winter.

the American forces at the Bennington
battle did partake freely of the rum pro-

The
water

the city of Belfast with
project of supplying
lias been finally defeated. [Bangor Com

mereial.

Not

vided for them after the first battle and

quite,

it has been defeated until

city government shall be elected.
victory over Col. Baum, before joining
The people are too earnest in the matter,
issues with the reserve British forces of
and understand too well its importance,
Breyman. Professor Bartlett in his oraa

tion declared to the. contrary, hut the
Republican clearly has the best of the
controversy. But there is no dispute over
the fact that our troops won the day,
rum or no rum.

The Springfield Republican says: Surveyor Cornell of New York has a number
of imitators in Maine. One Bryant, depu*
t v collector and

inspector of

customs at

Kennebuuk, was one of the chief fuglers
and managers of the York county convention at Alfred last week, voted to lay
a resolution indorsing PresidenWiayes’s

-a_

was

new

to let it die out.

The oft reiterated advice of the city
newspapers to the young men of the rural
districts is, “stick to the farm.” That is
all very well in theory, but don't always
answer in practice. We can’t all be farmers, you know.

Sometimes there is
tin:

suggestiveness

in

proximity of

newspaper articles.
Thus the Camden Herald has an urgent
dun to subscribers, followed by an account of the editor’s

experience

long

a

waves,

way out

and when *fe- emergi
us gracfuli* as

swimming

in skin-

a

duck! Tho crowd silently dispersed with t go«..t
sized sold" expression on their faces. I? was
Tin* moon
put tip job. for Blancln- u as a man.
light excursionists from Belfast and tin* Grove on
**

Thursday evening were treated to a beautiful
sight, when tin? moon roe** totally eclipsed,
the shadow

won*

nth the face of the r.coi:.
arm from her waist.
..As tin-

gently withdrew his

Rockland excursion, on
B
-»anl tin- steamer 4
Sanford and the sailing sell Dearl. w.-o- leaving
tin* wharf, on Tlmrsd; y aft.-nnM.u, rln-\ ran over
a row boat in which w.-re Miss t'arrh* Gilmore, "t

has do
has been
at.
The
a

beneath the*

mast

Portland Tildeu Zouaves are to go to An
next Wednesday and serenade the Demo
nominee for (Jovernor. Hon. Joseph 11. WilA special train will he run on this occasion.

Winterport. and a young daughter <*t \mrustu*
4’Uapman. ofOldtown. Miss Gilnn>r<*. who is per
boat. had put off from jm-Ii
tcetly at holm* in
K. J. Munsell. ot' Winterport. on board ot' which
a company wen*
stopping. 'I'!"- steamer with the
schooner alongside, was making lu*r way out, mi
der slow speed, among tin* numerous emits
The
pilot undoubtedly overlooked the small boa!, an.I

pan-

..

The Telegraph says there is a woman m Bruns
wick, seventy-nine years old. who does all the
work tor herself and husband, cooking, washing,
starching, ironing, and walks a mile every Sunday
to church.
John Riely met James < 'lancey ,tl lo (Toss street.
Boston. Sunday evening, charged him with improper intimacy with his wife and immediately
lire.l three shots; fatally wounding him.
Riely
was arrested.

did not
Miss

tin* bow s of both \e>sels but did not sm
eeeil. When the lady saw that she must be run
down, -be displayed remarkable coolness ami tide
ment.
She dropped the oars, clasped the little
girl under one arm and with the other hand grasp
'■d tin* chain bob stav ot' the schooner us Iier boat

Mrs. Louisa Hall, wife of Joseph S. Hall. Deputy
Sheritl'of Fort Fairfield, Friday, confessed to having poisoned their soil. Zetias. eleven years old.
hho died on Tuesday night.
Mrs. Hall has twice
been at the Insane Asylum.

-truck and sunk beneath h
i'1'lie bob it n
chain running from tin* bowsprit end to M,*vessel's cutwater, near the wafer's odtre
Tin*
was

is

WHS immediately Slopped, hut Miss In,
with her lower limbs beneath the water re
tained her hold, both of the child md
stay unt
she was rescued by pi*rsoiis in a boat. Her posi
more,

tioti

Tin* child was uuiujur
Mis- (iilmorc is a lady ,'lt years v*f a-r* m
s,*hoo| teacher in Winterport. and a graduate- .-n
the Normal School at < astun
she is spoken ot

I

as an intollhreut and
accouiplished yoang laJv
and that she po—e.-..-e- e
‘^r
hdncl Oil
the above occasion tally demonstrates.
The pro

proprietor ot tin- Wesleyan. idruac House, ou tin
mounds. i- said to have taken upwards of a thou
-and dollars on one day last week.
Cun auv on*explain why it is always hot and dusty camp meet

also

w oek, and wh\ it unvariblx rams Sunt
l’atnekS Day'
A jolly party at tin- erouinlwere partaking of that which cheers and also me
briates. when an officer ot the association inter
cepteii the bottle and then tin* sound of break

meetii'

Friday afternoon last a little hoy about four
son of Henry
Murray, of Ormio, in at
tempting to get into a boat which was tied to a
pier near the lower lock of the canal, missed his
hold, fell between the boat and pier and was ear

years old.

mg glass was heard and the air was laden w ith it
Din* of the offenders spe>.dtb
ungodly odor.
drove oil. blit the others

the current and drowned.

The New York Central Railroad is quictlv but
at work discharging the employes who
most active in the recent strikes, c-p. nalh
those who advocated violence
This method .if
striking hack is disagreeable hut instructive, and
may furnish food for thought to labor agitators.

was sui

In.Hiring to the bob stay.

\ stray dog. appearing to l».- mad. rushed into
the house of widow lluckins in Bridgewater, Fn
day afternoon, biting her and her daughter I!.then went to tiiinmu Fletcher’s, hi tine him Ladlv
m both arms and killed a small
dog. Afterwards
Mr. Fletcher killed the mad dog

by

To let go

**•

'Their bodies will In* exhumed

lied down stream

extremely perilous

lather, ‘apt. Oruc is master, and physicuuis Iron
the shore procured. Sin* was considerably inji,'
ed. her shoulder being dislocated, probably In

It has just been discovered that one of the res
idem Rhine.se Fducational Commissioners at Hart
ford has two wives. He lives in the most fashion
able quarter of the cit\. and his two wives, hither
to supposed to 1m? his sisters. Here great ''avorii-'with the Hartford ladies.

supposed lie poisoned them

was

death to herself ami child, as she w ould have beci
carried beneath llie Vessels. Sin was taken oi
bond tin* sib K. .1
Munsell, ot which her step

At Fort Fairfield. Wednesday. Henry McDoitgall
turned States's evidence and accused riiurlc- linl
stridge of paying him and Frank Boulier fifty do!
lars each for burning Watson's barn i: Letter F
Bolslridge w as bound over Boulier escaped and
McDuligal! was set free.

now

a

steamer

Mr. Wentworth of Vassalhoro took a girl from
the Industrial School at llallowell Mina Slew,
about R1 years old a year ago.
\bout turn weeks
ago she ran a way, taking Mrs. Wentworth's cloth
valued
at SbO or >'«'•«».
No trace
ing. jewelry, etc.,
of her beyond Augusta.

stances, it is

see her until he was
close aboard ot' her
Ciliaoiv saw her peril, and attempted t>* !*•••

across

‘•Martha's Vineyard's a darned Yankee fraud."
said a Western tourist after a brief sojourn there.
•There isn’t a grape grown on the whole island,
and not a soul l met had ever seen Martha, or
could tell where she lived."

rein. Hied

to

IV

A per) mm .1 <-ai.
'em
temperance lecture
over tin* door of wlin-;
was displayed the s-j^nt
••Bachelor's Hall
nm-ii
1
loin* mail .link tinv
W «• judm d that !■• :r tn.".\- bm ln.-h i- n.-nwomen

steadily

••

were

1

..

-•

wanted.

The apple crop is to be
l.-lns seiwwiu
Two Massachusetts detectives have arrested a
KlvMUVAbS.
The Woidwi buildings owned by
swindler known as the Rev. John R. Smith, at I
Mrs. McDonald and lsaut M. Beckett, on <
Bath. H is plan of operation is to engage in revival
work, and then borrow all the mom y 1 e ran get
street, near the Court House, aiul located on Ian is
and decamp. He is wanted in Boston for making
belonging to the County of W aldo, will be nun*
and uttering forged mortgage bonds to the amount
Of S'.>000.
diately moved oil', fin* land rent expiring ■:. Sep
tember 1st. Tin* McDonald building will be n.ove-l
A
lawsuit is
m Reus

singular

being prosecuted

salaer county. A landslide m the town ot Schoo
dack tilled up a creek and turned the water in a
ditlerent direction. The owner of a mill further
down sues the farmer who owns the land on which
the slide occurred, to compel him to restore tin
stream to its former condition.

to a lot on Bridge street, near tin* North Hnmarx
school house, and tin* Beckett building to ,i lot
owtteil by (icorm* \ Beckett on Hark street mar
Cedar. Tin* families will remain i tin in, dm/s

during removal.
Work is progressing well on the new wing form j
The bnmlsiuoii of 1‘itohor. tin* tax .-oil.-, tor tm
ing the extension to the Maine State Prison. Mm* sov»*ral wars
past. an* to try a suit with tin* vit\
half the cells are already done, and the entire work
will he completed in the course of sixty days. This as to tin* ox tout of thoir liability Thoy ilaim that
will give an addition of sixty two cells t<> the pria dofoot in tho warrant ooimiiittin^ to tho inllootor
on. affording room which is very much needed in
tho tax- ot I1 aihl l*.
roloaso.*. thom.
It has
the crowded state of the institution
boon usual to oxompt from attaohmw? for taxos
It is now a year since Lucy Ann Mank was ar
louis. implements ai.'i mrmttire
I lie warrant.rested for homicide. in the shooting of Pharles
for those years exempt 'animals tools, imphKicker, and she is still in coutiiieuieut in the Low
ell jail, with no prospect of immediate tinal action ments. furniture, ami other
p>ods and ehatt i. s x
in her case
She appears somewhat tailing in
health, hut seems cheerful, and confident of an empt by law from attachment.' Th**y hold that
ultimate decision more favorable in her ease.
this releases them from liability for uncollected
taxes, although they confess liabilitv
*r
the
Frank A. Thornton, who a lew weeks ago mar
ried the eldest daughter of John T Ford, tin* well
moneys actually collected.
known theatrical manager of Baltimore, commit'
When our military eompain -it t< r the <neump
ted suicide at his residence in Prince (ieorge conn
t v. Mil., on Thursday evening by taking laudanum.
meat u Augusta. last week, it w.i> supp* *-»•** that
Grief at the death of his wife, which occurred a
the campaign would be as bloodless as it w. as-brief.
fortnight ago. was the cause. He was a gentle
But the; returned on Saturday nigba with on
mail of wealth.
On Friday ovcnim:. a
man wounded.
voung man.
The Phicago Tribune hired a colored janitor
who kept a fruit stand near the oucainpUKiiit:. ma
some time ago named Thomas Jefferson ; not long
afterward a vacancy was made and another color
consequence of a jostling of hits stand. by ihe
ed man took his place named John Adams. John crowd, drew a
pistol and tired ai'tUe uieci The
was bounced and his place was filled by James
hall entered the thigh of WDJiaju Crockett. <»f Bel
Madison. James talked some of leaving tin* other
fast.
The wound was probed by a surgeon, who
day and there were two applicants for tin* ox pec t
ed vacancy, one named George Washington and
could not tind the buJjA'U. and it will prohahlv r»*
the other Benjamin Franklin.
| main.perhaps without causing much inconvenience.
The rain of Saturday night caused a great froliet ! Crockett lives
upon the east side, and is employed
The intervales were submerged and
oil the Saco.
floated off. Stock's in the shoe factory Tin* shooter is Arthur Smith,
of cut
large quantities

grain

dam on the Ballard stream is swept out. and thou
sands of logs arc let loose into the river. A wash
out on the railroads is reported at Glen station in
Bartlett, part of a trestle is gone at Fast Branch,
and a land slide is reported a half mile above
Bemis.

who is

Hast port has got the railroad fever.
Fverv
business man has signed a paper pledging his sup
of
a
the
to
narrow
enterprise
building
port
gauge
to connect with the St. Proix and Penobscot. The
leaders of the movement, arc confident of success
in obtaining the necessary stock subscriptions.
The plan is to connect at Baring as the most teas
iblc point, thus avoiding Palais. It. however, a
road is extended from Palais to Bog Brook, a con
ueetion will be made at that point

this city elided
out the following

ning dinners.
Emery of the Bangor Commercial, their
administration
on
the
his
anRn
honest
work
table,
self-respect
by
doing
has had a rich joke played on him, alThe Lewiston Journal calls the New
in preference to living upon the bounty of own classic language, “doesn’t care a
though it is an old one. His sub, taking
York Herald “a leading Democratic paThe Augusta Journal's correspondent reports
-for
the
President’s
order.”
others. None but shoddy aristocrats snub
advantage of his absence down the hay
That statement will cause much that Henry Plummer of Skowhegan, dry goods
per.”
in Hunger, on Sunday, us Mr
and
while
be
dealer, has had in his employ for over three years
them,
socially they may
Simpson Hollins on a fishing excursion, has
The Camerons of Pennsylvania, took amusement in the Herald office.
was
put his paper
a young woman in charge of the dress
sweeping off his doorsteps, he was taken sudmaking deat
all
are
times
and
neglected,
they
places
deuly ill and only lived about thirty minutes after in against the regular Democratic candipolicy.
partment. Goods have been constantly missed,
the war path against Hayes administrahis
house. Ho was about sixty-three
entering
Eli Perkins writes from Saratoga: and at last suspicion fell upon her. Her boarding
date for Governor, bitterly assailing his treated with quiet respect by well bred tion some time
years old and has been affected with heart
was searched and some $f>00 worth of goods
Tiio Huston 1‘ust publishes a
ago. In November next
who can appreciate something
despatch from for some time. The diseased was well knowndisease
We place
“Brains
are at a discount here.”
guests,
were found, including three silk dress patterns.
letter
of
as
an
and
advisacceptance,
will return to their lodges to mourn
Ilucksport stating that "a ship from Rangoon, active Democratic
virtually
they
beside money.
politician.
rice laden, was signalled near the equator, whose
know now why Eli frequents Saratoga so $•»() worth of Uamhurgs, kid gloves, and all kinds of
ing the party not to support him. When
the loss of their own scalps, which will
name was not learned.
She was so heavily laden
finery, containing Plummer's mark. She is known
Lovvkll, Aug. of,. Ezekiel Worthen, Jr., 127
much, lie is at par there.
to have money in the hank, and is supposed to
as to make but little
headway, and could not have years old, shot his wife at tier hoarding house livi Emery gets back, and has shaken the
A recently published table giving the decorate the belts of Democratic braves.
have profusely supplied her relatives with various
reached England for a week or two from the pres
Lawrence Corporation, last night, inflicting a fish scales from his
eyes sufficiently to see average monthly wages of school teachers As for President Hayes, he will have killed
ent time.
As every other vessel from
A good many newspapers have declar- articles. Mr. Plummer is unable to accurately
Rangoon wound which may prove fatal. They had been
seems to be accounted for, it is
frequent
hoped that the married some years and have had five children. what his substitute editor has done, there in all the States and Territories gives the two birds with one stone, for his Southern ed that Blaine “took-water” iu the late estimate his loss, but thinks, as she hashave
taken
ly had full charge of the store, she may
ship seen was the X. T. Hill, Rapt. Snow, which She some time since left Worthen on account of will
the
On
other
be
a lively time around the Commeror
in
ami
$‘J,000
sailed from Rangoon, Jail. 26th, for Falmouth
$3,000
money.
goods
will
be the means of rescuing Penn- Republican convention. Well, isn’t that
his abuse, and it was in order to persuade her to
following figures for Maine—male, $00.17; policy
hand, the young lady atlirms that she can explain
Eng.”
return that he called on her last night.
cial office.
s'
from
a
Communism.
State
$10.20.
and
herself.
matters
sylvania
female,
temperance
fully acquit
Bro.

would happen, and it did
With a sl.nu
tin* timid Blanche sprang into tin* air and the in-x’
moment she plunged like a porpoise head torevents

■>

Ex-Secretary Belknap is missing. The
proprietors of the Arlington Hotel, Wash-

that

men

and women who have a hard struggle to
get their education, and to whom the pay
as

From various causes,
content with wood.

of “move on.”

several settlements of .Mennonites in the I'nited States, hut they
seem to prefer the Canadian reservations
for permanent settlement.

for

steamships

to he an

ished the occasion, New York the battle
ground, New Hampshire and Massachu

that sail in and out of

the ports of the United States: but no
one ordered an American iron sailing ship.

4'harles Angn.stu* pleaded for Blanche ’.
proceed, and the crown on shore urged her on
Geutly and cautiously she ventured >ut the row
surveying and cheering her *tforts. They expect
*al that something outside the regular our*. m

at the New

the Bennington celebration : “The Battle of Bennington -Great Britain furn-

iron

shore.

England and
W F. Cooper, living near Charleston. West Vir
State Fair, at Portland, of specimens of giuia, has been arrested for poisoning his uife.
She was the third wife
Both the former wives
of all the agricultural implements which having died suddenly under suspicious e.rctiin
a

special exhibit

Times.

As the water crept up to her knees *he gave a gtie shriek which attracted a large crowd on tin-

'That naughty Hawkeyc: -A scientific* authorstates that *a single female housc-tly will pro
dure in one season
eggs.' Crcatguns!
What must tin* married ones do

of

.is

••

ity

That strange animal of Solon, which
stroved so many sheep and young cattle,
seen by a number of persons and fired
description given of it answers well that
ther.

a

ashore in I»• *t

the enjoyment of the occasion
The* emerged
from tin* bathing house in mah* ami female ..ttn
She was timid and exhibited all tin* feature* :
Gath's description of the
Maiden * hV-d Bath
After a great deal of urgiug, Blauchc ventured .n

The New York police found two starving chil
dren Thursday in a tenement house, weeping he
| side the body of their mother, who hud died from
want, sorrow and intemperance

The
gusta
enitie
liams.

they excellencies,

vessel that

in

earned

A floating grog shop ,»n such un occasion s
The weather livery troublesome neighbor.
the week, in the midst of dog days, was beautiful
the full moon and calm nights added greatly to

The Shah of Persia had a nice visit To Kngland.
received high honors, and left debts behind him
amounting to >'P.,»'>.oiio. lie even got trusted for
fifteen cents' worth of soap.

Are not

came
was

a

The stockholders of the North Bank at liock
land, a State institution, voted. Saturday, to in
crease the capital stock to 'Ioihiiio. and to go into
the national system.

At Wheeling. West \ a. John Westerly Harden
of Texas, accused of twenty eight murder-, was
arrested Friday. About twenty shots were liled
and a companion of Harden was killed.

grounds

ties.

Fdward Knights of Falmouth, escaped from the
Maine Hospital at Augusta on Tuesday, and on
Thursday afternoon his body was found (touting in
the river.

gressive Age.
What is to become of Boardman and
Learned, the candidates for senators !

year
built

and

|

to tie-

anchored outside, and

Aiken. South

Hermon,

competent buildelder selected for live years, and who, asers, and flit! builders were ottering to
sociated with the mayors of the villages, construct vessels as cheap as they could
forms a court for the filial adjustment of he bought abroad, and as an illustration
all disputes and the enactment of neces- of wluit they could do in ship
building,
sary ordinances.
they have been producing some of the
The church organization is entirely dis- lleetest, staunchest anil most beautiful

were

colored, died at

■

the wife of the postmaster, has got herself into trouble. She read a letter writ-

Massachusetts guest wanted to oiler at

shipyards enough,

There

\\ 1 111 unis,

Beil

from hydrophobia
Carolina, Thursday
Seven
other persons were bitten by the same dog which
bit him.
|
ev ery man whose name is upon our counThe captain and crew of the schooner .lames
ty ticket will do the same.
Muror have been arrested for breaking into tin*
store of Daniel Kimball at North Fast Harbor. Mt
Desert.
A
woman in

iron

tinct from the civil administration. The
people elect a clergyman in each village

iu the United Slates.

New

brought

paper.

of

shaped to perfection;”
Tightener," to correct “flabbiness of the
not, Uncle Samuel does not allow the letflesh, crow’s feet marks, and indenta- ters in his mails to be
pried into.
tions." After reading these advertisements one is led to wonder why all our
We ought to elect our excellent candidate J mlge
Johnson county attorney, ami also our excellent
English cousins arc not beautiful. Here candidates,
Pattee, Wentworth and Mct'rillis to

them.
Canada wanted settlers
hewers of
wood and tillers of the soil, and the im-

specks

removing pimples,

and blotches.

demnation

on

outside the grounds was larger than ever before.
.Outside the devotional assemblage the crowd
resembled un old fashioned state muster, in which
the rough element largely mingled.
Two square
knock downs and a revolver scene were amougthe
.Sheriff Walls
events of Thursday afternoon.

President Hayes's next trip will be to Ohio, two
weeks hence, lor the purpose of talking -ver his
battles with his old regiment.

pass a resolution endorsing the President,
and that the Republican County Conven-

improvements.There were over
Water
the grounds Thursday
two cents a drink on the grounds, and the
was well
patronized.The attendance

teams

sold for

The Lewiston Journal advises the Maine farmers
sell their potatoes early, as the crop is very
large all over New Bngluud.

But the Age apparently forgets that the
Republican State Convention declined to

first of which was erected eleven years
was a long time before tho second one

and in other

to

to unite and assure the
of the state and county tickets.

the

and it

was built.
It is within three years since it has us
sutned its present proportions.The proceeds of
the present season will be used next year in per
feeding a better system of drainage and sewerage.

Prescott H. Heath of Bucksport. in State Prison,
suicide by cutting an artery in
his right arm.

Republicans

on

ago.

recently attempted

at the conclusion of an article which calls

success

tages,

A marble monument inscribed
Our Pet.
has
been erected over a poodle dog's grave in Windsor.
Conn.

doing his duty. Let
him,” says the Progressive Age

sustain

Louisa Kness of Worcester died Friday from
burns caused by trying to kindle a fire with keroThe Cos tine Packing Co. has canned B.OOO
bushels of blue-berries the present season at Chcrrvlield.

“The President is
us

Bangor. S. Gould of Rockland. C F Ginn of Bel
fast, and Albert Webber of St. Albans. Trustees
.There are within the enclosure sixty two cot

sene.

that when he aimed at a coon, the despairing animal always came down. But
in this case the object aimed at, got up
and fled with

ed while bathing at Ocean Beach. Saturday.
Sitting Bull adds to his other graces that of being cross-eyed, and ho is a great lover of fire-water.

tion was as dumb as an oyster on that to see her dead brother Lindsey, shot by Amler
light or
“below the prices charged in the United
son. fell into the river and was nearly drowned
Gov. Conner is held in
and
their
in
latter,
sacrificing
possessions
Thomas Baton of Camden, lias received a prize
States," and are fully illustrated in the important point.
his position by the influence of Blaine,
Prussia migrated to Russia, to which wide
a r«*
scholarship which amounts to £4\i a year.
advertisements. Of preparations for the
ward
for his first year's work at Colby I'nivcrsit}.
who is the chief antagonist of the Presicountry they had been cordially invited hair there is no end. One restores
gray
Mr. Bd. A. Lyndc. eldest son of the late John 11
dent in bis commendable course; thereby the reigning czar, who promised them hair to its original color; another
“changLyude. has purchased the Aroostook \ alley Sun
and
immunities
imthe
fore a vote for Conner is a vote of con- rise, and will soon assuu e the editorship "f that
protection
special
es red hair to a charming gold color,”
tive to

platform, and an acceplabors and responsibilities of
country

ment of the state

sea

a

i>

Wtai.do County.

The camp meeting

Camp-Meeting Notes.

famous dancer at Sara

son at Wesleyan Grove, Northport, ended on Sat
good story at the expense of toga hops.
Senator Thurman is to participate in the Ohio urday of last week, the services having concluded
London. a retired shipmaster who made one of a
the evening before. It was a successful season
It is about the size of Harper’s Weekly, yachting party of ladies and gentlemen. campaign.
Annie Louise Cary started Thursday~on her the attendance being quite up to that of former
ites are styled Lutheran Quakers, chiefly and has
twenty six pages, including ad- The ladies were seated on the break of journey to California.
years. The estimate for Thursday, when the at
because they are non-combatants from
vertisements, and as it is printed in small the quarter deck, enjoying the scenery,
President Ilayes and party returned to Wash- tendance was largest, was over 10,000 people.
their
conviction.
creed
By
religious
they type, each issue contains about as much when the retired mariner aforesaid asked ington. Friday morning.
The corporation officers elected for the ensuing
arc proscribed from bearing arms or perreading matter as one of our monthly to see a chart of Shoepscot river. He was
Only seven out of ten women at Long Branch year are—Reuben A. Rich, of Winterport. Presi
dent ; Rev. Albert Church, of Orringtou, Score
forming any kind of military duty. The magazines. Its title is a general index referred to a locker in the cabin, where have artificial complexions.
I
A Scituate fisherman caught l'JOb mackerel in
tary; Hon. Hiram Haggles, of Carmel. Treasurer;
Mennonites, originating as they did in of its contents ; but not the least interest- it was kept. But the Captain, by some
four hours on Wednesday of last week.
Ikm. Hiram Rugglos. Horace Muzzy of Searsmont.
had
a
have
deal
of
warring Europe,
good
ing of its pages, to American readers, are misunderstanding, instead of opening the
E. M. Tibbetts of Dexter. Jonathan Burbank of
Miss Marie Sanford ot
was drown

an

tell

flews of tho City And County.

Generalities.

County

The colonization of the Mennonites in
America is an interesting movement in
the migration of peoples. The Mennon-

non-combatants

governor.

H.

A Persecuted People that
On.

only about 17 years of age. If he had not
been hurried to jail by tbe police, tin* boys would
have handled him severely. He will be tried for
the offence.
Ni:\\
in

Boa ns. The County Commissioners' Court
on Wednesday.
They have laid
new roads in the county, agree

ably ttt petitions One in Isleshoro. petitioned tbr
by Abram Dodge and others, beginning at the
road near the school house in district No. I,
and ending on land of lain! of Daniel Kaudlett.
some *J00 rods in length. One in 1 uity, coininom
ing near the depot and running northerly inter
secting the post road leading from Cnity to Trov,
town

laud of Benj. Fogg. This was petitioned by
W. Bennett and 11A others, on an appeal from
the .selectmen. One in Montville. petitioned by
J. \\
Curtis and 7b others,
bcgiuuiug near Howard Douglass' m Montville. running northeasterly
on

K.

and ending at the road leading from John Bryant
near the Brow n
bridge in Knox. The peti
tion for a road in Thorndike was not granted.
The county rood leading from Seth Roberts dwol

Jr.'s,

ling house, past Horace Roberts*

to the Monroe
line, has been discontinued. Also the old road
running northerly by Joel Works’to the Jackson
line.

Did you see the

!

eclipse

ready to knock the moths out of your wiu-

H'-t

clothes.

ti-r

Last Friday, day and night, was the most
i.fortably heated of the season.

twenty-live drummers
aland House one day last week.
-.civ

1

were

un-

the New

at

h Banner of Belfast, is heeled in toward the
r*»ad wharf and fills every tide.

>

!

Masonic Excursion and clam hake from
will ciime oil' at Nort-hport.
Sept. ldth.

••

>r

Mill I.. Littlefield,

Mr.

formerly of this citv. is
traveling agent of the firm of S. A J. Adams
<*o. of Bangor.

r.

piles of melons about the fruit shops appear
•'hot and shells ready for an engagement. And
•y hurt folks, too.

T

Stimpson is building a dwelling house
V>rth street, and M II Cooper a stable at the
*ot of
Spring street.
Samuel

hat this world is waiting for is the woman
an g«> to a store and
get a pair of boots that
tit her at the tirst trial.

"

Dexter tiazelte handsomely compliments
M illiam M Hah. of this city for his artistic

i

decorative work

t

that citv

;n

Bobbin.'. of East Greenwich. K. I

A!r

p'-ed the pulpit
\

Baptist church Sunday at
and the Bi-v. .M J. Kelley in the
evening.

u.

■'

the

at

named Met ’orris*»n

man

t b\

>

oe

of

one

as

whacked

over

the

parly <»i‘ rowdies on the street
iininediaie want was a police

a

night

ay

w

ills

!-'»rd Byron used to say th; t he didn't like to
woman eat
But his lordship never saw one
dm a imr trom a boiled lobster tnd set her ivorv
eth into it.
Mrs

Bind**.- A

Ei-igiir, of Searsuioiit. w hile visit
nd- at Koeklaud last week, w as seized on
stroot with a eoiigcstive attack, taken into a
;» and died in t w o hours,
Oregon. of W interport, Capt. Crockett.
way from Baugorwith a load of bricks
vt John,
sprung aleak and sunk at II.MO I* M.
l iiday while off ,\lt. Ib-sert.
to-

ar.

'<

her

o:i

B. ('ain

of Palermo.

Kxci Ksio.ss. The excursion advertised to leave
this city and Iancolnville
Tuesday on steamer
liowell for Camden proved a failure, on account of
bad weather in the morning. The St. John Com

uiandery

of Knight Templar Masons of Bangor,
accompanied by their ladies and the Bangor Band,
made an excursion to this city on Tuesday, by
formed

C.

principal

B

Sanford.

streets

They arrived

at

noon,

marched through the
Pierces' Hall. Dinner was

procession,

a

and

to

served at the American House. The Knights were
uniformed and were commanded by
Sir Knight .1 S Kicker
At four o'clock they left
for Castile*.
An excursion numbering about 'T>0
cauic over the railroad on Tuesday, from Watervilit* and vicinity, and went across the bay to Cas
tine on Steamer May Queen and yacht P. M. Bon
nit*
The excursion for the beuetit of the Bangpr
Band arrived in Belfast late Wednesday afternoon
on tin* barge
They were met by the Belfast mili

handsomely

A
tary company and escorted about the city.
was made at Fort Point, where some exer

stop

is<*s of

general

a

nature

were

indulged

A

in.

game of base
ball in the afternoon with the Pastimes, but we are
unable to give the result as the game was not

picki*d

nine

from

Bangor played

a

Nor is it to be supposed that
all of the senses. Among our

brought by

Pierce’s Hall.
Buooks.
looked tor

Business very quiet, but

a

produce begins

to

as soon as

u-:

great I \

*

fruit

tied the

feed upon the enticing
1
y Ifi is sa\ s h«- lind> them every mum
i.' door,
waiting for business to commence.
t line. Jo

revival
be mark

is

ward bound train, on Saturday afternoon.
ivy oie- tor the Helfast road. It was made
t unit- cars,
cliietly baggage and homeward
i camp meeting people
There were about

:

"lit
<•

passengers.

supposed that

a newspaper man has recent
tra\elling in Liiieolnville. A man coming
ugh that town on Sunday picked up a pocket
n

containing
piece.

‘k
;.!

*lubofa lead pencil and

a

a

three

Alien, mayor of Cambridge. Mass..
Stillman H. Allen of Huston, with their fauiiwere in the
city a few days hist week, and

Ibui. Frank A.

•«i

'•

1'iiet day

a

<u

so

at

Camp Alharto. (4>uante

Fond.

"ok

e

Waldo county arc requested to
tin-premium list of the coining fair, piinted
;.'ir outside of today's
paper. The premiums
iotible those of previous years, hut are on the
farmers of

.i

principle.

rata

V

r.

W. lluekmore, whose illness

o.-o

1 last

week,

was men

daily improving, and his

is

com

recovery is now regarded as only a question
His daughter, the wife of .Mayor Young
l.lisworth, has been with him during the past

•e

about

in which Ceorge
rock by the sea side, takes

the

over

seated on
hand and quotes
.'ins

a

season

pleasure in the pathless woods.
a rapture on the
lonely shore.
There is society where none intrudes.
I’»y the deep sea. and music in its roar.
'! here is a
l lierc is

M■
*•

i'..

I*e',,:

:\

i

••

eaudidate for Register of
general qualitications for

aie

ie> excellent

mired olliees, has the merit of render
very teeepiable sen ice. a in l thus making his
.t:iisi:ir11•«- a matter
Teatly desired by the pub
tb' b is beet tell consecutive years town clerk
1

.at an

:.i 't

select

man

Hiirnham.

of

i-cardnig wrongfully obtaining
I

will be

scarce

this

year.
Tiioknimki-:. Thursday night the unoccupied
house called the .!. M. Coflin house was burnt.

purse

or

stake

survey sell Karnest. now at
Island, has received orders limn Washington
Uilplete the SUfVeV ;»t tile earliest moment, ailll
I tn Hallimore. \ hen she will go out of
1.1--luii
She will he in Helfast about Septem
‘"Hi where the steam launelt Sagadahoc will

thought

the

schooner will go upon

I'aeitie coast

bark Homeward Hound, ot Searsport. was
1
this city 11\ steamer May t^ueen. where
a ill load
hay lot Charleston. The cargo of 100
i' purchased by the owners of the vessel and
htered down the riser from C,f\ point. Sell.
W Drew has loaded ice. 1»\ Ha/.eltiuc A Co..
aelisouvitle. and the sell A
ided pavimr stones for Hrooklyn
.1

\ serious faced ill m asked
enjoyed.
there any convertsHe stopped a mo
and said “Well. 1 swear. I forgot to ask.
tin- baked beans were bully, and the sailing
: rowing were divine, and then1 were some of
handsomest girls there that l ever saw."

i>.
1

Chase's.

by

none,

Chase is determined to be under
and always has a complete assort

Missess Ferguson & Littlefield
u announce that they have attractions in the
id'iilevy ]iin• They have hud remarkubb* sue
Bead JJcrvev's notices of glasses
Ac.
ut ot

drygoods.

.1. Hoag. -Dissolution of
lie tirm of Pitcher A Corham. -Caution, by C. K.
ui.ninghaiii. The ladies will he interested in
Mus> Wentworth's notice of Circassian Lily. Pro
I. lieincnt to let.

by

L.

—

’.'•■'ids for

the city. -Notice of notes
by O. S. McAlister, Burnham.

I

he >leai

'has. A

hy

sewers

mutes

ot this

lirown last

city

met at

the house ot

and organized
tciety under the name of the “Belfast Society
•J Beat'unites."
The object of this society is to
procure monthly services of deaf-mute preachers,
and attend religious meetings and lectures. The
xt day being Sunday, m the forenoon Mr. Philo
N Packard, a zealous deaf mute church lnemher.
t
Salem Mass.. preached from Matthew IK:go.
This text

Saturday night

"encouragement to a small religious assembly." In the utter.toon he read from
lets II: 2b and asked his h ftirti-s to impiire of them•vcives "How shall I become a Christian?"
It is
earnestly hoped that this society shall be ever suswas an

tained.
The Bingos played the Pastimes of Belfast. Tuesfor a purse of >.*o, and defeated them by a
The Birigos would advise any
ore of 10 to d.
club visiting that city to take a large police force
with them, for the Birigos hud a pretty hard time
"1 it to get out of that town without injury. (Port
land Press.

day,

From reliable reports in regard to the Dirigos
and their conduct here, it is inferred that they
wen* conscious of having deserved the injury that

they feared.
for

The gentleman who reported the game

columns made some severe strictures on
the Portland club's conduct, but disliking to assail
our

a visiting club, we omitted that
portion. Since the
visitors have made the above report, we give below that portion of our reporter's notes, which,

out

of consideration for visitors,

we

then sup-

pressed—
It was evident that their
gentlemanly qualities
had been allowed to rust,—audio rust excessively,
too.
themselves
showed
to be
They
entirely ignorant of even decent manners, by insulting the umpire many times during the game, and by display
mg sundry other rowdyish points. The umpiring
by Air. O'Connell wok fairly and impartially done,
and it is a disgrace to the visitors that he was so
spitefully used.

is

books this year,

.Mention lias been made of the shooting
rherryfield, of a man named Lindsey,

comes

Samuel 1>.
Washington County. Senators
Leavitt. East port; Henry II Howies. Cherrylield.
Clerk of Courts—Edgar Whidden. Calais. Register

Senator

Conklin’s

Views.

BELFAST PRinE CURRENT.

Cheese

14al5 Hides
14 Calf Skins
0 Lamb
12 Hard Wood

Eggs

Round Hog
Pork Backs
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

14al5Sof't
SalOShorts per ct.
(ia7 Lime
5afl Butter Salt
3 Plaster

SPECIAL

4a5
10
75al.OO

*4.50a5.00
$3.00a3,50
$1.30

The Pennsylvania Democrats, Wednesday nominated John Trim key for supreme
judge, and Win. P. Schell for attorney general, but at last reports had not agreed

THE.

I

CHEAP COUNTER

A. D. CHASE’S

Heeds—Prescott Lawrence, Maehias. Treasurer
-Rufus T. Cram. Machias. Commissioner—Clan
dins M. liiifl', Alexander.
Aroostook County. Senator -Edmund Aladigan,
of Houlton.
SheritV .VeNon Herrin, of Houlton
Register of Heeds —Southern District. A. S. Dow.
of New Limerick : Northern District, James kee
Treasurer -II. P. Cochrane,
gun. of Madawaska.
of New Limerick.
Kennebec County. Senators—Oscar Jlolway,
August a: John Ware. Jr.. Waterville. County
Commissioner Nathaniel J Henner, West (iardi
J. Prank Pierce. Augusta
tier. County Treasurer
lveirister of Deeds -William 0. Heele, Winthrop.
Clerk of Courts Frederick E. Beau. Readlicld
N W. Woodward of Damaris
Lincoln county.
cotta. Senator: Charlis Wvoks of Newcastle. Clerk
of Courts ; Jose]>h Nickerson of BooHibay, Com
missiouer; A. W. Hall of Wiseasset, Register of
Deeds: W. P. Lenox ••!' Wiseasset. Treasurer.
Hon. Alfred Lenox of Wiseasset. addressed the
t 'onvention.
Pisrata.juis County For Senator. A. J. Chase
of Sober Clerk of courts 1). R. Straw oftiuilford
County Treasurer, .1 F. Hugos, of Fox croft : Reg
| istor of Deeds, A. T. Wade, of Saugerville County Commissioner. Isaac Ilanseom of Milo.

Tlii- I'nitarinn Maine State Conference
hold their annual session at Bangor. Sept,
lltli, PJth and l.'ith. The Conference will
be opened with a sermon from lier. Henry \Y. Bellows J> !>.. of New York, on
the evening of the 11th.

pleasure craft called a
proa, is coming into use.

V new
ran. or

he described

as a

catamaIt may

double barrelled yacht.

Hancock county furnishes another murIn Aurora, on the dSth, Martin
Coughlin fatally shot John Hayes.

der.

Kx Minister Schcuck has bought a farm in the
vicinity of Council Bluffs, Iowa, and will engage in
raising stock. JKx.

What kind of stock ?
A
to

eye

letiu.

Eimna mine t

Needle" is a merchant Jailer who has an
business iu New York
(Commercial Bill

Sew he

has;

we see

Yes!

mid the stakes

were

in

plate.

a,

Heed A’ ('<>

|

*t*

When

always

a

man

feels

as

making love to a widow he
he bad to begin where the other

is

if

fellow left otf.

Tin* liiddcford Daih

A New Institution commenc-

ries.

On this Counter will be placed GOODS of various kinds,
that will!insure

If so. your
you have a pain in your back
Kidneys are diseased. l)o not use plasters, thev
will do you no good; but take Hrvr’s Kkmkdy
and be '“iired. Dropsy, and all Diseases of the

wish

one

Kidneys.
by

Bladder and

Cmian Organs,

are

cured

Lients Kkmkdy.

Clai:ki.'s Tooth AeiiK Duoi
Pills,

s

Potions

anil .Pungencies.

Murder

Will

Out.

lew

ed to be

years ago “•August Flower"
a

was

certain cure for Dyspepsia
a few thin By-peptics made

(Bulletin.
funnel do in its place, but such an illusion to coal weather wood seem out of
place in dog-days.

at

CHEAP COUNTER

;w9

Tenement to Let.
.-ubscriber would like to rent, to a
rpilE
X suitable family, the upper portion of his
dwelling-house on .Miller street, west of Congress. It is newly finished and very convenient, water carried to the second dory. To a person wishing to keep a horse, good barn room will be
furnished. Also all the land that may L-<* required
lor a garden. Inquire ot'
L. .1. HOAG.
2w9‘
Belfast, Aug. 30, 1877.

A. D. CHASE’S.

witnesses of the riot tell of auctions where
circular saws three feet in diameter sold
for 50 cents, and a car-load of sewingmachines brought from SI to 10 cents

which is sure death to worms, pleasant to take,
end requires no physic.
Price xiA cents. Tit it.

AGAIN

the eifeets of the
warm weather and are debilitated, are advised by
physicians to take moderate amounts of whiskey
In a little
two or three times during the day.
while those who adopt this advice frequently
increase the number of ••drinks," and in time

Many who

apiece.
On

the

Frontier.

an*

sulfenng

from

proceed to view the route set f< rth in the
petition; immediately after which at som convenient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties and

their witnesses will be had, and such further measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further Ordered, that
notice of the time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid, bi given to all persons and Corporations interested, by serving an at
tested Copy of said Petition with this Order thereon,
upon the Clerk of the town of Freedom, and by posting up the same in three public places in said town,
ami by publishing the same in the Republican Journal, a public newspaper published in said County;

Tin* Philadelphia Weekly Times re[Special Dispatch to the Hoston Jleralil.]
Salt Lake, Ctali, Aug. 25. The folcently published, as one of its series of
is the statement of Captain Bain- become continued inebriates. A beverage which
“Chapters of Cnwritten History," by lowing
Fort Hill: ‘‘I left will not create thirst for intoxicating liquors, and said publication and each of the other notices to be
Federalsand Confederates, a very graphic bridge, commanding
days before the time appointed for said view,
this post at 2 P. M. on the 19th inst. for which is intended especially for the benefit of thirty
that all may appear and he heard if they think propter.
deserii>tion of the seige of Morris Island, General Howard’s command with an es- debilitated persons, whether at home or abroad,
W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
Attest,
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
S. C., by (len. W. W. H. Dana, C. S. A., cort of ten soldiers and 50 Bannock Shos- is Dr. Schenek's Sea Weed Tonic.
Containing the
W.
G. FRYE, Clerk.
Attest,
in which tin* following incident is record- hone scouts authorized by General Sheri- juices of many medicinal herbs, this preparation
To the Hon. County Commissioners of Waldo Couned

Soon after uc took Battery (iregg there hap
poiied a very sad incident. A captain of a Maine
regiment who was a member of a court martial,
and not engaged in the operations, went to the
front out afternoon to have a good view of (CharlesHe stood alone on the top of the bomb-proof
ton.
al (iregg, in plain sight, of the
enemy's batteries
James Island, a mile and a half distant. A
rebel gunner in Fort Johnson trained a gun on
him and tired. The aim was unerring and the
shell cut him in two.

on

Latest name fora bachelor—a sir-single. (In
ter Ocean.
Yes, sir. that's so. blit when once lie
gets the bridal haltar, there isn’t a truce of it left.
[N. Y Com. Adw There should he a cheek to
this sort of thing. [Rochester Express. What a
choice bit of sarcasm ! We hold back from further comment lest we stirrup the wrong man.
[Canandaigua Journal. Boor chance to saddle
this with another joke.
[Orajdiic. IT‘111, Yes. If
somebody don’t collar those fellows.—rein ’Em up.
so to speak—they’ll never stop till the breeching
breaks.
[Boston (Jlobe. Canter man trot out
something more racy than any of the above sports !
| Com. Bulletin.

Whoa!

a

blinder set of jokes

were nev-

hitched up. They would hoarse one
Von
up with croop-er something worse.
deserve a strap and a good hostler to
phaeton. Now spur up, buckle to it,
and lug on something new, or put a curb
er

on

your lines.
A Boston man,

1 reached General Howard's comdan.
mand at I A. M. on the morning of the
22d inst., having marched 159 miles.
General Howard was directly on the hostiles' trail, one day’s march in the rear. 1
marched with him one day, and left him
■ifteen miles south of Henry’s Lake, which
place he intended to reach the same day.
The hostiles are badly demoralized. 1
found freighters and ranchmen along the
Montana stage road in a very demoralized condition. Freighters who were on
the road between Sand Holes and Pleasant Valley at the time the hostiles struck
it. had left their wagons where they happened to be, in most instances loaded
with valuable freight, and taken their
stock to a place of safety. In one instance we found two wagons, one loaded
with metallic cartridges and the other
with powder, but the hostiles had not dis
turbed them. As soon as we had passed
over the road the freighters commenced
moving again. It is believed that the
hostiles have disturbed no freight on the
road. General Howard was pleased to
get Indian scouts, and thinks they will
do him good service.
His command is
having a severe campaign, but all are in
good spirits, hoping to tinish the hostiles
in a short time.

does not create

appetite for the intoxicating
cup. The nourishing and the life-supporting properties of many valuable natural productions conall

tained in it and well known to medical men have
a most strengthening inlluence.
A single bottle
of the Tonic will demonstrate its valuable qualities.

Tor debility arising from sickness, over ex
ertion or from any cause whatever, a wine glassfull of Sea Weed Tonic taken after meals will
strengthen the stomach and create an appetite
for wholesome food. To all who are about leaving
their homes, we desire to say that the excellent
Dr. Schenek’s seasonable remedies. Sea
Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Dills, are particularly

eifeets of

evident wheAtaken by those who are injuriously
alfected by avnauge of water and diet. No person should leave home without
taking a supplv
of these

,*

aleguards along.

Tor sale

by all Drug-

gists.
Brighton

Cattle

Market.

\Vki»xi*:si>ay, August 22.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2041; Sheep
and Lambs 2020; Swine 8505; number Western
Cat 11^1868; Eastern Cattle 44:’,; Milch Cows and

Nortl^n Cattle 220.

Prices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—Extra quality $7 00a7 50; first (juality $0 50ud 87 1-2;
second (juality $0 UOaO 27 1-2; third (juality $5 25a5 87
1-2; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $2 5o
u4 75.

Brighton Hides 7 1 2a8c j>er lb; Brighton Tallow
6c ner lb.
Country Hides 7a7 1-2c per lb; Country
Call skins llaloc per lb; sheared
Tallow 5c
Lamb Skins 06a75e each.
Sheep Skins
The supply of Working Oxen
Working
brought into market for several weeks past lias been
larger than the demand requires, and the trade for
them has been dull. We quote sales of 1 pr, girth
6 ft 10 in, live weight 2,800 lbs, $120; 1 j>r, girth 6
ft, live weight, 1,000 lbs. $75; 2 prs, girth 6 ft 6 in, at
$00 per pair.
Store Cattle—Not much call for Stores, most of
the small Cattle that are in a fair condition being
bought up to slaughter. We quote yearlings $l2u
16; two year olds $15a27; three year olds $25a45 per
head.
Milch Cows—Extra $55a05; ordinary at $25a50.
Most of the Cows offered iu market for sale are of a
common grade. Good Cows usually sell quick at fair

pej^h

The

having

reason

to

Silver

{^^■ic;

Question.

sus-

Chicago, Aug. 24. The Inter-Ocean
pect the honesty of a servant girl employhaving addressed a circular letter to vaed in his house, hail her subjected to an rious members of
Congress, asking them
examination as she was leaving one even- to indicate their position on the subject
ing. The following were the revelations- of remonetizing silver, has received reOf these l.'ll are in favor
A round her waist was ingeniously fastened a plies from 1!»7.

of repealing the law of 187.'! and restoring
the silver dollar to its old place in coinage ; fifteen in favor of remonetizing, with
conditions; 18 oppose remonetizing; .‘II
kerosene oil was discovered. Fastened to both are undecided and two decline to answer.
legs were pieces of beef and ham cut in slices and These answers represent every State, and
all reaily to be cooked. Suspended to her right
include :!l Senators and IGG Representaknee by a stoat string was a bag containing a
quantity of Irish potatoes; on the other knee was tives. Of the latter IK! advocate the
measure and K! oppose it.
a similar bag containing sweet potatoes.

bag containing about lifteen pounds of Hour;
fastened to her right hip, by means of a string, was
a large iron spider, while the left, hip was orna
mented with a keroseno lamp, also fastened by a
string. A little below this on her left leg a can of

prices.

Sheep and Lambs—None offered in market for
sale, those from the West and Maine being taken direct to tin* Abattoir to be slaughtered. Northern
Sheep and Lambs sold dull at jjrices ranging from

4a6 l-2c per lb.
I

Swine—No4Store Pigs
prices 6 l-4c per lb.

in market.

Eat

Hogs 8,400.

ty, at their session to be held in Belfast within aud
lor saiii County on the 3d Tuesday of August, A.
I >. 1877:

rill IE

that James
Reiley and one hundred and five others, all of said
Frankfort, petitioned the Selectmen of said town of
Frankfort, to locate and lay out a road, beginning at
or near Goodwin Littlefield’s gate on the county
road, and leading past the buildings of said Littlefield to or near Felix Rooney’sgate on the road leading from A. Tyler’1* homestead, formerly, past James
Cariium. And that in compliance with said petition
the said Selectmen did meet for the purpose ot so
viewing and laving out said road, but being de*erred
from so doing by the snow having fallen thereon, adjourned their meeting to one week thereafter, but
did not meet at the time to which they so adjourned
or ever afterwards for said
purpose. And that in
May last said Reiley, one of said petitioners, requestid said Selectmen to locate and lay out said road,
who said lie wonld, and did inform the other Selectmen of said request.
And yet they have unreasonably refused and neglected so to do. We therefore
ask
Honors to view said route and locate the
road as prayed for.
Dated at Frankfort this 28th dav of July, A. D.
1877.
JAMES REILEY AND 18 OTHERS.

up the same in three public places in said
town, und by publishing the same in the Republican
.Journal, a public newspaper published in said County; said publication and each of the other notices to
be thirty days before the time appointed for said
view, that all may appear and be heard if they think
proper.
Attest,—W. <i. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy of petition and Order of Court.
Attest,—W. (i. FRY'E, Clerk.

NOTICE.
\ LL persons indebted to the firm of Kokkins &
.XlL Fi.owkks will save cost bv settling before Sept.
10th next, as all accounts will be left with an attorney after that date. All accounts can be settled with
Emerson Robbins at the store of E. & L. L. Robbins.

Belfast, Aug. ^0,

ROBBINS & FLOWERS.
1877 —2w*S

W

o

give below a list of some other goods
rail always be 'nought at our

that

Store at LOW' PRICKS.

Olt.iAI! MANUFACTORY
1)1 AI.Kit

1*1-.AI.Kit

IN

Picture Frames, Picture Cord and Knobs,

IN

Brackets,
Curtains and Fixtures. Tassels,
Flower Pots,

Children's Carriages.

Spices.

Bed and Table Casters,

Uphoistery Goods. &c..

KVKKY

J. 0. THOMPSON

i)KS( LII'TlON.

St. 22

CIRCASSIAN LILY
The

Sage. Chocolates. Marnrnn?
Sago, Tapioca, &c.
KXTR ACTS OF ALL KINDS.
MAN Ft A< "IT liKK

Complexion!

arc world lamed.

it

wili not

injure

MIKA W I.NTWOIM II, Portland.
Price fifty Cts.
Snld in ltellast by IJ. Moody, \V. O. Poor and Pose
Sheldon & Co., and by druggists generally.
i*w‘J*

Steel Barbed Wire

OF ALL KINDS.

Brilliant White

4\v‘»

C. W. HANEY
Has just

Oil!

Safety

hereby notilied and warned
to purchase
API.
notes in favor of South Pitts,
held and Kurnham
are

Linen Glace Starch Polish !

FurnishingGoods
W hich he oilers for Sale at

Prices that Can’t be Beat!

Fresh Tamarinds. pul up in Suiftir. Kb
/nr //>., fresh Fielded Linns, Fete Y >rh
Sherd I hud Aiip/e, J’resrr 'ed (iihtf/'r.

Those wishing to purchase goods of
this kind will timl it for their advantage

Thankful tor past patronage 1 hope for a continuthe same.
These (ioods constant I v on hand.
F. B. SWIFT, Wadlin’s Block,
•»? Main Street, Belfast, Me.
lyl

to call and examine his Stock before Ian

ance ot

ivtisses

ing elsewhere.
I

j

Eyes

for the Blind,

Concave, Convex, Perriscopic,
Bifocal and Ginted Glasses

B.

Has

removed his Stock of

Boots

Shoes

&

NEW

K S

FRENCH KID WALKING SHOES

my stock or

Stoves and Tin

Shop

Stencil Plates!

The Best of

STOVES

6c TIN

Constantly

JOBPromptly
1

ami

WARE

Figures && Letters,

band.

O R K

’W
faithfully

sole

am

on

attended

to.

M*t:

Winthrop Furnace,
I hat

gives

M

YKhINt

Clothing,Trunks, Barrels, Boxes,&c.

uch universal satisfaction.
new

Ornamental,

and

Plain

Agent for the

Come and look at my

Critchett & Francis.

At

To No, 9 High Street,
I In- Store lately occupied bvlieorge T. \Y liite, where
I will be pleased t«» welcome my old eu-toiuers.

location, and examine

m\ store.

R. FRANK CLARK.
t.'tt
Belfast, April 1«», 1v7.

l)OOf I‘Ittft’s,

LADIES’

French Kid Newport Ties!
At Critchet&

HERVEY'S

At

if

Ihls/i'

xhtii’l wilirr.

Jewelry

Store.

in tho

Boot & Shoe Line

PKBFLCT

C I T TJ R 1ST!

At

Success in Uniler-niiitinj at Last Attained,

Critchett & Francis.

BOY’S

rTAVINi; purchased the Patent Bight to manuI T facture and sell the above Churn in Waldo,
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties, we take
pleasure in ottering it toDairymen, in full coutidenee
that it has no rival and is TIIK oNI,\ PKKKKCT
cm;BN Now IN LSI..
SIMPSON & MKBB1LL.
(it f
Sear sport, Maine.

Russett
At

Slippers

Critchett & Francis.

GLOVES!

RID

CHILDREN’S

LARGEST AND

THE

CHEAPEST STOCK

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.

At

t/

Every thing

Francis^

THE EUREKA !

GOODS

li/fhlwi’

It'it/i/rs,

SlfUHjei, JtfniisJti

French Kid Boots

Every day of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
QUALITY. All we ask is to call and see us.

Id

LA 1)1

To No. 3 Phenix Row.
WE ARE RECEIVING

IS77.

i

F. WELLS’.

Jas. W. Clark

myself, at. No- 54
forgot it.

Belfast, April

REMOVAL!!

TIIK ONLY

VERY CHEAP AT

here

C. W. HANEY

At Critchett & Francis.

I 11avi

am

Main St. Don't yon

Button

XTewport

not

Cheese Co. The same having
Date of notes, April
1*7."*.
O. S. McAUSTKK,
I reasurer for said Company,
Is," 7.
liurnham, Aug.

OAFS

—A N D-

anv

been lost.

received his Spring Stock of

HATS,

NOTICE.
persons

BELFAST,

The Hest in Use.

Sample and in- j

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Maine.
Aug
j::.

SON.,

Look! Look!! Look!!!

readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
“blistering” and the iron sticking. Saves twcii
ty-tive per cem of labor and starch.

1 M l*KO V I X«

change the most swarthy to lily white
Prepared from the original Kecipie bv MISS

ness.

St,,

tV

OF

Combines

This preparation is tin- same used
l»v the Ladies of “Circassia,” whose
complexions
the skin, but

&c.

CONFECTIONERY

High
roil

39 Main

Gitron.

Ferguson & Littlefield’s

22

Lap-boards,

Dried and Green.

IRLI.IKS OF

A T

Ware,

Jars.

c

Wooden Ware. Feathers,

('aimed Goods of all Kinds.

ROUND HATS

da.ss Presort

i

Tuts. ('••iJ-'-s. S'K/ars.
HtUSniS, Fct'llfS, Ji-i'i.
C/kcsi lht Us,\ Plcl hs. dr.

Fruits,

China and Glass

Crockery.

Pepper-sauco, Ketchup, Horseradish,

Marked Down!

IN TILE CITY

Men’s Fine Calf Button Boot,

-A T-

Our Prices Can't be Beat !
$4.00.

FormerSPrice $4.75.

Ladies' French Kill Hoots, nil Grades.
1 Julies' American Kid 1 louts, full Line.

Men’s Fine Calf

Ladies' Serge Hutton and Congress.
(loud Line in Men's Lear Cut Shoes.

75 Prs. Men’s & Women’s Shoes, NOTH! IIIM. HEW!

Bogs

and Childrens' Shoes

JAS. W.

$3.00.

Fine Goat Ties
At

Critchett & Francis.

GEO. G. WELLS*

At Critchet&Francis.

1ST E W

-A.

Makes
sieamer

.uuy

ncm

New.
cures

country.

with

j

» esr ami

So. West Harbor.

W. li.

Travelling Agent

SWAN, Agent-

Wanted.

smart, intelliget man, one not afraid of work,
To the right perto do canvassing in Maine.
son, good employment will he given. Any one desirto
write,
stating
qualifications, ex
ing
apply, may
perience, &c., and naming references. Address,
Belfast.
No
Box
(i,
personal inter“Advertiser,”
view can he had until the employer has become satis,
lied that the
ments.

applicant

is likely to meet the

Belfast, Aug. 15, 1877.

require

7tf

|

Address

for circular J. J. PEAVEY, Washington, Me.
:im51*
W. O. POOR & SON, Ats., Belfast.

—AND—

Store!

Is the place where you will timl everything lor FACT' KSH>XS and I'll'NH S, con<istiug of

Boston Baked Beans, Smoked Dried
Beef, Canned Ham, Tongue & Beef,

Pickled Tonanes.Boloffue uaiisap.Sanlnies
Olives, Pickled Limes,
Tamnrinnds, Kvaporatrd Ipplrs.

Bond’s Boston Bread

PICKLES-aH brands,JARS PICKLES
Fresh for 10 Cents.

White Corn Flour.
A

or

parts

connections

Shawl, Lace, Beir

remedy
Catarrh
Cold in the Head. L'5 cents per Box.
Hawaiian
wanted in all
of the

Agents

*•

::w7

4

Mrs. B. F. WELLS’.

catarrh

close

asune lor south

jit

Harbors, leaving Ilelfast Saturdays atA. M. i
Returning, leave liar Harbor Monday at a A. M.
Fare $'J.aOfor round trip to liar Harbor.
liar

_lV

T-

Something

Variety

Steamer MAY QUEEN,
('apt. /•’. A. (lit.MORE,

1877. 1877.

FALL HATS!

WELLS’.

For One-half the usual Price-

••

3*r E "W

F.

Slightly Damaged,

of all hinds.

CLARK.

Strap Shoes, B.

Former Price $3.50.

Mount Desert.

ON

posting

TIES

Full Line Choice

DAIS) ID

F—

S

At Critchett & Francis.

jyour

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO, SS. County Commissioners’ Court, Aug.
Term, A. D. 1877.
the foregoing petition, ordered. That the
County Commissioners meet at the dwelling
house of .James Reiley in Frankfort, on Tuesday the
nth day of October next at ten o’clock A. M.; and
thence proceed to view the route set forth in the petition; immediately alter which at some convenient
place in the vicinity, a hearing of ttie parties and
their witnesses will be had, and such further measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further Ordered, that
notice oi the time, plats* and purposes of the Com
missioners’ meeting aforesaid, he given to all persons and Corporations interested, by serving an attested Copy of said Petition with this Order thereon,
upon the Clerk of the town of Frankfort, and by

o’Y

Complete Assortment

our

—O

-1N-

undersinged, citizens of Frankfort in said

X. County, would respectfully represent

in addition to

51tf

sum As

BONNETS

FLOOK-BOOM !

OF

Fancy Groceries,

We have all the Late Novelties

in Belfast.

seen

EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET

FRED. W. POTE.

AM) WIIUI.KSA !.E

OF

Buildings, or .six Floors, having nearly

hand.

on

Belfast, June :i0, 1.N77.

STATE OF MAINE.

and thence

each constantly

B

STOCK

occupy the whole of Two Large

We now

of

tin- dull times, I shall endeavor to
make my prices such, that all may be able to
purchase.
I shall be at mv SALOON' myself, and shall be
pleased to see my friends and the public at all times.

ALSO

GAUZE VESTS

ON

Ever

Cigars, Tobacco & Smokers Artcles

CLOSING OUT!

WALDO, NS. County Commissioners’Court, Aug.
Term, A. D. 1877.
the foregoing petition, Ordered, '.'hat the
County Commissioners meet it the dwellinghouse of A. 15. Harvey in Freedom on Tuesday the
second day of October next at 01 e o'clock P. M.;

specialty

a

not. call

FURNITURE!

22 CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!

22

Wli

palace-ear

OF

F. B. SWIFT

formation free.

tin-

slmll make

whether

one.

or

city.

SCOTCH

Deteeth es of Pittsburg are actively enA N 1>NOTICE.
gaged in discovering llie goods stolen
ERE AS, my wife Mrs. < dive M. t 'unuingham
from the looted cars and depot of the
Pure
Scotch Pebbles!
lias left my bed and board without just cause,
and all persons are hereby forbidden harboring inPennsylvania Railroad Company. The
Adapted to all ages and conditions ot tie e\ (•'. You
Iter
on
as
1
cannot
fail
be
shall
to
suited at
not
my account,
trusting
pay aitv
property forms a singular collection, embills ot her contracting after this date.
bracing hoots and shoes, an immense lot
CHAN, j
(i N NIN G11A M.
Hervey's Jewelry Store.
Plantation No. 1, Aug. 17, 1877.
3w*.»
of carving, cushions, mattresses, spitframed
an
toons,
time-cards,
encyclope1 ItKKDoM, Aug. 5tll, 1877.
dia. forty barrels of Hour -each minus a
To tie Countv ( ornnitssioners ol the Countv of
halving or two a tierce and twelve barWaldo.
rels of lard, RhO hams, kegs and barrels
No Failure Known!
TITE the inhabitants ot the town of Freedom and
of whiskey and kiglnvines, glassware,
>V vicinity respectfully represent that public con
There is no case on record whore Dr. Morris'
venicnce and necessity require that a public highhardware, shovels and picks, hales of Syrup of Tar. Wild Cherry and Horchouinl has way should belaid
out and built, beginning in the
LADIES’
failed to give satisfaction
Oil the other hand,
wool, a complete Jersey wagon, leather, wherever it has been used bv our people, in severe vicinity of Orison A. Penney’s, thence northerly to
intersect the road laid out by the County Commisof
bundles
ropes,
leaf-tobacco, block-tin, colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop sioners on petition of J. H. Fuller, at a point on or
beeswax, oatmeal, boxes of foot-rules, ing cough, and consumption, they arc enthusiastic near the land of 1Lm y Whitney. We would respect
no opium or other danfully petition you to view the route and locate the
lamp chimneys, eoll'ee-mills, gas stoves, in its praise. it Containing
A. 15. HARVEY, am. 30 others.
docs not constipate, and is safe to same.
gerous drug,
furniture,

sewing-machines, udminister in all conditions of health. This is an
carpets, oil-cloths, muslin, ready-made important announcement, and the sutfering are adclothing, yarn, harnesses, whips, Hags vised to heed it. Trial size. 10 ets.: large size. AO
silver
and the like. Seven Saratoga trunks full ets., ami One Dollar. Sold by W. O. Poor A’ Son.
sole
for Belfast. A. J. Jordan agent for Or
of clothing were found in one house, and land. agents
K. B
Stover, agent for Bueksport. Also
eleven barrels of Hour in another. Eye- agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm S\ rup,

Some of our columns are pretty well stove in,
hut they furnace a good range of reuiliug matter.

the

forget

I

next

FOR, FFiVdKrS.

rpil

II. C. Pitcher will eontimm the business
old stand, llaradan s Whail, near depot.

discoverand Liver
to
known
Complaint,
their friends how easily and quickly they had been
cured 1>3 its use. Tin* great merits of Dkkkn’s
U'orsr Fi.u\vi;ii 1mcame herabled through the
countn by one sulfcrer to another, until, without
advertising, it- sab- lias become immense Drug
gists in FVUKY TOWN in the I'nitcd States are
selling it. No person suffering with Sour stomach.
Sick Headache. Costiveness. Palpitation of the1
Heart. Indigestion, low spirits, etc., ail take throdoses without relief. Do to your Druggist. K. 11
Moodv, Belfast ; Kittridge, Koeklaud; Fletcher, i
Camden; Smith A Sous, Scarsport : Kobiusom
Thomastou; also to lie found in Waldoboro and
Bueksport, and get a bottle for 7 A cents and try it.
Sample bottles 10 cents.
A

day.you may the

Don’t

3w9

E partnership
existing between the
X. undersigned, under the firm name of Pitcher &
Gorham is litis dav dissolved by mutual consent.
H. C. ITIVIIKR.
G. W. GORHAM.
Belfast, Aug. 1, 1877.

LINE

AD

A

Remembering

If you can’t find what you

ant.

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.
heretofore

BEST

CONFECTIONERY !

A full line of

a

READY SALE!

N<-at, cheap, ornamental, durable.

Do

THE

Beera.

to be found in the

!

1877.

Exchange.

Also,

Spruce

purchase

to

LARGEST STORE!

Ice Creams, Cake, Lomonade, Pop

FANCY

MAimilH).

Belfast, Aug. 24,

at

Street,

and examine the

OYSTERS

and

The Ladies’

wishing

season

Served to Order in all Styles.

ing this day Aug. 30th,

In Stockton, Aug. Lid, by llenry S.
Staples, Esu !
Samuel Avery of Portland, and Mrs. Rebecca J. Lib
by of Stockton.
In Yinalhaveu, Aug. Pith, Mr. .Jonathan Manchest
« r ol
Rockland, and M rs. Irene Young of Viualhaven. !
At Tenant’s Harbor, Aug. lJtb, Mr. Nathan E. I
Hart,.Jr., and Miss Eunice It. Wall.
!u Waldoboro, Aug. lltli, Mr. Erastus I..
Whitney \
and Miss Carrie P. Kelloeh, of Warren.
lu Rockland, Aug. : :th, Mr
Benjamin F. Colla i
more and Miss Emma n. Snow, both of Rockland.
In (louldsboro, Aug. 18th, Mr. Alex. Skinner and
Miss Sarah L. Whitten, both of Steuben.
In Eden, Aug. 19th, Mr.
Irving S. Anderson and
Miss Annie M. Davis, both of Trenton.
In Eden, Aug. 19th, Mr. S.
Osgood Richardson and
Mrs. Mary Bunker, both of Bar Harbor.

Brv

39 Main

Would like to have every

BERRIES

Lincolnville.
Tin.* Democrats of Lincolnville. who are
legal
voters, arc hereby notitied to meet at Union Hall.
Lincolnville Centre, on Saturday. September 1st.
at I o rlock P. M.. to nominate a candidate for Re
presentative to the Legislature, for the class com
posed of Lincolnville. Xorthport and Islesboro
Also to choose Town Committee for the
ensuing
Pkk Ordkr Town Com.
year.

Notice.
B. B. BRYANT'S Singing School,

Furniture Wareroons!

Fruits, Foreign & Domestic,
Of all kinds in their

Ei 'w

nxr

would give notice that I have leased the SALOON
I’lLUCK’S BLOCK, and having retitted it
thoroughly, in an attractive manner, shall keep constantly on" hand

Nuts, Raisins and Figs.

NOTICES.

year, 10 months.
In Auburn, Aug. Wli. William Keith,
formerly of
Waldoboro, aged 78 years.
At Round Pond, Aug. 4th, RoxaJ. lirvant,
aged
42 years.
At New Harbor, Aug. 14th, Willie, youngest son
ot \\ ilham Danforth, aged 8
years and 0 months.
In Ellsworth, Aug. Susie W. Moore,
aged 31 yrs,
6 months and is days.
In Hancock, July 31st, Ella E., wife of Thomas R.
Googins, aged 19 years.
In Franklin, Aug. l.ith, Richard E. Clark,
aged 21
years.

Having completed the additions and improvements to their

I in

25
*1.05

At tin* Baptist \ c.-try, commences Momlav Eve
at 7 1-4 o’clock, and will continue I
Nept. 17
Star has ceased | twenty i-vening*. Those wishing to take private
[ lessons in vocal culture, will pleas«* consult Mr

to twinkle, and isamono- the lost lumina-

New Saloon!

<to

New York, Aug. as. A Ptica dispatch
EIEIK
says Mr. Conklitig does not hesitate to declare that Tildet 1 was elected, but holds Obituary not ices,beyond the Date, Name and Aye
must be paid for.
Hayes’ title to be good as law ran make it.
la Rockland, Aug. 1.-sth, Emma E.,
daughter of
He denounces Hayes’ policy and cabinet. the late
Joel and Mrs. E. K. Martin,
aged 26 years
Office-holders in the State will not resign and 6 months.
In Rockland, Aug. 18th, Phobe A., wife of Martin
nor retire from polities.
After the lieLcighr. aged Is years, 4 months and 5 days.
In Rockland, Aug. 20th, Herbert 31., son of Isaac
publicans lose Ohio, Pennsylvania and
New York, .Mr. Hayes will discover that and Carrie Grant, aged 1 year, 4 months and 20 day*
In Damariscotta, Aug. 14th, Miss
Celia, daughter
lie cannot run the political machine with- ol Rufus Five, aged 45 years.
In Jeilerson, Aug. 10th, Fred Finn,
out assistance, ami no more office-holders
aged 21 years
and t» months.
will be removed for the present. The
In Camden, Aug. 2lst, Mrs. Augustus Luce of East
Mass., aged 39 years.
Republican Convention will be silent con- Boston.
In
Aug.' 16th, Mrs. Elizabeth Stahl
cerning the administration. Mi’. Colliding aged 60Waldoboro,
years.
will be delegate and control it.
In Waldoboro, Aug. 17th, Mertio H.
Gray, aged 1

—

•

lie

Wtentiou is called to the notice of a singing
101.1 in this city by B. B. Bryant.
.Mr. B. has
-^hi one term here and is a very successful
i< her.
Steel barbed w ire for fences is having a
it run. and is vet v popular.
Sold by Fred At
•"d. Winterport. -Bead notice cheap counter at

enjoyment

grace and culture attracted many admirers and, with her lather’s approval,
she was betrothed to Mr. Ferguson, the
son of a neighboring farmer. In January
last Mr. Branch became suspicious that
the relations existing between his daughter and her lover, were of a criminal nature.
When these suspicions were communicated to her she denied them in the
most positive manner. Her denials were,
however, apparently refuted by physical
indications, and she was sent to an aunt
in Charlottesville, where a medical examination was made, and the physician
sustained the belief expressed by her
father. Even after this she protested her
innocence, and a second examination disclosed the presence of a tumor, she was
brought to Baltimore on the 15th inst.
and placed under the care of eminent
physicians. A diagnosis showd that unless removed the tumor would cause
death in a few days. Miss Branch readily
consented to the operation, and requested, if her <lo.itli followed, that a post
mortem he made to prove the truth of
her statements. The tumor was removed
on Saturday, and was found to
weigh 44
pounds. Heath ensued on Saturday. The
remains of the unfortunate girl were removed to Virginia for burial.

A

up the river; it is claimed that
they are ruining our fishing; it is hoped the iish
commission will give the matter attention.
steamer

I'lu* town ot Northport will on Tuesday -i next !
-k commence to rebuild or repair their portion
A Washington paper is called “The Anvil." We
i.title Biwr bridge, and travel in that direction presume there are lot* of beats on it
(Hawke\ •*.
Yes. ami they must be always on a strike. [Bn*
he cut oil.
This bridge is built and repaired
letiu.
by Belfast and Northport. Belfast has ad
Not always, only when they get mid for proposals to build a stone bridge, but
hot,
ironically speaking.
build
will
of
timber.
It
will
a
novel
be
thport
j
•i ure. if one half shall be of stone and the other
'l’he Payton Democrat has seen a horse in that
timber.
place eat meat. We have frequently seen horses
run for stakes, here, with a bit in their mouths.
V Bangor man attended the camp-meeting last
•-U. ami on his return was telling of the good (Boston Post.

d'ere

Virrir.!?

s

Proposals
PROPOSALS

the point, he ought
KHis has to thread his way along, even in New
I
! York.

U

cf

upon a candidate for State treasurer. Tinresolutions protest against the ••high
It is supposed
have been tin* work of an incencrime" by which Rutherford 15. Hayes
a young man named Anderson.
The
diary. It was very calm at the time or the stable by
was inducted into the office of President;
and an other building, formerly occupied as a Machias Republican gives tin* particulars
declare the Southern policy of the adminUnion store, would have been burned.
as follows—
istration and the civil service, reform a
Si IIP NEWS.
SKAUspokT. The Searsport and Swauville FarmAnderson, with his mother and others, was on just tribute to Democratic principles: opthe
we
are
seemed
told,
plains berrying. Lindsey,
ers Club will hold their annual Cattleshow and
PORT OF BELFAST.
pose any increase of the Federal army:
to be there more for the purpose of rioting and
reaffirm the financial resolutions of the
Fair, the present season, at Searsport village.
ARRIVED.
drinking than any legitimate business. It appears St.
Louis platform, which demands the
Work on the new ship for (’apt. J. X. Nichols
that he rudely entered the tent about S o'clock,
Aug Jl*t, schr. Sammy Ford, Allen, New York.
schrs.
will commence next week.Two square rigged and boasted of his ability to clean out the inmates;
repeal of the resumption act: affirm that
Aug. -‘2d,
Coral, Snow, Bucksport; Helen
he being a powerful man all stood in tear of him.
McCarty, Bath.
capital has been highly favored by legis- M. Condon,
vessels now lie in port, awaiting opportunity to
He seized Mrs.lAudcrsou, threw her to the ground,
Aug. 24th, schrs. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson,
lation, protest against further subsidies, Ellsworth for Kondout, N. Y.; Allegro, Maynard,
engage in prolitable business.The potato rot has
put his foot oil nor, raised ail ax over her head and
land grants or loans of credit to corpora- New York.
succeeded the potato bug. and the indications are threatened to kill her. Her son did all in his powAug. 2f>th, schr. Ned Sumpter, Warren, New York.
er to drive Lindsey away, and warned him that if
tions; invite laborers to seek a remedy for
that a very small crop of sound potatoes will be
Aug. >th, bark Homeward Bound, Pendleton,
he did not leave lie would shoot him. but instead their
at the polls, and "look with Searsporr to load hay for Charleston, S. C.
wrongs
harvested.The tramp plague has broken out of doing so lie continued to brandish the
weapon
alarm and apprehension upon the pretenSAILED.
with us again. Four of these public pests on over Mrs. Anderson's head in a threatening manner,
sions of a great transportation company
Aug. 21st, schr. Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
when her son fired, intruding only to wound and
of
this
found
for
week,
Monday
quarters
thirty frighten him away The ball entered
Aug. 24th, schrs. T. H. IJvingston, Hodsdon,
Lindsey s to be above the fundamental law of the Roekport to load for .Tacksonville;
M. A. Folsom,
/.
days in the common jail.
heart, killing him almost instantly. Anderson was commonwealth."
Rose, Islesboro; Nathan Clifford. Holmes, Bangor
to load for St. Joint, N. B.; James
Win kki’okt. Isaac Knowles, while holding a tried before Trial Justice Small in Cliorryliold and
Holmes, Ryder,
bound over to the Supreme Judicial Court i the
City Point.
drill, was hit upon the leg with a sledge and very sum <*f live thousand dollars.
Aug. 27th, schrs. Sammy Ford, Allen, Cubi c; M.
A young soil of John (iouldof Saco was sun
W. Drew, Mahoney, Jacksonville.
struck
and
died
badly injured.Miss Clara (iilmorc. who was run
The
thermometer
was
Friday.
These facts make the ease clearly one
down, while in a bout at the camp ground, by the of justifiable homicide. No man, who is a 0”) in the shade.
steamer C B. Sanford. Inst week, is better, and
The clerk of Mr. <'ohenno. a Boston diamond
man, will stand by and see his mother
for Sewer.
has robbed his safe of s 10,000 worth of pre
hopes are entertained that she will recover.Most treated in that way, without attacking (“litter,
will be received at the City Clerk’s
cions stones, and lied to Furopc.
office until Saturday, Sept. 1st, at 12 M., tor
of the sea side citizens have ■•come marching her assailant.
A jury will be likely to
building the Sewer from the end of the new Brick
The elegant residence on Free street. Portland,
home” the past week... .Fred Atwood had a pair of make short work in acquitting Auderson.
on Spring street to the Sewer on Front street.
Sewer
formerly owned by Judge Clifford, has been purPlatts and Specifications may he seen at the City
deer; thought lie would give them a larger yard;
chased by Miss Annie Fouise Cary.
Clerk's oilier*.
GEO. B. FERGUSON,
Nominations.
the size apparently did not suit them,.so they went
Chairman Com. on Roads.
Seh. John W Welt of Waldoboro. found aban
like
a
streak
of
Atwood
**liaint
Iw9
1897.
chalk;
Belfast,
Aug
29,
got
through
Democratic Conventions have been dolled at sea. by a Spanish steamer, has been
no deer these days now"_An occasional porgy
towed into Ferrol. in Spain. She is owned by A
holilen and nominations made as follows:
at

e.iast

s

hi'

■

rotting potatoes.Vpples

i<

I.:

•Iheial eireularof ilie Hoard ot Final Judg
t he National Trotting Association has
just
..'.sued by tin .Secretary. Mr. \ ail. Among
s.:'pensions are the following:
H\ order of the Helfast, Me Trotting Associa
H Tolman audHeorge M Robinson, Augusta,
and the b. m. Louise, under authority <>t rule
1

Jackson.
A young man named Carpenter,
while trying to ride standing up in a wagon, was
thrown out. and his leg broken... Tnc bad weatli
er

our

different members, are writings «>f
Hawthorne. Lowell. Whittier. Holmes, Longfellow,
Holland. Stowe. Luskin. Tennyson. Browning.
Shakespeare and Muloek. besides Harpers Magazine and various papers.
When wearied with more active pleasures, we
sit quietly reading and conversing, or lazily swing
iug in the hammocks which, with true Indian iii
stinet, we have hung where the view is of the
finest.
Sunday is with ns a day of most quiet and perfect rest.
It is spent mostly in reading, with the
exception of divine service at II A. M. The ser
moil this year was preached bv Lev. Mr. Meliown,
of Orono. a member of the class of 70.
As 1 have already exceeded all reasonable limits
of an article of this sort. I will close with the ad
vice to all Castine graduates to go with us to Sodg
wick next year, and enjoy the perfection of "campX. M. 11.
ing out."

liuished when the Journal went to press. The ex
eursiouists enjoyed themselves with a dance in

anee was on

tills

most, ex
quisite enjoyment. So. as the stranger sails along
tin* shores of the Penobscot, he sees, in many a
secluded nook, the white tent of the pleasure
seeker. “Indians ?" says he to the native of whom
he is seeking information. “Well, yes, a kind of
Indians." is the reply. “If you could hear them
civ Normals some night, you'd think it come about
as near an Indian powow as
any think you ever
heard." “Normals?" “Yes, there's been some of
the scholars trom the Normal School
camping up
to Brooksville, nigh where I live.
1 guess they
was .pretty good sort of
boys and girls, but thev
went in tor a good time. 1 tell ve."
nut is just it: we did have a
good time, if it is
<K>(>d for a weary school teacher to throw aside all
care and
enjoy everything with the perfect abandon
of innocent, happy childhood.
Lest some ot our number, who have never been
witii us. might think that with all our
enjoyment
there may be an equal amount of discomfort, 1 will
describe our conveniences for camping. W e have
.1
good tent, made of the best drilling. II feet long
by 18 wide. This is protected bv a liv. so as to be
perfectly water tight. This tent is litted with
three tiers of berths on each side, and is partition
ed. when necessary, by a curtain.
A short distance from this is the
dining tent,
which is merely a cauvas roof, uuder which are
stationary tables and seats for fifty persons. Farther
on is the capacious cook stove,
protected bv a roof,
and near by the stove is a small tent which serves
as a storehouse whenever we have
anything eatable
to put into it. an event of rare occurrence after
meal time.
“Then you have good appetites ?" says an interested friend.
Appetites! What with the life in open air. the
boating and fishing, the excellent cookery of our
mail Clarke,
supplemented by delicious bread, pies
and c akes, fresh from the kitchen of a neighboring
friend, and the fresh milk, berries, eggs and butter,
brought twice a day from the farm-houses near by,
we eat at a rate fearful to
contemplate.

Sherman of Liberty. The Republicans of the same
district have nominated Gardner G. Sherman, of
Liberty. For the class of Palermo, Unity, Thorndike and Burnham, tin* Democrats have nominated
lv 1 Doe. of Burnham, and the Republicans Enoch

Will

in

01

Misfortunes of the Bello

A

lature in Waldo county have been made—For the
class of Liberty. Montville. Scarsmont and Free
dom. the Democrats have nominated Charles E.

Quinlan, for drunkenness, etvd.Sickness prevails, on account of the low
Tuesday sent to jail for MO state of water... Horace Edwards, a young and
a
Milo- Quinlan on complaint of his sister, thriving farmer is dead.Mrs. Roberts, widow of
drunk*
tin*: 'I and costs Appealed. the late A J. Roberts, was buried oil Monday.
;- J

li'tur

Normal Sohool Alumni ffinoampment.

Town.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal
sprightly lady who took part in the
By C. II. Sargent,No 8 MainStreet.
2b. A case,
season's
of the gradBaltimore,
Mil,
present
Aug.
encampment
Flour
Owing to the foggy weather on Wednesday the
f'J.r,Call.50 Coned Beef
UaOO
extraordinary for its pathetic and roman- Corn
70a73 Mutton
OaO
beat and Indian canoe races advertised to come olF uates of the Eastern Normal School, is tic
has been developed in the Corn Meal
73 Lamb
features,
Wall
at Fort Point, in connection with the
1.50 Turki y
14ul8
Ihingor ex- moved to write to us a brief account of death of Aliss Ida Y. Branch of Virginia, Rye Meal
1.25 Chicken
Rye
15al8
cursion. did not take place. The races were had the out-door life then and there
enjoyed. a beautiful young woman, 23 years of age, Barley
75 Fowl
10al5
in our own harbor at 4 o'clock P. M.
Cats
We go to She
50
Geese
which
OOaOO
occurred
at
the
Maryland Univer- Beans
says—
Duck
OOaOO
press too early to give the result.
Miss Potatoes, New f2.25a.3X0
After spending hundreds of years in bringing sity Hospital yesterday afternoon.
40 Hay
fl2.00al5.00
Branch resided at Smithfiold, Isle of Apples
OOaOO Straw
KKPKESENTATIVK NOMINATIONS. The following the art of living to a high state of perfection, we
fti.00a7.0d
tin? Washed Wool
are beginning to learn that the life of the nomad
40
M ight county, Ya. Her personal charms, Dried Apples
class nominations for representatives for the
Butter
22a25 Unwashed
legis- is the one in which is to he found the
30

steamer

Mill Cooper of New York city and Mr. Ed
-mu of 1 hi- place caught live dozens white
ll at Pitcher’s pond on Tuesday.

Mi

ib-\

A colt thirte&l months old from th<? stock farni
upon the east side was sold last week for $1,000.
It was of the Hamblotonian breed.

Large Assortment of

Groceries, Wooden & Paper Ware,
Fruits and Confectionery.
A

Good Trade in

CUFF PINS!

Coffees and Teas!

Gold Plated and Celluline Corral.

AIL KINDS FISH TACKLE, HOOKS. LINES, etc.,

NEW

STYLES.

PRICES

LOW!

At HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

-AT-

*

Geo. G. Well’s New Variety Store,
No. 13 Highest.,

BELFAST, ME.

Kush.
I

A

Thrilling Episode

of the Mexican War.

scarcely hour.'’ she murmured.

One of the thrilling episodes of the
"For my heart boats loud and last,
Mexican war which is not found in any of
Hut surely in the far, far distance
its histories is that of the rescue of an
1 can hear a
song at last."
It is
only the reapers singing
English family from the City of .Mexico
As they carry home their sheaves;
before the capitulation, by a detachment
And the evening breeze has risen.
of American soldiers. The city had been
\ i’d rustics the dying leaves."
invested some time, when a refugee one
Listen ! there are voices talking;"
night entered that part of our lines which
FaImly still she strove to speak;
General Sheilds commanded, lie was
Yet her voice grew faint and trembling.
\nd the red flushed in her cheek.
taken t the general and to him told his
It is only the children ] ♦laying
story. He was an English hoy, and, with
H low. now their work is done.
his mother and a sister just arrived at
And they laugh tlmt their eyes are dazzled
womanhood, occupied a home in the capBy the rays of the sotting sun."
ital at the time of the investment. One
Fainter grew their voices, and weaker.
of the lawless guerilla chiefs who held the
As with anxious eyes she cried.
"Howu th<‘ avenue of chestnuts
people of tin- city as well its of the country
I can hear a horseman ride."
in terror, had conceived a violent passion
"it was only the deer that were
feeding
for the sister, who repulsed his advances,
!n a herd on the clover grass :
and lie had declared, in his rage, that unThey were startled and tied to the thicket.
As they saw the
less she consented to his proposals on the
reapers pass."
following morning, he would carry her off
Now the night arose in silence.
Birds 1 iv in their
by force, and cause her mother and brothleafy nest.
\nd the deer crouched ill the forest,
er to he executed.
The lad, in the ex\nd the children were at rest.
of his terror, had made his way
tremity
• here was
only a sound of weeping
out of the city past the sentinels and the
From watchers arouud a bed,
Hut test to a weary spirit.
lines, gained the American cam)), and
Fence to the quiet dead !
now besought the general to save liis sisAdelaide
A.
Procter.
|
ter and mother.
The ardent soul of
Sheilds (who was then but thirty-seven)
The Silver Bridge.
was fired at the thought of the miserable
The sunset fades along the shore,
fate awaiting these hapless ladies, and,
tad faints behind voi: rosy reach of sea:
without communicating at all with head\ edit lulls again, but all. no more,
N< more, no more.
quarters (where llat refusal would have
been certain), lie formed a plan for their
My love returns to me.
file lonely moon builds soft and slow
To call it rash. Quixotic or darerescue.
lb r silver bridge across the main.
devil would be but the truth; the best
But him who
the
wave
below.
sleeps
defense of his proceedings of that night
Love mourns in vain :
Ah no, all no.
is that it was a brave act, prompted by a
lie never comes again !
generous heart, and that be succeeded
But when some night, beside the sea,'
perfectly, where disaster would have in
I watch, w hen sunset’s red has ceased to burn.
Mired his dismissal from the army
lbI hat
liver path, and sigh. “Ah me.
had about four hundred picked men of his
Ah me. ah me.
command detailed, and after quietly inlb- never will return."
II on that bridge of
impaling light
forming them w hat he proposed to do, lie
H
homeward feet should liyd their way.
found every man eager for the adventure.
1 should not w< ndcr at the sight.
Putting himself at the head of the little
But only say.
column, he silently left the American I ties,
“Ah love, my love,
I knew you would not stav !"
and, favored by the darkness of the night,
| Llizubeth A l:er.-> Allen.
approached dose to the walls of the city
without discovery. The sentinels could
Jewels of
and Devotion. be plainly seen on the walls, and the cry.
•‘Scntmela alerte
was beard a; it passed
from mouth to mouth. Guided by the
■i ou
my cheek 1 feel the western wind,
lad, the party scaled the wall at a favoriiei bear it t• 11iij:to the orchard trees.
'•'i t to Mu faint and flower-forsaken bees,
able place, and seizing two or three of tin.He" -f fair meadow s,
green with constant streams. astounded sentinels, descended into the
'M.d mountain" rising blue and cold behind
city and quickly made their way unop'• lu re ni im-ist dells the
purple orchis gleams.
the streets to the house to
Mi l starred with white the
virgin's bower is posed through
which the lad guided them. The boy run
twined,
the o’er wearied pilgrim, as he tares
di and informed the ladies that deliver
A long hies Summer waste, at times is fanned.
anoe had come; they hastily collected a
!
n at noontide,
the
by
cool, sw eet airs
few valuables and articles of wearing ap''! a sereiier and holier land.
I resli as the morn, and as the dew all blanu.
parel in a bundle, and placing the rescued
Ih'uath ot the blessed heaven for which we prav.
party in the centre of the column, Sheilds
Hiow from the eternal hills—make glad
started to return. Mat meantime tinOur earthly way
alarm had been given, and drums wen| I oh u (J. Whittier.
beating and lanterns Hushing all around
i'h'- env!• mis die. but envy never. jMoliere
the walls. Arrived near the point of enl eo much
eravity armies a shallow mind. [La- trance, it was found that the whole open
vat or.
place between the houses and the wall was
Idled with Mexican infantry and artillery.
1 ••rtuiie. not wisdom, human life doth sway,
Shields instantly deployed and gave the
j < leel«i
command to lire.
A rattling volley, l'ul
Tin- In-t and worst of all frauds is to cheat one’s
a
All "in is easy after that
lowed by a bayonet charge, threw the
| Hailey.
Mexicans into disorder, and the Ann-ri
No one j* more
profoundly sad than he that cans rushed
laio'hs to«. much
through and over them vvith
[Kiehter.
their little party, made their way out and
oiintrii
are well cultivated, not as
they are returned to their own
bulge.
ut acamp with hut few
they are free, [(ioethe.
casualties, although they drew the lire of
i In mvate."t
glory ot a freeborn people is to both sides on theii return, fertile \iucrican
trau-mit their glory to their children | Howard.
camp was now aroused, and the pickets
H»u« that welcome which couies to
punish us. and were firing rapidly
Hut the tumult soon
I'liuish it scemimr to bear it lightlv
[Shakes- ceased on both
sides, the adventurous
peare
soldiers relumed to their quarters as
1 here is this of good in real
evils—they deliver though nothing had happened out of Unwhile tln-y last from the petty despotism of all
usual course, and the ladies were salt-lv
Mi.it were imaginary.
bestowed for the night in a hut made as
\S
e.uii nothing
by being with such as our comfortable as
W
encourage one another in
possible.
mediocrity.
I ..in
How he was called upon to account for
always longim: to he with men more excel
cut than myself
Lamb.
\
this night's work will he best told in Gen
^ inter. which
strips tin* leaves from around us. oral Slieild's own language:
us see the distant
l lie next illuming an othcer ol Generregions they formerly
■•:tl'-d: so does old age rob us of our
enjov al Scott’s stall' came to my quarters with
-‘'•ms. only to enlarge the
prospects of eternity a
message from the general that he w ould
i■••fore us
fKiehter.
like to know the cause of the prev ious
". t age is a lease nature
only signs as a partien- night's alarm, as ii originated in t hat
0
pari
lavor. and it may be to one
only i 1 he apace of of the line which
1 u
was under my command.
“i‘ three ages, and then with a
j4ss to boot to
I answered that I would report in
arry him through all tlie traverses she has strewn
person,
the way ot his long career.
[Montaigne.
which i at once did. (in the way 1 thought
\ liol b- man
the
matter
and
concluded that it
over,
compares and estimates himself by
■'!''
which is higher than himself, and an would be best to make a clean breast of it.
aol n- man by one which is lower than himself.
and 1 did so. The story threw General
! he mu' produces aspirations, the other ambition.
Scott into a tremendous rage. Ever since
Violation
the way in which a vulgar man as
('erro (lordo v. as fought he had addressed
pile'
| Beecher.
\
|-Mleinaii oner asked a deaf and dumb bov, me as 'My ('erro Gordo friend,' blit he
bat is truth
He replied by taking a piece of now dropped that familiar name. ‘Generdk and drawing on the blackboard a
straight al Sheilds." he thuiiilered, 'you areinsurb
Iieiween two points.
Then lie asked him. ordinate and reckless in the
highest ded bal i- a !.••
The boy rubbed out the straight
You have put in peril the fruits of
'•’■ ami drew a zigzag or crooked line
between gree.
the whole campaign ; you have perhaps,
.•• same 1 w«»
points.
frustrated till my plans for the capture of
l ie- fatal fondness lbr
in
a
of
indulging
spirit
the ('ity of .Mexico ! Sir, i'll disgrace you ;
l-ale. and the injurious and
irreparable conse
I'll court-martial you and have you dispK- e e' which sometimes attend the too severe
; y. can never be condemned with more asperity
missed the service!' At this my temper
r. r. ,i deserves
Not to otl'eiid is the first
tostep
rose, and I answered him plainly that he
1 pi• <ising
To give pain is as much an ot
h
••
ajainsi humanity as against good
might court-martial me and perhaps get
breeding.
'•••,! surely u is as well to abstain from an action
me dismissed, but after all that had ocause it is
impolite ( Blair.
curred on this campaign, neither he nor
I!
n:i IMMIT matter to
begin to do good than any other man could disgrace me: and
'Munir iherein; and the reason is. there is
being by this time pretty well stirred up,
>u mtieli ot a
hristian's eross in the* beginning
1 said that under like circumstances I
■'
a w*rk as there is in
a continual,
eon
hearty,
would do precisely the same
ii!'*::' praclie.* thereof.
thing over
Apples aud flowers
: made by the
Instead of being more angry, the
gardener, but are an elleet of again.
planting and the watering. A life full of good general was rat her softened
by this speech.
*!'ks I- the only way on tliv
part to answer'the ‘1 was
wrong, General Sheiids,’ he said,
!•
«-1 ‘"“l extended to thee,
(iod hath had
‘in saying that 1 would disgrace you; 1
hei■ and hath saved thee from all tin
'•■’■ivy o';
°ie*-M
'I’he heart that is fullest of
Yon are a
good work’s ask your pardon for that.
ith ;n it i-Mst room tor Satan's temptaiion. Kverv brave
man, and disgiace is not the word
t'Muise .u the Bible is thine to
strengthen, quicken to use toward
Hut y ou are greatly
-1 eneonrage thy heart.
you.
(Bimyau.
to blame in this matter, sir.
You have
*
I i«• k •;:
wrote. ‘I here is nothing, no.
nothing. acted without orders, and have imperilled
mtitiii and irood mat dies aud is forgotten.
An
t a
prattling ihild. dying in its cradle, will the whole campaign.' ‘General Scott,' I
uu in me better
thoughts of those who said, ‘before you say any tiling more about
't
and play its part, though its
body be it suppose you come over to my quarters
ashes or drowned in the
deepest’sou. and see these ladies.’ After somefurther
«"»t an angel added to the host of Heaven
talk lie promised to do so, and I rode back
:
its blessed work on earth in those that
'■
*t here
head
oh, it the good deeds of to my tent pretty well satisfied that I
m « re.iiiuvs eonhl he traced to their
should have no further trouble with the
source,
uni!;:! eould e\eu death
a[>pear! for how allair.
in an hour over came General
llmeiv\ and puntied attention would
have their grow tli in
Scott, and 1 at once introduced him to
dusty graves.
the ladies.
The daughter was a picture
lei ai lent ion to slamb rers and
gossip iiioug- of
-t might on in
beauty, with her golden curls and her
and
lei
their
your course,
bit Hi:; die the death of
neglect What is the blue eyes; and after the mother had
iv iii: awake at liighls,
brooding over the thanked the general for their preservation
t.lv "i some false friend, that runs
through with tearful eyes and trembling voice, the
r brain like lightning! What is the use
ofgctinto a
worry and tret over gossip thut has been girl seized his hands, wept over them,
nloat
your disadvantage, by some meddle- called him her preserver, and invoked the
bn<ylauly who has more time than charae
blessings of heaven on his head. Scott
fhe things cannot possibly injure
you un
looked from her to me with a very benev
indeed, you take notice of them, and in com
urn: them give them standing aud character. If olent face and said, AN ell my Germ Gordo
at is said about
friend, if 1 get you court-martialled for
you is true, set yourself right;
false, let it go for what it wall fetch. If a this, 1 shall have
1
you promoted too.’
-Mies you would
you go to tin hive to de
have only to add that long afterward,
''
:I
\\ oiihl not a thousand come
upon von/ when
it
the war was over, and we had
W imIoui to s.o
little respecting the injuries
r ee.ved
\\ e are are geiierallv losers in
returned to the knifed States, I received
nd. d ue stop to refute all the
backbiting aud from England, the gift of these ladies, a
-1p*i*i• we hear by the way. 'i’hey are annoying,
costly diamond pin as a token of their
iru. but not dangerous, so long as we do not
gratitude."
Our characters are
p to expostulate and scold.
formed and sustained by ourselves, by our own ac
■■.and purposes, aud not by others’.
Let u. alEngaged Uy Telegraph.
a}- bear in mind that calumuiatorsmay usually*
tru-ted t>» time ami the slow but steady
St. John .Yews eoutains the following ro
justice
Thy
t public
lmintie story
Miss Maria Koop, author of a series
opinion."
of pleasing New York letters that
appeared in the
News some months ago under the title of "lilimpThe Famine in India
cau

Thought

■

•'

e

••

••
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A lm\ while iishitlg in a Wisconsin iakc
the other day felt a nibble, and drawing
his hook toward the shore observed a halfgallon fruit-can trailing on the bottom.
Having secured the vessel, be was greatly surprised to find that u large catfish
had taken up his abode therein and re- I;
mained until his increased dimensions
did not admit of egress. He had evidently flopped around in his tin parlor until
a hole was made in the rust-eaten bottom,
through which his tail protruded. In
this condition the catfish had power to
navigate from one place to another, and
has been regarded by his aquatic neighbors as a kind of iron-clad monitor.
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of (jotham." was married in Boston on .Satin
day last. The cireumstanees are sueh stall' as
romances are made of.
Captain hoop, a distant
relative who sails an Knglish ship, visited Mr. John
a
few
weeks
Koops
ago on his way t<« Parrisboro.
N JS and met his fate in tin* person of the
yuumr
lad} who is now his wife. Jle came, saw and was
conquered, lit* returned to New York and began
to loud for Java, but sang "Her sweet smile hauuts
me still,'* and whistled
The girl l left behind me.”
Would she marry him and go on that long ami
to
the
Has
lonely voyage
Periuips.
"Pygmalion loved.—and who so loves
Believes the impossible.”

A true copy,

|i'd|xirtion stalwart men and women,
a tins is tin longer the case. The
great
Milk ol the people are now emaciated,
their rile, stick out in painful promi-

and their skins covered with a
duty looking iles(|uaniation of the eutie de ia ilied iii
the Irish famine as a pcai:ai
famine eruption.
These famine
marks are almost universal. Tile superintendent oi relief operations in Adoni
re|Hirt that the journey over one of the
i.'.id- lesenililed the
path of a great battle in the numhers of dead and
dying. If
ill. people had been smitten
by a local
outbreak oi cholera in ordinary times
tli.y would have tied from their works and
never returned,
hut so severe is the
|.r. sure lor food that none could afford to
leave the works and lose their
pay even
for a single day.
nence.

■

Curious world this. There is Kensett,
the artist and a line artist lie is, who
lias made, perhaps, a few thousands by
the supreme effort of brain and hand.
But Kensett, the artist, had a brother
wlio packed oysters in Baltimore, and
a
telegram tersely states that lie has
lust
died, leaving a property worth
ijtijHMijHHt. Now which had you rather
l«\ Kensett the artist or Kensett the
the oyster packer, take the circumstances
just as they stand' [The Saratogian.
James Wilmot, of New York, was terribly cut
u knile
VV,-iluesilay nigh! by Uouoru JfcCor
Slio charges Wilmot ruins.I her. She submarried
sequently
happily iu Sail Francisco, but
some .me revealed her former amour with Wilmot,
b.-r husband deserted her and she came cast to
kill her betrayer.
with

miek.

witue 10 uer. aim

And leased the store

IIAZFLTIN'F.

ftKX

Belfast,

equal.

Heiied, forms a mixture which, as a cooling,
and refreshing Summer Beverage, has no
P.aireb of ire water, prepared in this way,

!

may-be'drink

without the lightest injury; and happy i; the man w ho tinds in this a substitute for spir
it nous liquors. Its value to the Farmer, the Mechanic, ami Laborer cannot be over-estimated. It
is so cheap as to be within the reach ot all; sotinelv
flavored a to be enjoyed by lovers of the choicest

Pure

Ot all kinds.

N. F. KFKN.

and land

on

taken upon him
the estate ol

large

A

Stock and

w

activitv in the Stomach and Bowels, Oppression
after Fating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose
taken alter each meal. A great want exists for a

Perhaps
cured

!

Fancy (roods,

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

Kui ns,

free from serious objections, yet palatable, even inviting to the sensitive palate, which will create no
morbid appetite for itself, and operate as an assist
ant to digestion, as well as perform the functions ot
a stimulant,
such we confidently believe is to be
iouud in

a ttd

SANFORD'S JAMAICA GINGER,

Tooth Brushes,
Fan Powder,

an

Hair Brushes
and Combs,

mended to the weak and nervous, to those'recovering from debilitating diseases, and to the aged, to
whom it imparts warmth and vigor.

Sponye,
Everything

SAMPLES FREE.

kept

in fact

w \" BLWABDwill be paid lor a bottle ot
any other Fix tract or Kssence of JaC/**
maica < linger if found to equal it in tim* flavor, purity
and prompt medicinal cthet.
Largest, Cheapest,
and Best. T ake no other until you have given it a
trial. Sold by all Wholesale and Betuil Druggists,
Drocers, and Dealers in Medicines. Brice, 50 cents.
Dealers should purchase original
of one
dozen to obtain the trial bottles for free distribution.
WF.FlvS & BOTTKB, Detiera! Agents and Whole
sale Druggists, Boston.

R.

a

first-class

Drug Store

found at

be

can

O

in

<£r d'C.

HJMCOODY’S.

JUST RECEIVED

packages

A

Warranted

ELECTRICITY

Eure and to
faction.

.Strictly

DU. R. MOODY’S
the market.

FOVi

THE MILLION.
AN
ELECTRIC BATTERY

taken in

give entire satis

only

Stock of Wax Flower Material. J’hysiciun’a

A full

Prescription
pounded.

COLLINS’VOLTAIC PLASTER

reliable Catarrh Remedv.

Family Receipts carefully

anti

com-

TR. H. MOODY,
ly48

Cures Pains and Aches.

Corner of Main and

High Ms.

equalizes tin- Circulation,

subdue^

Inflammatory Action.
cures ruptures and Strains.
removes pain and Soreness.

Corn! Corn!!

Kidney Complaint.
strength! ns the Muscles.
cures Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
cures

0,500 Bushels

relaxes Stiffened Cords.
Nervous Shocks.
is invaluable in I’aralysis.
cures Jnllammation of tin* Liver.
removes Nervous Rains.
cures Spinal Weakness.
is Grateful and Soothing.
cures Lpilepsv and Fits.
is safe, Reliable, and economical.
is prescribed by Rhysieians.
is ndorsed by electricians.
cures

Prime

Corn!

Yellow

dust received and

for sale Low at Lane’s Wharf.

A.M. CARTER.
M I S S K S

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

i< warranted, on t lie reputation of Dr. Collins, its inventor, an old physician, to be the best plaster in tin*
world of medicine. Tin* union of the two great mod
ieal agents, viz.
electricity and Medical Gums and
Fs'seuces, fully ju<t ili«»s tlie claims, and entitles this
remedy to rank foremost among all curative compounds for all external Aches and Rains.
.'li cenN, ftold l»y all Ilni^iAtu,
ainl *ent on receipt of 'jj cent* for one,
or
$I,*•£.» for wi\. or fji'j.'iri fur twelve,
carefully wrapped and warranted by
W EKHNA I'OirilK Proprietors Bunton. !tlao.

|

|

Croquet Slippers
At rnr/ t iiirn ,i

receiving large quantities ol
ami quantities ot large vests, which I
tain
have made
now

speedily as possible.

as

Item 'ibbcrtiscmcnts.

FUAKt is.

VKST-MAKEK*
at good prices at my store.

Belfast,

June

can

$t>50 Rosewood Bianoos
,m*‘ h’osewood Upright 1‘ianoes
r
j- little used) cost $300 only $R\>, must
1,1 s(»ld.
I'arlor Organs, ii Stops $45,
yj!M_“RQ 0 Stops $05, $r_' Stops only $75. Nearly
New 1 Set Reed p.» Stop, Sub Bass & Octave Coupler
(Jrgans eost over $.".50, only $55. Lowest I’ricer ever
otfered sent on 15 days test trial. You ask why I oiler
so cheap-.*
1 reply Hard Times. Result sales over
1,000,000 annually. War commenced by monopolists.
Beware
Circulars. Write for explanation.
Battleraging. Lull I'articulars free. Address Itaii'l
H«*s*»ly, W aMhiiiK'toii, Kew Jerney.

D I A AinC

ArlUa^!

wish

to

obtain work

Buy Your

Do Not

flnfiANx

anonymils

RT K'lra i'in«* itlixed Card* with name,
!Octs.,post paid. L. .JONES & CO., Nassau,

New York.

Bools & Shoes
L'litil you bavo Callo I

CRITCHETT &

SAWING WOOD, AND
THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN.

MACHINES

r.vn:vn:i»,

FOR

man.

will:kii A\11 sold m

A. W. CRAY’S SONS
*priii;;*, VI.
Parties who wish to purchase machines that have
to
be
proved
superior to all others, will do well to
end tor circular and descriptive price list, which will
he forwarded upon application, free.

they

Goods

LATEST IMPROVED

Horse Powers.

on

aro

Selling

ever

offered,

N the town of Palermo, in the
County of Waldo,
fur the )« ar 1 >7»*, the following list of taxes on
real estate ol non resident owners in the town of
Palermo lor the year lx.'O, in hills committed to S.
I». Jones, Collector of faxes of said town, on the
litteeiitli day ol June, 1x70, has been returned by
him to me as unpaid on the eleventh day of .lune,
In ., by his certificate ol that date, and now remains
unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if tin* said
taxes and interest and charges are not
paid into the
treasury of said town within eighteen months from
the da\ commitment of said hills, so much of tinreal estate as w ill he sutlicient to pay tin- amount
due thereof, including interests and charges, will,
w ithout 1 urther notice, be sold at
public auction at
the Treasurer’s otlice in -aid town on the fifteenth
day of December, 1x77, at one o’clock in the after

I

imou.

FRANCIS,

\nil.

l'hi'

the Best
and at

Prices!

JUST

RECEIVED.
LARGE

A

LOT

CANNED

i-,

APPLES. BOSTO.S LAE El> LEA SS.
FRESH APPLES .IT

Fit-ih

B.

Wadlin Block,
Belfast,.Iuly 25,

Meadow,
Soule,
homestead,

imes

W^\i

1877.

Of

.«i;t

mo
too
j.f,u

:U0
.{Jo

loo

Strings!

lo

75

J. {.{

lno
loo

!.1„

iM> >s,

25, 1S77.

lor

11. HKADSTHI .LI,
Treasurer of Palermo.
;iw 7

Supreme Judicial Court, April Term,
H.

I’ll.I.SiU K\

vs.

FERTILIZER.
IT

IS

PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE
Tkn

Abbott Family School

years' successful

use

has shown it to be

OK THE VERY HIGHEST QUALITY.
PRICE
MODERATE.
(Jl’A LITYdfSTA SDA /.*/> 67' A It A STEED

BOYS,

Blue, Farmington, Maine. Address,
lwfi
A. II. ABBOTT, Principal.

Little

A.

-Ml

A No. 1

52

BOB.

no

PACIFIC GUJftm

Center Lincolnville.

June

.jo

SOLUBLE

Notice.

WILL

jo

unknown, part

We claim for it the Greatest Benefit to the Consumer from the smallest outlay.

CARD.

For Sale in Belfast

P. A.

tusiness at Augusta,
DU.thehisdrug CROOKKR,
at Searsmont

has sold his interest in
Me., and resumes
practice
Village, where he ;
will be pleased to meet old friends and patients in I
that part of the country.
2

j

Wadlin Block, Main Street.
42tf
April 19,1H77.

CO.,

Ion"

as

Aykk's Cifkkky

Returning, will h ave Boston
day, Thursday and Friday at
Fare to Boston,

about

public

for it

won

confidence in its vir-
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that

|

$2.50
3.55

York,

New
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through 6.50
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really
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diseases of their terrors,

season.

robbed
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Every family should have it
ready and prompt relief of

protection it affords by it? timely
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ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

1877.

Bangor, I'ortlaml, Fort-mouth, Sab m, I ni.
Lowell, bawrnice, Haverhill, Boston fc .New Fork
i.
making do- coiun ctlou- with Lot h 1 !.■• i

-ml

and I 'o ton \ Maine Railroad- amt arn\mg n
'>•» o'clock I*. .M
Boston at
u -ea-on
tonne
with the Shot e I inr Railroad for .New York, v\
L-aves Bostou at lo o'clock I* M.
ami alter Mo.N l> A Y

On

City

THE MILD POWER
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11th,
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a m

ot

Richmond,

Ml.in
M XII k,
leave |taii::i»r e\er\ Moi.li\ \\. |n.-a
1'1'i‘la' liiorniUiJ- >1
t.
o'clock, louehll.tf At
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l' \\
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l.e
It, nilo.nl \\ h irt In..I
Street, Portlanii, -aim-e\eiiiu*.', at 1" oYl.n k, ..i
lil’l i a o| |-, \jife
I,
I
i 11 o\
i.
I*,
\ \| .ii
0,-1
k
Hlilro-nl, " till :• i- iivi I hi-loll at
I'. M
hi take
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Un I’a
irln-r I
all) oi Jl
Iroui Ho ton o\ er either ot the ahov
I:
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CURES
Been in sene«
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Everywhere proved
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LOMBARD,
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t,

ti»r iwnii y years.
tin- most sil l.,
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are
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he penplrnuni ui> iinTTfine, iiioueY
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H UMrHEEY S
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

medicines Suum

P.

o'clock !\

All freight must l»e accompanied by Bill* oi la.
ing in duplicate. All freight bill- mu-t b.• paid
I» I.AM
delivery of good-.
Agent.
Belfast, dum *.», 1 T..

attacks.

n

Momlu), finSi.

r\

evt

Lowell,

be made by medical >kili.

can

KATAHDIN.

Johnson,

J. P.

Capt. Wm R. Roix,
Will leave It el fast for Boston every Monday, Wed
o'clock I* M
in-stlay, Thursday and Saturday, at

Or. J. C. AYEd & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practical and Analytical Chemist.
it o 'Sold by all Druggists and Healers in Medicine.
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Headaches,

Ilffifc 58 Main Si,

f’l'Olijb Coupli, Ditti» till Hr. 111.isi•'.
Naif lifienni, Enr-ipem-. I mpiM.nUlieuma t isin, CP.■mna:, I'ui.s,
r.,i
Fever siihi Akih‘, < hill 1.
\:'u» s,
..M
Plies, blind or hi,nlin.'.
Oplkf lia tin > am! >•«»!«• or \V. ak I cs,
M
tatarrli, aenle or chronic, Inllin n.
m.
Whoops lUV-CntiKli, viol, ni couth',
M;
Asthma, eppret--, i! Hr-aithii
Far IfiscliarKCs, impaired hearin
SiTiitnkl, enlari o hind S^> Him

17
is.
IP

Me

X. B
Particular attention given to s'/m/c/v/ and
Female Diseases of long standing.
«rlle may lie found in hi* office evi n Kridav
and Saturday of each week.
Other day* devoted
to Surgical operation* and visiting patient.* residing
in the country, etc.
1 yd I

Ml.

MM
M

■.

Notary Public,
BELFAST. ME.
4l"tf

A. GREER,
Attorney & Counsellor at Law.

E
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Store.)
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CLOTHS!
Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing,

HATS,
-A N

OAFS,

1)

FurnishingGoods
Also,

a

tine and elegant line of choice
well Miown makes of

l

of

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.
my

goods

for CASH at

a

very KoW

figure, and will he enabled to give my customers

better bargains than heretofore.
ran
A saving of from TKN to KIKTKKN
be made by buying your good at the N KW ST< >RK.
I
nothing in this paper, but what I ran
fullill at my store at

percent

promise

No. 78 Main St.,

Belfast, Me.

47tf

Something

New.

RKMKDY,

cures CaVO cents per Box.
Agents
parts
country. Address
for circular ,1. J. PKAVKY, Washington, Me.
draOl*
W. O. POOR & SON, Ats., Belfast.
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Joshua Krec/e, a pauper ol the
Stoekton, has left his home at the
farm, and all persons are hereby forbidden
harboring or trusting him on town account.
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i f.AS at former prices, being cargo prices, vi/.
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only 1 pound at one sale; best (.juulit) Oolong IT a,
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These remedies are sent b\ the ease
slinvle I»o\ nr vial, to any part ot the
country, live ot charge, on receipt of
Address
ice.
iimptireys’ Slomeopallile Hcdiriue Co.
New York.
Ollice aud Depot,
‘'or Sn’tr by all OrtiKKist*.
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:tl. Itipilllicrid, ulcerated note Mimat.
MTi. I hrnnie <’»»invest ions and Kmpi .ons, Mi
FAMILY < VXKS.
Case, Mommy,', with above :cr. laixe \ iala am!
.Mamial »•! directions,.$10.00
0.00
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Neural (via, Toothache t

Whites,
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GOIN G

Cures.
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Cryliitv-C'oflt, or
u.t-s,.
liiarrl»€ika, oi t'hikliY ii oi Alin!!Hyseniery, (iripinp. Hilioii Cop
Cholera*Morbus, Yoiuiiu,.

i.

Belfast, Me.

physician.

Congestion, Jnil.unmaiions,

Worms, Worm i«V-

'!.

W. STODDARD, DOS.

bv

HAZELTINE 6c

have

si wi-i.i:,8

Consisting

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS

keep constantly on haml FATUAS
SPRAGUE MOWER.
ALBION DRAKE,

Lewi-

January Jt, Is??.

FineGoatSlippers
tlu

or

Isaac

In

Assumpsit mi account annexed to Writ for is
weeks board at $-.\50 per week, $15.00. Date of Writ,
Returnable to April T. 8. J. C.,
W aldo County, 18??. Ad Damnum $ ICO.
Date ot service on Trustee, January 'JO, 18??. £b
F. A. (IKKhit, Atly. for Pill'., Belfast,
A true Copy ot tin* Order of Court with Abstract of
Writ.
3w?
Attest:
W. (i. FRYh, Clerk.

Jewelry Store.

MEATS

At

Cono

t.i,,

P.dfctst,

AND—

Very Superior Quality,

HERVEYS

At

til

Bass Viol,

Guitar

K E N D A LLrS“SPA VTNCURE

WILBUI iV CO., Nlate If liarvev,
C'on>m«rrial *tt., Boaton, Sole Agents
lor Merrill’s Celebrated Urownville Unfading Slate.
Strongest and best made; less repairs than others;
received the highest Centennial award, a medal and
diploma. Sold by the square or cargo at Ifangor or
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and rooting
materials. Address A. W. & Co., Boston, or H. A.
Merrill, Bangor, Me.

SWIFT,

—

A FARM FOR $200

*

;;p

William l.inscott
1;j uudOeorge I.iiiM'ott, Adiuinistrutors of Sarah
l.inscott, trustee. And now on suggestion to the
Court that William l.inscott, the principal Defend
ant, at the time ot service of the writ, was not inhabitant ot tin' state, and bud no tenant,
agent, or
attorney within the same, that his goods or estate
Pave been attached in this action, that he has had
m» notice of said suit and
attachment, it is Ordered,
that notice ot the pendency of this suit be
given to
the sjiei Delenduut,by publishing an attested
copy
of t his Order, together with an abstract of the Plain
till ’s writ, three weeks suecessivelv in the
Kepubli
can Journal, a newspaper
in the
printed at
ounty ot Waldo, the last publication tWbe not less
than lourteen days before the next term of this
( «>irt, to he hohlen at
Kelfast, within and for the
County ot Waldo, on the third Tuesday of October,
Is,..that said Defendant may then and there np
pear, and uii>w<• r to said suit, if he shall see cause.
Attest
w. (i. FUYF, Clerk.
Abstract ot PI tf. Writ:)

37 Main Street.

Violin,

Hollars

ROOFING SLATE.

.7 mi

CAMBRIDGE.
Capt.

so

PKKPAKE.l) 15\

j

State of Maine.

TAMARINDS pill up in

F.

for

H»t'il

Palermo, Aug. 1.1, 1X77.

Sulfur In/

DAVIS,

$5.J1

I'.to

Heirs ot Nehemiah I inner, part
Lot No. H I.
Heirs of Nehemiah Turner, part
Lot No. HO,
C. A. Hunt for part Lots No. 110 it

S.

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine

m*.

fli'-s

list ate,
Creely for Phiueas CurtiPlac**,
John Lurry for P.ryant 1 ot,
Alexander Itonm v', part lot NoJO,

.l

1) 1 NO

in.

John

Josiuh

GOODS!

I N C L U

Aim

F.

Val

Mrs. Cushman Junes, homestead,
i’ urber Young, or unknown, Heal

lAl'CAIf

ACRE!

X

l-'o,
llenj. Campbell for houu steud,

OF

PRICES LOW!

FOR

Wood,

Di-ioriim >u.
.1. kitchen

...

Lowest

irammcioHii

TtiOMe Terrible lleailaclieN (>ieiieru led
by obstructed secretions, and to whic ladies uro especially subject, can always be relieved, and their re
eurrence prevented bvtheuse of Tarrant’s Efi i:k\ ksci nt Sklt/ki: Apkhiknt.
Procurable at all
dru^ stores.

•:

Mr-'. I’hiiieus

(Rayford Block,)

For

for the
d«

■

Non-Resident Taxes.

VESTS,

GEO. A. QLIMBV.
fdtf

20, 1877.

Jias

maintained it

"“**

Non-Resident Taxes.
town ot Prospect,
County of Waldo, for the
l"7ii. Tlie following li<t of taxes on real esot non-resident owners in the town of Pros,
pect for the year l>7b, in hilts committed to Win. II.
(dim, collector of said town, on the l::th day ol May,
been returned by him to me as
Is*",
remaining
unpaid on the Nth day ol May, 1n77, by his certificate
of that date, and now remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said town,
within eighteen months from the date of the com
mitment of said bill, so much of the said real estate
taxed, as will he sufficient to pav the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will with
out further notice, be sold at
public auction, at
the store of Mudgett & I.ihhv, in said town, on the
NUh day of November, l>77,’at two o’clock in the
afternoon. N. It. Here follows the list, it
being the
same made by tin* collector to the treasurer
V line.
Tux.
Waldo ( o. (iranite Co. No.
of Acres Land '.’a,
$1,omo
Waldo Co (iranite Co. No
of Houses 1,
,•_*,>
Waldo Co. (Iranite Co. No.
of Shops 1,
.ay
Waldo Co. (iraniie Co. No.
ol
Wharl 1,
50
$ I i go
$l‘J.a5
Boston & Maine(iranitei o.
No.ot Acres of Landl.'l l g,
175
:j.ol
T'heo. Batchelder.
No. ot
Acres ot Land 7,
.4_*
I lieo. Batchelder. No. ol
Houses 1,
gpu
Theo. Batchelder.
No. of
Barns 1,
.40
gsg
4,vg
lolm Moore. No ol Acre.of Land n,
:
.55
Wm. s. Peabody, or 1111
known. No. of Acres of
Land 7 1
40
.(*,«»
lOIIN F. LI BBT
Treasurer <>F Prospect
August 14, In. 7.- .Uv'

or

Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, file prudent should not
neglect it, and tie* wise will n«.t. Keep it bv you

OE3MTIBT

the

\ear

The

C.

BELFAST,

Vegetable Hitters the best in

tion,

their closet lor the

4.'ll

Oi.oRt.L F. IIFN I, late of Belmont,
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond
as tin.-law directs; sin- therefore
requests all perw ho are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
MARTHA K. HI NT.

IN
Reader's German Catarrh Snuff. tate

FOR 25 CENTS.

11
it
11
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
it
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

El EE LINE OK

F3TJ-R,E SPIOES!

se-

reputa-

a

great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from tln-ir
fatal effects, that is well founded if the rein, dy be

D.D.S.,

Ellin-IIIin, Elm SI., JIEl'KSl’IllEI,

JOHN

IN

ever

one

wide

long continued series of marvellous

dangerous

these

DENTIST,

Non-Resident Taxes.

Pomades,

no

so

Known c. tiu*

:;een

Indeed, the

hereby oHVr for sale the very de
sirahlc small farm on which I
It is most pleasantly -it
1 now live.
uated, contains thirty acres, is under
f good cultivation and i- well fenced
aim wuirreu,
in ail
reopens eon
venient.
It has upon it first-class buildings in thor
ough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
fruit trees. Call at office vd, Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection of Mie lancolnville and
little River roads in the south part of this cit\
I M. HOAROMAN
IS* Hast. April 12, 1877.
4Iti’

Office hours,
to U \. \i., l toto ', t*.
nation and Consultations, 1. ,o to

tin* town <>1 Prospect, in tin* County of Waldo,
tor tlie year 1n7('>. The
following list ot taxes on
•‘••ill e.-tate of non resident owners in tin* town of
for tie* year lrOii,
Prospect, in School District No.
in bills committed to Win. II (iinn, collector of said
town on the l::th day of May, 1n7(», has been returned
t«y him to me, as remaining unpaid on theSth dav of
May, 1*77, liv his certificate of that date, and now
remain unpaid, and notice i- thereby given that it
'•■I'd taxes and interest and charges are not
paid in
t",ln Treasury of said town within eighteen months
liom the date of the commitment of said bills, so
much of the real estate taxed, as will be sufficient to
p.n the amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will without further notice, be sold at public auction ;it the store of Messrs. Mudgett &
Libby,
mi said town, on the goth
day of November, A. D.
1*77, at two o’clock in the afternoon
Total
t o whom taxed.
Value. Value.
Tax.
Waldo (iranite t o. No. of
Acres :>,
$~00
Waldo (iranite (!o. No. of
W hart I,
.75 ^777*
4*8.till
Johu Moore. No. of Acres n,
.:{•»
:;}
Wm. >. Peabody. No. of
Acres 7 1
.m
.40
.4;*
•lUllN F. LIBBY, Treasurer of Prospect.
!u s
Augu- f 11, 1n77.

Hair Oils,

iui.'

a

Corisuinplion,

M..

PadUtil,

but

never

a

to

one

equalled by any other medicine. It still
makes the most, effectual cures of Cont/lis, (',>/</*-,

I

rriiiK subscriber hereby gives public notice to
X. concerned, t hat he has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
Of the e-tate of

in Bull'

Perfumery

elegant combination of be T rue Jamaica Dinger
witli tin
hoice-! Aromatic-;. It is beyond all com
pari-mi the most healthy, invigorating tonic aud
stimulant before the public. It is earnestly recom-

indebted

it

cures, that

tues,

Farm for Sale.

Hayford

ail

great variety of

market.

In Hie

are

i<>k.\i..

forty years, by

DENTIST.

said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
maud thereon, to exhibit tin* same for settlement
to him.
KOBKRT W. PKRin

Sh.ould.er Braces

1

ho

only

nations, must have
extraordinary virtues.—
many

subscriber otters lor sal.

CEO. F. GAMES,

the Route.

on

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

con-

members.

the trust of Administrator of

ATHLUTON W. PKNOLKTOX.Iateof I.ineolnviile,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond
as the law directs ; he therefore
requests all persons

The best and most durable
of Tone and

it

the

won

not

union"

Waldo

recently occupied by

city. In the summer season jits close proximity
the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden. Apli. < i. 1) Y Kit.
ply at this office.
Belfast, April 24, 1877.—42tf

Till-; subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned that he has been duly appointed and

TRUSSES!

DYSPEPSIA,
Flatulency, -biggish Digestion,

>

Genuine Patent Medicines

liquor-.

want

At a Probate Court held at Belfa-d, within and for
the County ot \\ aldo, on the •ccoml Tuesday of
August, A. 1 >. !s;;.
I.BR 11M K (L 1 l KRILL, named Kxecutor in a
J certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament, of Abi'dia W. BurriM, late id
W aldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
huving
presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said F.lbridge give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to he published three weeks
.-uccessively iu tlie Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
w ithin and for said
County, on the -econd Tuesday
of September next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why toe same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
PHILO || HUSKY, Judge.
A true copy, Atte d —B. p. Kiki.i>, Register.

Dec. ct, 1,-rii.—ystf

Drugs and Chemicals

I'll 11.0 11 KRSKY, Judge.
Attest- B. P. fn i.n, Register.

A true copy.

DRUG STORE!

ICE WATER
w«

should not be allowed.

MOODT’S

of

healthy,

oc-

prepared to'otlVr

and all goods usually kept in a first class ilroci-ry
Store, at whoinsnl,' and rtdiiil, ill ns rmisonable rati
us can In1 had at any store in tin- edv.
liar Stock is purchased for fash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a lair share
of patronage.
ft3~(.ivo us a call.

whether produced by the indige-tion, improper food,
change el water or dirt, too tree indulgence in ice
water, exposure to -ndden changes of temperature,
art* immediately relieved by it.
< 'no ounce added to

and

street, formerly

Two Steamers

which have

tliu

^Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively iu the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that the) may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and ibr said County, on the second
Tuesday
of September next, at ten of the clock before
noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same

FAMILY GKOCER1FS !
Corn, Flourand Meal,
Pork, Beef,
Kerosene Oil,
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
Tobacco,
and Spices,

CRAMPS AND PAINS

gallon

Main

are now

well selected stock of

h

in- tautly relieved by if. It will render an attack of Cholera
-Mmi hit impossible, if taken when the symptoms of
this dengerou: complaint first manifest themselves.

a

on

cupied by .1. H. Wadlin,

Cramps, Pains, Diarrlnea, and Dysentery are

Only Five

“What do you know about the prisoner V'
asked the judge. “I don’t know nothin’
’bout him, jedge, only
lie’s bigoted."
“Bigoted V' said his honor. “Yes, sah.”
“What do you mean by ‘bigoted?’”
“
Well, jedge,” explained the witness,
“he knows too much toll one niggah,
an’ not ’null' loll two.”

Attest

the Season of 1877.

fidence of mankind and
become household words,

his
dwelling house and i s acre of land
on Bay \ iew Street.
The house is three
\ears old. two stories high, and finished
throughout, is suitable for two small
families. The location, commanding a

PHILO HERSEY, Judge.
—B. P. Fikld, Register.

anil

LOWELL.

AND

Arrangements for

few compositions,

Hie

House for Sale.

granted.

f.unsr»,

COX81MI I'TIU V.

is

rpilE
1_

CO.

-FOR-

Hlioopiiitf

Haoncliitin, Aatbiiaa,

out'll,

Mrs. James A. Uuss. The lot contains about 10 acres of land and a
tine privilege for water.
House
eugiuiv locaieu on mgn land witn a commanding
view of the village and bay. For terms apply to
W. <i. CROSBY.
Belfast, Aug. 1, 1877.
-iwO

Jl.'LlA

Hazeltine & Go..

CHOLERA MORBUS.

proposed that sue meet him
in Boston the next week, marry him ami sail lor
.lava, ilia boat was on the shore anil bis bark was
on the sea, or loading at the wharf, and she must
decide at once. The letter was received in the
morning, and had not been read more than a half
AN
dozen t imes (such letters require a great ileal of
reading, it seems) when a dispatch arrived to the i Ol the HEET L4 1II in AN! ERICA, near
the
tIKKAT
1'MON
IWrlt-V KAII.ltOAl).
effect:
Please
answer
letter
following
my
by tel
egraph- yes or no.” \ny girl can promptly salves or no to tin* offer of a hand and heart, but
when such an offer is coupled with a three (lavs’
in easy payments with tow rates of interest.
notice of marriage and a sea voyage to the Bast
S E a [I I!, E I T N O w.
Indies the case requires a little more consideration.
Full information sent free, address
So she took time to consider, and added strength
|
to the saying that the woman who considers is
O.
lost, for, when the afternoon of the same day
Land Agent, U. P. R. R-, OMAHA, NEB.
brought her another dispatch, which was si in
ply Yes or no C she went to the telegraph of
lice and wrote “Yes" on a blank. The operator,
cure Spavin, Splint, Callous, Curb, King-bone,
knowing nothing of the vast importance of that will
monosyllabic message, placed it on lile for trails &<-• For man it is also a complete remedy for Corns,
mission, and the most anxious man in New York Chilblains, Frost-bite, Felon, liruise, Cut, or am
Lameness. IIRITIKYIHRIt 44 RCLAIM | ft<
was soon made
happy by its reception. The lady WILL IKEROVE Til K E1L4RUE.
left here on Friday morning last and met and mar
WENT
WITIIOIT
HLIMTEIIINCI.
ried the captain at the residence of a relative in
Soht by th alers throughout the country, or sent to
Boston. Their wedding tour will he a long one
address
on receipt of price, $1.
Semi for u cir
any
round the world, hut not in HO
days. We hope cular giving proof of above statements. It. ,1. IvFNM.
that “MV* racy pen will give us some descriptive
l>ALL,
D., Prop., Knosburgh Falls, Vt.
letters on life and manners in tar off lands.
ne

(

C'on-li-, Collin,

a*

r

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, on the second
Tuesday ol
August, A. 1>., 1877.
(ilLKKY, Administratrix of the estate of
Robert C. (iilkey, late of Searsport, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
lirst and linal account of Administration for allow

UN’DERSHIXED having formed a copartnership in business under tie name and style

perior

BOSTON

inch

to

MAINE.

ses

A Bcllary correspondent
writing July
l'. dt- .lilies the awful efleets of the fuiniii southern India:
A few months
lie says, working gangs contained in

should not be

same

Block,

4»tf

house
rpiIE
JL Avenue

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to he published three weeks
successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfa'st, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of September next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the

f|THK
X

preparation is prepared from the
11:1 i. Jamaica Dinger, combined with choice arounities ami genuine French brandy, and is vastly sut<> every other Fxtract or l-.-sence of
Dinger
before the public—all of which are prepared with
alcohol t»y the old process.

For Diieattea of tin* Throat anti

For Sale.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 1877.

NEW FIRM!

elegant

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

Belfast, Aug. 15, 1877.—tf7

Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey the whole of
fhe real estate of said deceased,
(including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy his debts and incidental charges, and charges of
Administration, at public sale or at private sale,without further notice.
ELIAS SLAVEY.

A. B. MATHEWS’

STORE,

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER.

■

'■

Tit

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,

same.

'■

■

III

to

1

<

|

E subscriber offers for sale her
house and 1 2 acre of land situated on Northport Avenue, ten ininutes walk from the post office. The
-house is two years old, two stories
bow
window on south side and piazza m trout.
nigh,
The location commanding a view of the bay is unsurpassed. The lot attached is suitable for a garden
or building purposes.
Price $1500. Call on
Mrs. S. It. COTTltKLL, on the premises.

anee.

-■

■

Judge of Probate for the County

LIAS SLAVEY, Administrator of the estate of
J Nathaniel Seavev, late of Troy, in said County,
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods,
chatties and credits of said deceased are not sufficient
to answer his just debts and charges of Administration, by the sum of twelve hundred dollars. That
the sale of any portion of the real estate of said deceased would greatly depreciate the residue of the

FURNITURE

The circus is coming again, and once
will have the pleasure of witnessing tlic cheerful spectacle of seven church
members taking one little child two years
old “to see the animals.” “I didn’t go
into tin' circus department,” said a good
deacon, after the last moral circus was
here, “but I dropped in to look around
the menageries a few moments with my
little grandson, and I do think the man
who tied his legs in a how-knot around
his neck and then crawled through the
hoop was alone worth the price of admission." [Burlington llawkevc.
more we

•-

■

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Desirable Propety for Sale.

of
Boor.

IVi‘i‘

?|

TRY IT!!

It Contains full descriptions o! Southern ltu~do.Tu>-kc>
\lliior. The lloly I uii,|.
t*rtss'c. V-l.
'(> pi,
Illustrated with UMl fill, Kiierivini's Tills i> tti— <>,!■,
complete History published ol tile x ountriea involved m the

Russian--Turkish'War

This grand new work Is the result of Recent and Fvtensive Travel m :t!l the countries iiuin.il
li i_, at.
Mud
"timely hook the ,>M v one on th.- -ir j.
nod th, tu-t
t selling one ex
published On. A ,-ut sold
copolhe '<’>(
u
uuollier, I «ts in
another, *i I s m
Agt-uts. don't miss this the very HtM ehnli* e
111, II t* v o'h
"I'll
Hi thr Ills! th
l/ii If*.
Now is x.ur
>• i'
t ine
tor our h'xtra Terms to Vcenta, and a full d«
bi'riptiou ot this reutw ork and judee lory oinsvlves. Ad Irena
A. D. Win. iniMiius & Co.. Publishers. 11 art lord. I’ouu

E.

CLARK, JR.,

& CO..

Merchants,
I'DU Till*: SAliK or
Commission

If any person who appreciates a really line grade
of TOBACCO, for Smoking or Chewing, will send us
their address by Postal Curd, we will send in return
(free of expense) a sample of the very best Tobacco
in the market, manufactured by the

Potatoes &c.,
Blitter, Eggs, Beans,
St., Boston,

MERCHANTS’ TOBACCO COMPANY,
*w«
30 Broad Street, Boston.

PatronageofShlppers ami Karim-rs solicited. Satis
factory references given. Price Currant ami Marking
Plates sent on application.
4\vf>

1? Commercial

Mass.

